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News Letter No. 70.

U.S. Department of Labor

WOMEN'S BUREAU
Washington

ACTIVITIES AFFECTING WON IN INDUSTRY

January 29 1931.

Massachusetts.

The case of the 19 Harvard scrubwomen has finally been closed by the 
pay-

ment to each one of an amount representing the difference between what they 
actually

received for the perior, of their employment at 35 cents an hour and what they 
should

have received at the rate of 37 cents an hour, the rate set by the yinimum Wage 
Com-

mission. The $3,880 necessary to make this payment was raised by a group of iairvard

Alumni headed by Mr. Corliss Lamont.

Canada.

The Federation of Catholic Workers of Canada at their annual convention

September 27, adopted a .resolution in favor of the Women's Minimum Wage Act of quebec,

being extended to 'over the women employed in stores. (The Labor Gazette, Canada,

November, 1930.)

Great Britain.
Colonial Labor Le.rislation.

A conference of official representatives of the British Colonies and Pro-

tectorates and of Mandated Territories under British administretion was held in

London from June 23 to July 15, 1930.

At a meeting on 10 July, Dr. Drummond Shiels, Parliamentary Under-Secretary

of State for the Colonies, seid that the Conference would a7ree that the question of

labor legislation was of very great and increasing importance. personally he had

been struck by the absence of adequate labor and social legislation in many colonies,

and by the fact that much of the legislation in existence was of an obsolete char-

acter. Some of the provisions were probably not now applied, but it would be well

to have modern measures on the Statute Books.

In regard to the employment of women and children, he reminded the Confer-

ence to the obligation under Article 421 of the Treaty of Versailles to apply to the

colonies as widely and with as little modification as possible such International

Labor Conventions as the British Government had ratified.

He was glad to know that in a number of colonies Workmen's Compensation

Ordinances were in existence. The Government desired to see a wider adoption of

this form of legislation. The Colonial Office was ct present engaged in examining

the question of facilities for employers' liability insurance, and he hoped in the

near future to be able to inform the Colonial Governments that satisfactory arrange-

ments had been made.
He also referred to the absence of adequate factory legislation in the

colonies. The British Government wished to feel that where people were worLing

under factory conditions, legislative provision existed to insure that conditions of

work were fair and that the workers were able to carry on their occupations in some

degree of comfort .nd without danger to their life and health.
He drew attention to the dangers of a low wage policy. There v7aJ reason

to believe that owing to low wages and bad conditions of work, the most energetic,
industrious and enterprising workers had in some cases been driven to seek work
elsewhere. In certain territories relying largely on imported labor, he recognized

that much had been done to improve conditions of labor. This, however, had been due
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to some extent to pressure by the Government of the country from which the laborers
were imported. He would liAe to see ths economic interests of laborers and others
catered for on the initiative of colonial Governments rather than as a result of
pressure from outside, and he was glad to know that stens to this end were now being
taken. (Industrial and Labor Information, December 1, 1930.)

Eual pay for Equal Work.
Equal pay for Equal Work was one of the chief subjects of discussion at

the Annual Conference of Labor Women held in London on June 3, 4, and 5, 1930. The
following are the conclusions of the report which was adopted:

How to Work towards Equal Remuneration. We can ,aork most effectively if
we pursue the following methods which lead in the direction of equality and freedom
for women.

1. Trade Union organization and organization on similar lines for the
professions. 4e need not emphasize this further. It stands out as the basis of all
effective work in equalizing wage rates for men and women, whether on the same jobs
or on different processes.

2. Securing model conditions of equality in Municipal and State employ-
merit.

3. Continusd development of Trade Boards in all sweated and low-paid
industries, thus establishing minimum wages for low-paid workers and helping in
raising the standard of women's wages.

4. Securing abolition of all regulations requiring dismissal of women on
marriage, whether teachers, civil or municipal employees, or in other employments.

5. The adoption of a system of family allowances, providing for the money
payment of a weekly allowance by the State to mothers or guardians of all children
from birth to school-leaving age, from a fund to be provided by the direct taxation
of the wealthy. (Report of the Thirtieth Annual Conference of the Labor Party,
Llandudno, 1930.)

India.

Owing to the decline of arts and crafts on the one hand and the rise of
modern organized industries on the other, a large number of the population of India
have become wage earners. In 19219 for instance, the number of persons who depended
upon wages as a source of livelihood was 29.4 millione, or one-fifth of the total
population engaged in gainful occupations. In the same year the number of workers
in organized industries, or more strictly in industrial establishments employing 20
persons or more, was 2.6 millions. since then the organized industries have increas(A
both in extent and in number and the present number of workers in them may roughly
be estimated at about 4 millions. A considerable number of workers in organized
industries have been gradually brought under legislative regulation as far as
recruitment, employment insurance association, and disputes are concerned.

Labor legislation in India began to develop in connection with some spe-
cific organized industries, such as plantations, mills, and mines, rather than for
all such industries taken as a whole. These industries crow up in different ports
of the country at different t:!.mes, and legislation for regulating the employment of
labor wc.s undertaken eccording to the needs in each specific industry. There is,
therefore, as yat no uniform and unified labor leaislation covering all industries.
Moreover, not only does labor legialation in those Indian States which hnve also
begun to regulate labor Conditions in certain industries differ from that in the
British provinces, but each State has its own labor legislation, which is often
different from that of the others.
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The British provinces.

Factory legislation in force at present in the British provinces of India
covers all industrial establishments employing not less than 20 persons and using
mechanical power. Local governments are also granted the power to apply the law by
notification to establishments employing not less than 10 persons and working with
or withcut mechanical power. Hours of work are restricted to eleven a day and sixty
a week. Children under 12 are not allowed to work and the hours of children under
15 are limited to six a day in textile mills and seven a day in other factories.
The employment of children and women at night is prohibited.

By successive amendments, the scope of the Factory Legislation has been
extended from 656 establishments in 1892 to 79863 establishments in 1928 including
197 notified factories which employed 10 persons or more and worked with or without
mechanical power. The average daily number of persons who directly benefited by
factory legislation rose from 3169816 in 1892 to 195209315 in 1928.

The employment of children under thirteen years of age is prohibited in
mines and the employment of women underground was prohibited from July 1, 1929, in
some mines. At the same time provision was made for the gradual elimination of women
from underground employment in other mines. By these regulations the employment of
women underground in mines will come to an end by July 1, 1939.

Compensation legislation already passed, insures over three million workers
in such industrial undertakings as factories, mines, ports, railways (except those
employed in administrative work), the building trade (in certain organized branches),
and several other similar undertakings, against accidents, including anthrax infec-
tion and poisoning from lead, phosphorus, mercury, and their compounds.

The only maternity legislation at present in force is in Bombay. Here
every woman is entitled to payment of maternity benefit at the rate of 8 annas a day
(about 16 cents)for the actual days of her absence during the period immediately
preceding her confinement, and for four weeks immediately after, provided that she
does not work at any other employment during the time. The maximum period of benefit
is seven weeks and a woman must be six months in the service of the employer from
whom she could claim the benefit. A bill for maternity benefits has also been intro-
duced into the Legislative Council of the Central Provinces and Berar.

The Indian States.

The main provisions of the Factories Acts of the Indian States may be
briefly summarized as follows:

(1) The minimum age of children for employment varies from nine to eleven

(2) The hours of work are generally seven for children and vary from ten
to twelve for women and from eleven to twelve for men.

(3) In some of the States children and women are not allowed to work in
factories between 7 p.m. and 5.30 a.m.

(4) Most of the States have provisions for rest periods and weekly holidays.
(5) Practically all of them have also provisions for sanitation and safety.
(6) Some of the States employ special stuff for factory inspection, while

others entrust it to magistrates and other officers. Some of the States have enacted
mining legislation cici prohibit the employment of children and women in underground
work. (International Labor Review, November, 1930.)

years.
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Japan.

A report recently published by the Japanese Bureau of Social Affairs,

states that the number of workers in factories, mines, transportation and communica-

tions, and in casual an4 other employment was 4,774,047 at the end of June, 1930.

Of this number, 19 534,31 were women. The number and proportion of women in the

different classifications was as follows: Factories,1,013,128 or a little less than

one-half (48.5 per cent); mines, 4497749 a little less than one-fifth (18.0 per cent),

transportation and communication, 47,684, slightly less than one-tenth (9.3 per cent); .

and casual and other employment, 428,428, or a little less than one-fourth (22.3 per

cent), of the total. (Industrial and Labor Information, December 8, 1930.)

PERSONNEL

Miss Ruth Muskrat, a Cherokee Indian of Oklahoma and a graduate of Mount

Holyoke College in 1925, has been appointed guidance and placement officer by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. The position was recently established as a part of a prac-
tical program now being inaugurated by the bureau, directed by Charles J. Rhoads,
with Dr. Will Carson Ryan of Swarthmore at the head of the educational department.

Miss Muskrat, since her graduation from mount Holyoke, has been connected
with the Haskell Institute, Lawrence, Kan., as registrar and placement director. Her
new work will cover a territory of eight States: Missouri, Kansas, Iowa, Nebraska,
North and South Dakota, Colorado, and Oklahoma, with headquarters in Kansas City.

Throughout her college course, Miss Muskrat planned her work to fit her-
self for teaching her own people, and to give them the benefit of her educational
opportunities. During her summer vacations she worked on Indian reservations.
(Christian Science Monitor. December 4, 1930.)

NOTES

Nurses in Commerce and Industa
A study of this subject made by the National Organization for public Health

Nursing was reported by Louise M. Tattershall in the November and December issues
(1930) of the Public Health Nurse. Information was obtained by questionnaires sent
to 2,200 establishments known to employ one or more nurses. Replies were received
from 1,209 establishments, and of these, 1,009 gave sufficient information to be
included in the report. The outstanding findings of the study in the December issue
are as follows:

1. The employment of nurses in industrial and commercial concerns is not
confined to any one type of industry or to establishments having a certain number of
employees. One thousand six establishments report that nurses are employed to look
after the welfare of their employees. This 1,006 includes establishments from 24
different types of industrial and commercial concerns with the number of employees in
the establishments ranging from less than 250 to more than 10,000.

2. The nurse employed is in most instances a female registered nurse. Of
the total 2,022 nurses reported as being employed by the various establishments only
189 or 9 per cent are men. Eighty-five per cent of the total number of nurses
employed are registered nurses. However, only 26 per cent of the men are registered
nurses, so that where a man is employed as a nurse, he is likely to be a practical
nurse.

3. The employment of men as nurses is confined largely to industries where
the work is of a heavy nature and where there are few, if any female employees, as in
the iron and steel industries.
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4. The employment of practical nurses only is found in but 5 per cent of
the establishments reporting. These establishments are not confined to particular
types of industries but the majority of establishments, where they are employed,
have less than 1,000 employees.

5. The nurses are practically all employed full time for nursinez services,
only 4 per cent of the total number of nurses being employed part time.

6. Physicians are employed in some capacity, full time, part time, or on
call, in 91 per cent of the establishments, physicians employed for full time duty
tend to be ei:ployed in establishments having 29000 or more employees, while physi-
cians on call are found more often in establishments with less than 19000 employees.
There are more establishments heving physicians for part time than there are estab-
lishments having physicians for full time, or having physicians on call only.

7. more than three-fourths of the nurses, employed in more than half of
the establishments are professionally responsible to a physician. The question of
responsibility to a physician is not a matter of whether a physician is employed or
not, as physicians are employed in more than three-fourths of the establishments
where the nurse is professionally resonsible to some one other than a physician.

8. Less than one-third of tile establishments report that their nurses
have written standing orders.

9. A little more than half cf the establishments employ nurses for work
inside the establishment and for outside visiting in the homes.

10. Three-fifths of all the nurses are employed in the establishment for
inside work only. This number includes almost all the male nurses and more than
half the female nurses.

11. of the different services which nurses perform within the establish-
ment, emergency treatment of injuries and sickness is the one that is found in prac-
tically all establishments and when the nurse gives only one service, this will be
the one given.

12. In addition to emergency treatment, nurses give subsequent treatments
of injuries or sickness in all but about 4 per cent of the establishments.

13. Nurses may give the following services, listed in -descending order of
frequency with which they are given:

(1) Assisting the doctor in physical examinations.
(2) Health instruction to employees.
(3) participation in Safety Program.
(4) Sanitary inspection of plant.
(5) Nurse examination (inspection) of employees.
(6) Assisting the dentist.
14. Routing visiting of absentee employees, either all absentees or thoseknown or suspected to be sick, is the most usual service rendered in the homes.Visiting of absentee employees known or suspected to be sick is done more often thanthe visiting of all absentee employees.
15. Nursing care to employees or employees and their families is given by

nurses in a little more than three-fifths of establishments reporting outside visit-ing. Care is given more often to employees only than to their families.
16. Health instruction to employees' families is given by nurses in a fewestablishments.
17. The work nurses may be called on to do other than that of a professional

nature, will be in connection with workmen's compensation or clerical work.
18. The average working week of nurses in commercial and industrial con-cerns is 48.8 hours. This is higher than the working week of nurses employed byofficial and nonofficial agencies engaged in public health nursing.
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Factors in  the Success of Daartment Store Workers

The head of the Retail Training Department of the Vocational School of

Yinneapolis has followed the progress of her students in their later employment in

crder to secure information that will be helpful in the guidance of other students.

LaTa have been gathered in the six years from 1923-24 to and including 1928-29. In

it time there have been graduated six classes with a total of 95 members of whom

theee were boys. Of this number, 70 were in the trade at the end of 1929.

The relationship between intelligence RS measured by the Terman group test

wed success of the girls on the job as reflected by wages received led to the con-

(lesion that "There is, in our limited sampling of cases, a marked tendency for the

--emotion to go to those with the higher I.Q. scores. Girls with academic ability
, eeh would make it possible for them to succeed in high school have good chances

fcr promotion in this occupation."
That other qualities also enter into the question of success is shown by

an analysis of eight cases of persons who had lost their jobs. "In none of these

cases were the girls dismissed because they could not do the specific task assigned

them. . . Their failures have been due to the lack of such social qualities as good

1-earners9 acceptable standards of personal conduct and the ability to cooperate."
Further factors in success were found to be the choice of employer and the

type of job available. The wage policy of different employers varied greatly. Girls
C,oing sales work generally earned more money than those in nonsales departments.

(The Personnel Journal, December, 1930.)

Sickness among Workers in the Card Room of Lancashire Cotton Spinning Mills.
.0••••••

The problem under investigation is not a new one. For many years com-
plaints have been made by the representatives of the cotton card-room workers in
Lancashire (England) that these workers suffer acutely from respiratory diseases as
a result of the environment in which they have to work. These workers are occupied
with the processes involved in cleaning raw cotton, preliminary to spinning. During
these cleaning processes it is asserted that a certain amount of dust and fibre is
thrown into the air, some of which the workers unavoidably inhale. In addition, in
the years prior to the war a considerable amount of dust was thrown into the air •
while the carding machines which extract the dust from the cotton were themselves
cleaned and resharpencd--a process known as "stripping and grinding." In more
recent years mechanical methods have been installed to remove the dust generated
during stripping (by means of locally applied exhaust ventilation). The workers
believe that these improved methods have not solved the whole problem, but that dust
and floating fibre are evolved to an extent which is injurious to health in the
carding process which is continuous, as distinct from that produced during stripping
and grinding which are carried out periodically during the working day.

In 1927 the Industrial Health Research Board was asked to carry out a
statistical investigation of the sickness rates of card-room operatives. For com-
parative purposes the sickness rates of workers exposed to relatively little dust,
were also to be obtained.

Figures are given for two groups of women workers. (1) Card-room workers,
not in close contact with the carding engines, but exposed to whatever dust may be
blown over from those machines to the side of the room in which these women work.
(2) Ring spinners and allied workers exposed to relatively little dust.

Card-room workers have less sickness than ring spinners up to the age of
40. At age 40-49 the two occupational groups have approximately the same rates,
while in the final age group 50-699 the card-room workers show an excess of time
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lost. When the sickness is divided up into nonrespiratory causes and respiratory
causes, the women in the card nom, as ell as the men, are found to have some
excess of the respiratory causes, among single women from age 25 onwards and among
married women from age 40. The men in the card room showed rates from respiratory
diseases, after age 30, two or three times as high as those of the warehousemen and
ring-room workers; the women in the car(' room have respiratory rates more than one
and a half times as high as the rates of the ring spinners.

These higher rates experienced by card-room workers of both sexes fro:i
this particular group of respiratory diseases can not easily be explained by any
other factor except working environment. On the other hand, with the introductionof localized exhaust ventilation for stripping, conditions in the card room have
materially altered. The point of obvious importance is whether present day condi-
tions are such as to cause any excess of respiratory diseases, as the workers'
representatives believe, or wheth6r the excess found in the older ages is due only
to the very dusty conditions in which these older operatives once worked. There is
no evidence of an excess of respiratory illness among the younger workers who have
only worked under the modern conditions (except perhaps, in the higher rates of
single women aged 25-29). On the other hand, this is not conclusive that modernconditions do not cause respiratory illness since it may be that some years' exposureis necessary before the effect of the environment will be shown in absence from work
due to illness.

It seems evident that conditions in the card room before localized exhaustventilation for stripping was introduced was distinctly unfavorable to health, both
men and women being affected. Such extreme conditions no longer exist and it is tobe hoped that the injurious effect upon health has changed with the change of envi-ronment. In the absence of positive evidence that this is so, the reduction of theworkers' exposure to dust and fibre, to the maximum extent possible, is obfiouslydesirable. (Industrial Health Research Board Report No. 59.)
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WOMEN'S BURELU
'Jashington

News Letter No. 71. 
February 2, 1931.

California.

ACTIVITIES AFFECTING WOMEN IN INDUSTRY.

Age Discrimination in Industry.

The Department of Industrial Relations has issued Bulletin No. 2

entitled "Iridle-Aged and Old Workers." In addition to setting forth the

results of an original survey, the bulletin incluies a register of California

employers who are "openly opposed to maximum hiring age limits."

"nether plant pension and retirement plans, group insurance

plans, business consolidations and mergers, or unemployment in general, are

responsible for arbitrary maximum hiring age limits in industry," says the

bulletin, "the problem is serious and is one which will need to be dealt with

constructively. If the distant clamor for the lowering :if the age llmits to

v,hich State old age pensions apply is not to become more articulate and

insistent, it will be necessary for management in industry to solve the

problem of middle-aged end older workers who are preturely relegated to

the industrial scrap heap. policies which proscribe the hiring of employees

past certain ages should give way to hiring practices which recognize the

values that are inherent in mature and more experienced workers. Ample

and corroborative testimony by California employers of labor is included in

this bulletin to emphasize the worth of persons past middle life in industrial

and commercial enterprises."
The information presented in the bulletin on the subject of maximum

hiring age limits in California is briefly summarized as follows:

(a) judging by the 29308 confidential reports received from

California employers regarding age limitation policies in hiring workers, it

is evident that middle-aged and older workers in this State, as in other

States in the Union, are confronted with a problem of unemployront caused

by personnel policies which arbitrarily curtail the employment opportunities

of persons past middle life.
(b) out of the 2,808 reporting establishments; 306, or 11 per

cent, had maximum hiring age limits, and 29502, or 89 per cent, did not have

maximum hiring age limits.
(c) The total number of employees on the pay rolls of the 2,808

reporting establishments, as of Farch, 1930, was 534,608. Of this total,

208,936, or 39 per cent, were employed in the establishments having ma:Amum

hiring age limits, and 325,6729 or 61 per cent, were employed in establish-

ments not having maximum hiring age limits.

(d) Maximum hiring age limits are more frequently found in

establishments having large numbers of employees. Thus, while amen,: the

establishments having maximum hiring age limits, 29 per cent had 250 employees,

or more, u.mong the establishments which did not have maximum hiring a.3 limits,

only 12 per cent had 250 employees, or more.
(e) Fifty years was the maximum hirincr age limit reported most

frequently. Next to this age limit, 40 years, and 35 and 45 years, in order

named, were reported most frequently.
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(f) Employees' welfare plans i such as group life insurance and

plant pension plans, and physical examinations of employees, seem to favor

the instituting of maximum hiring age limits. In the establishments where

such welfare plans exist, 18.9 per cent had maximum hiring age limits, whil
e

in those in which there were neither group insurance, nor pension plans, 
nor

physical examinations of employees, only 7.8 per cent had maximum hiring

age limits.
(g) Group life insurance plans alone have not been found to

influence the establishment of maximum hiring age limits; the tendency toward
s

such age limits is more evident in establishments which have pension plans

or both group insurance and pension plans. This tendency is also evident

in those having physical examinations of applicants for employment.

(h) A study of the experience of 11 California establishments

having non-contributory group life insurance plans shows that the average

age of the employees hired during the five years 1925-1929, was 30 years;

and that the average age of those discharged, laid off, or who quit

voluntarily, was 33, a difference of only 3 years.

(i) Technological unemployment, business mergers and consolidations,

industrial pension plans, and prejudicial personnel policies, are among the

causes for the existence of maximum hiring age limits.

(j) California employers who favor older workers emphasize their

mental and physical abilities, their efficiency and experience, the steadiness

of such workers and the resultant reduced labor turnover, the less likelihood

of injuring themselves, better judgment, reliability, and other important

qualifications.
(k) Maximum hiring age limits have a demoralizing effect not

only upon those who are refused employment because of their ages, but also

upon workers in the establishments having such arbitrary age limits. Probably,

about two-fifths of all California workers are employed in places having ouch

age limits.
(1) The refusal to hire middle-aged and older persons is all the

more deplorable in view of the fact that during the latest three decades there

has been a great increase in the number of such persons in the United States.

Thus, between 1890-1920, the number of persons between 45 and 64 years of age,

in the United States, increased 108 per cent; in California, during the

same period, the corresponding increase was 252 per cent.
(m) The increased "span of life" means that great progress has

been made in combating infant mortality and that a greater proportion of

people now live to relatively advanced ages.
(n) Maximum hiring age limits, which unnecessarily shorten the

productive lives and economic independence of middle-aged and older workers,

are bound to lead to an effective demand for compulsory unemployment
insurance, or for the lowering of the age limits under State pension plans.

(o) Industrial pension plans and group insurance plans need not

preclude the employment of mentally and physically able workers. Graduated
scales of contributions by employees have been worked out; so that the older

the employee, the greater is his contribution. moreover, instead of denying

employment to middle-aged persons because of existing pension plans, or
group life insurance plans, such workers could be given the choice of
waiving the benefits under such plans, as has been done in some industrial

establishments. (California State Department of Industrial Relations,
Report to Governor's Council, August 28 and 299 1930.)
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Women's Wages.
The Division of Industrial Welfare has made a comparison of the

salaries paid to women employed in the mercantile industry as a whole and in
5-and-10-cent stores and limited price department stores separately in California.
In the year 1929 there were 226 limited-price department stores in California,
employing 3,767 women, 14.8 per cent of whom received less than $16 a week,
61.4 per cent $16, 22.8 per cent from $17 to $30 and 1 per cent $30 and over.
(California State Department of Industrial Relations, Report to Governor's
Council, Lugust 28 and 29, 1930.)

Back Wages Collected.
The Division of Industrial Welfare received 203 complaints from

female employees during recent weeks. Investigation resulted in remedying
wrong conditions. Included as part of the routine work was the collection
of $7,533.22 for women who had been paid less than the minimum wage. over a
period of four months there were 1,350 plant inspections. The Industrial
Welfare Commission's wage board will meet shortly to include "crafts" women
of the silver-screen industry in the Motion picture Order, so that provision
can be made for overtime rates for emergency work in excess of eight hours.
(California State Departnent of Industrial Relations, Report to Governor's
Council, November 25 and 26, 1930.)

Louisiana.
Maximum working hours for women in Louisiana were reduced by act of

the legislature of 1930 to 9 a day and 54 a week with certain exceptions
warner. in mercantile establishments, cafes, and restaurants situated and operated
outside of any municipality, or within any town or village of less than 2,500
inhabitants, or women in telegraph offices may be employed not more than 60
hours a week; and women working in those packing plants, canning plants and
factories handling fruits, sea foods, vegetables and perishable foods may be
employed 10 hours a day and 60 hours a week during emergencies.

Massachusetts.
Industrial Commission Reports.

The Massachusetts Industrial Commission in December filed reports
on its survey of the woolen and worsted and cotton industries. The
commission urges the legislature to pass no new laws further restricting
the cotton mills "until the laws of competing States attain the standards
of Massachusetts" and that the legislature "take such action as may be
conducive to secure the standardization of labor laws in all States and
especially to bring about the adoption by all States of a 48-hour law similarto the law in effect in Massachusetts."

The report says "Whether entirely as a consequence of the handicapsof higher costs, limitations of working hours, and higher taxes, or for thesecombined with other reasons, statistics show Massachusetts has lost muchof its textile industry and the loss of spindles exceeds that of the entire
United States. In Massachusetts many cotton mills have definitely gone out of
business, others are discontinuing operations, and still others are in the
process of liquidation. Yost of the coarse cotton goods business has gonefrom Massachusetts; only a greatly reduced proportion of the medium weightcotton goods business remains; and the fine cotton goods business is increas-ingly being taken over by other States and the competition broadened betweenthe mills in this State.
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"Statistics show that the number of cotton spindles i
n Massachusetts

has decreased from nearly 1290009000 in 19229 to about afr millions in 1928,

and at the present time there are still less, although census figure
s are not

available,
"Statistics show that the number of employed decreased in cot

ton

mills in Massachusetts from 1119000 wage earners in 10229 to about 659000

in 1928 and it is still less to-day. This means a direct loss of pay roll to

wage earners in the textile industry amounting to many millions of 
dollars

and adversely affects the prosperity and progress of communities in many

directions."
One feature revealed by the commission's report on th

e woolen and

-orsted industry is that the chances of a migratory movel3ent of the in
dustry

rem Massachusetts to other States where labor laws and taxation are more

favorable, are considered slight. Boston, it is pointed out, is the greatest

market for raw wool in America and that through Boston flows 60 per 
cent of all

the wool consumed in the United States. The chief factors that tend to keep

the industry concentrated here are the availability of Boston to the 
principal

centers of consumption and distribution, the abundant warehouse space 
at

waterfront, large enough to store an entire year's wool clip of the 
United

',tates, the excellent port and rail facilities and principally the financi
al

J.,commodations available in the Hub where the wool market serves largely

tr: finance the wool clip of the entire country. Any migration, therefore, it

i(:nted out, would mean the construction of warehouses, readjustment of 
financial

Irr'ingements and change of transportation facilities.

Again, in its report on the woolen and worsted industry, the commissio
n

7s that Massachusetts labor laws handicap manufacturers in competition wit
h

'ese in other States particularly on short or rush orders. However, it is

c-crally accepted that equality should be sought by trying to secure shorter

hoars in other States rather than by lengthening the week in Massachusetts.

Uniform Hours.

A resolution has been introduced in the Massachusetts legislature and

referred to the committee on constitutional law to memorialize congress to pro-

pose and submit to the several States an amendment to the Federal constitution

to give congress power to regulate the hours of labor and make them uniform

throughout the United States.

New _Jersey.-__ 
The Consumer's League of New Jersey is introducing in the 1931

legislature a bill to amend the women's hour law by re,:iucing hours to 9 a day,

6 days and 48 hours a week; a bill to prohibit the employment of minors under

16 from listed dangerous occupations; and a bill to change the name "radium

mesothorium necrosis" to "radium mesothorium poisoning" in the list of

compensable occupational diseases under the workmen's compensation act. The

last named bill is to make the title of the disease better fit the disease as

it is now Lanifested.

New York.
Home Work Laws Here and Abroad.

In order to compare practices in regard to enforcement of home work

inspection laws elsewhere with those worked out in New york, a member of the

Bureau of Women in Industry, traveling in Germany last summer, soueht out the

headquarters of the Homeworker's Union in Berlin, and the Ijinister of lork and

Welfare in Dresden to learn what practices they follow and what purposes they

seek to accomplish with their home work laws. An article in the Industrial
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Bulletin. (New York State Department of Labor) for November summarizes the
different methods of regulation, concluding as follows:

The contrast, then, between the two systems is quite striking,
while most of our efforts in the regulation of homework are centered on
protecting the consumer (preventing the spread of infectious disease) and
all our prohibitions as regards homework are made with this object in mind,
the only prohibitions that are placed on homework in Germany are made for
the homeworkers' own safety whether this be by maintaining wages or by
protecting him against a fire hazard such as celluloid novelties. In Saxony,
the making of cigarettes, which formerly formed a large part of homework is
no longer carried on in the homes but only because the manufacturers them-
selves decided no longer to give it out.

One other point of difference, not in the homework itself but in
the basis of workmen's compensation, is unique. The worker is compensated
only if her earnings exceed 6 R. m. a week--about $1.50 in American money;
If .her earnings are below this figure the laws regulating compensation for
work accidents or occupational disease do not apply.

Consideration of the two situations leads one to consider whether
a system of inspection which aimed at the protection of both the consumer and
worker could not be evolved from a combination of types demonstrated by the
inspection as carried out here in New York and that carried out in Germany.
Such a system might seek to insure sanitary work conditions, which would pro-
tect the consumer, and also fair wages and proper compensation, which would
protect the worker. The regulation of hours of homework would not then be
provided for, but with a fair rate of wages, there might be less compulsion to
work excessive hours. (Industrial Bulletin, New York State Department of Labor,
November, 1930.)

Office .:forkers' Earnings Increase.
Average weekly earnings for factory office workers in New York

State stood in October, 1930, at $37.48. This is the highest figure recorded
since the study of office workers' earnings was begun in 1914 and represents
a gain of 54 cents over October, 1929. The average earnings of all factory
employees over the same year decreased by more than two dollars.

These statements are based upon reports of office forces and pay
rolls submitted regularly by firms on the fixed list for the monthly Labor
Market analysis. The tabulation of factory office earnings is made each October
and includes only office help within the manufacturing plant. The increase
shown in these earnings this year illustrates well a statement made in the
Industrial Bulletin in November, 1925: "A year to year comparison . . . shows
a gradual but steady increase (in average earnings) among these workers as com-
pared with the wage fluctuations reported for factory people who are largely
time workers with hours changing with business conditions." Since the firms do
not report as to the kind of work done by their office people, it is impossible
to judge how much of the rise in average earnings is caused by an actual
increase in wage rates and how much is due to an increase in the proportion of
the more skilled technical workers.

Though chiefly office clerks, stenographers, bookkeepers, account-
ants, cashiers, stock clerks, office managers, superintendents, etc., are
included in the tabulations and high-salaried officials are not knowingly
included, there is inevitable, nevertheless, a wide variation in the distribu-
tion of the different types of workers among the industries which makes it
unwise to attempt to draw conclusions about salaries in these industries from
the differences which appear in averages.
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Only two groups of industries failed to show an increase in office

workers' earnings—wood iLanufactures and clothing. The increase of $2.60

shown in textile firms was caused by the report of a large firm whose report

was not included last year. Other industries to show large gains for the

year were printing and paper goods manufacture and furs, leather and rubber

goods.
The tabulation the separate earnings of office men and women

(which is not on a fixed list basis and is therefore not comparable with the

tabulation of total office workers' earnings) shows that office men were still

earning approximately twice as much as office women in every industry.

The average earnings for men continued to range between $40 and $60, those

for women between 4320 and $30. This may be .due partly to the fact that more

of the positions, requiring experience, executive ability or technical skill

were held by men. Men's earnings had increased in every industry except

furs, leather, and rubber goods, the largest increase occurring in printing

and paper goods firms. women's earnings, however, had increased in only

three industrial divisions—stone, clay and glass; printing and paper goods;

clothing and millinery.
Women working in New York City received an average wage of from

two to ten dollars greater than up-state office women. In a few indilstries
men received higher salaries up-state than in New York City. This may be
duo to a greater preponderance of male clerical help, etc., in the city.

In all industries, with the possible exception of the public
utility group; factory office workers were earning more than shop workers.
A glance over the year's reports shows further that their work was more
steady and that their regular working hours were generally shorter.
(Industrial Bulletin, New York State Department of Labor, November, 1930.)

Labor Legislation Recommended by Governor.
Governor Roosevelt read his annual message to the legislature

in joint session on the opening day. His recommendations for additional
and improved labor legislation were submitted under the head of "Labor
Legislation" as follows:

Although this State has taken the lead in labor legislation,
there are still certain requirements which are necessary in or:Ler to keep
step with the newest developments in industrial life and the newest conceptions
of social welfare. I recomuend to you the following program:

1. The inclusion within the coverae of the -dorkmen's Compensation
Law of all diseases arisin.: from occupational tasks.

2. A genuine eight-hour day and forty-eight-hour week for women
in industry.

3. The establishment for women and children of an advisory minimum
or fair wage board.

4. Strict regulation by the State of fee-charging employment agencies.
5. The raising of the limit for compensation in all classes of

disabilities to twenty-five dollars per week.
6. Declaration in the form of a statute, that the labor of human

beings is not a commodity or an article of commerce.
7. Establishment in the Labor Department of a special means for

the enforcement of the provisions of the Labor Law relating to the eight-hour
work day, the prevailing rate of wages, and preference to citizens of New York
State on public works.
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'any of these recommendations have been
 made by my predecessor and

myself for a number of years. I think the time has definitely arrived
 for rec-

ognition by the legislature of these fair 
demands by the laboring men and women

of the State. (New york state Federation of Labor 
Bulletin, January 10, 1931.)

Old Age pensions Now in Operati
on.

lith the advent of the New year the 
Old Age Pension statute began

to function, and, it is estimated, that 
some forty thousand men and women,

who have reached the evening of life, will be
 benefitted by its provisions.

The new law provides that men and women who
 are seventy years old and in need

shall receive compensation from State and 
county, which will enable them to

maintain their homes and support themselves 
so that they will not suffer want.

It will prove a great blessing to ma
ny who, through the vicissitudes of

fortune and circumstances over which they
 have had no control, are in need of

assistance. The men and women will receive average mont
hly allowances in the

neighborhood of ,i32.50 in New york City; or about 
$25 in up-state cities, and

approximately $20 in the rural districts. (New York State Federation of Labor

Bulletin, January 10, 1931.)

North Carolina.

The Trades Unionist, Washinton, D.C. January 24, 1931, reports

that the general assembly of North Carolina may this year be 
called upon to

enact legislation establishing a minimum wage for women working in
 chain and

department stores.

Pennsylvania.
The Trades Union News of December 26, 1930 reported that the

women workers of Pennsylvania are introducing again at this session 
of the

State legislature a bill to reduce the hours of work of women from 54 
to 44 a week.

Porto  Rico.
The legislature of porto Rico amended the night work law in 

1930 to

provide that in the industry of packing, canning or refrigeration of 
fruits

or vegetables any woman over 16 years of age who is not pregnant, may be

employed during the night hours if she has not worked ikaexotRy during 
the day but

for not more than 8 hours nor more than 48 hours during the week. With this

addition the law prohibits as before the employment of women between 10 
o'clock

at night and 5 o'clock in the morning in any lucrative occupation, except
 as

telephone operators, telegraphers, artists, nurses or domestics.

Canada.
Employer Cooperation in Establishing Industrial Clinic.

An industrial clinic where employees would be given prompt medical

attention in cases of accident is likely to be established at y_ontreal under t
he

auspices of the province of ilebec Safety League, which appointed a subcommittee

at a recent meeting to examine the procedure to be followed in connection with

such a scheme. Mr. Arthur Gaboury, the Secretary of the league, pointed out that

many small firms could not provide first aid rooms and the regular services of a

nurse and doctor. It was therefore proposed that a number of small firms should

join forces and establish a clinic for their district, where a doctor and a

nurse would be in constant attendance. An injured employee would be rushed to

such a clinic in a special ambulance and there receive the required treatment.

Already, he said, the firms in certain districts make a practice of joining

together to carry on first-aid classes under the Saint John Ambulance Association,

and the proposed clinic would carry this cooperation forward another stage.
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The members of the league gave full credit to the work now carried
on by the hospitals, particularly in the industrial clinic maintained at the

Montreal General Hospital. (Labour Gazette, Canada, December, 1930.)

Fatigue as a Factor in Accidents.

A new bulletin (Leaflet No. 30) issued by the Province of Quebec

Safety League shows the importance of fatigue as a contributory cause of acci-

dents. "By industrial fatigue we mean a certain strain, whether mental or
physical, by which the attention of the worker becomes dulled towards his work
as well as towards the risks that may be involved in his work. This fatigue or
strain is peculiar to industrial workers. It has nothing to do with the whole-
some fatigue of the farmhand or lumber-jack. This industrial fatigue may not be
fatigue at all, if by fatigue we mean the need of rest, food and sleep. This
industrial fatigue is generally the result of indoor work s of monotonous work,
of work requiring concentration. Therefore the proper remedy is bettor air
and ventilation, relaxation and rest periods, diversified work, mental and
physical exercise. The average industrial worker doesn't need more food or more
sleep or shorter hours. His body and mind are not taxed to their utmost; on
the contrary they need precisely to be more thoroughly exerted and in a 7lore
diversified way.

"The indoor worker needs better air, and it is to-day possible, at a
really insignificant cost, to produce perfect conditions of ventilation in the
workrooms. We consider that this lack of good breathable air is in a great
measure responsible for industrial fatigue. And the proof is that industrial
fatigue, as we have defined it above, does not exist among outdoor workers.

"It is to-day accepted that the mechanical properties of air, its
heat, dampness and movement, are much more important to health than its chemical
purity. In the average work-room, the air always contains more than enough
oxygen for breathing purposes. But as a rule the air is either too warm, too
dry or too sluggish. Means must and can be found to insure the right degree
of heat (about 68 degrees), the right proportion of humidity and a certain
movement of the air. A variation in temperature from time to time is also good
to give proper stimulation to the pores of the skin.

"Where the work requires constant attention and where the task is
repetitive and monotonous, the administration will find it economical from all
points of view to arrange rest periods, such as are at present established
in many large American industries. These rest periods may be rendered more
diverting and healthful if certain setting-up exercises are arranged for that
time and carried out regularly. The rest period and exercises should be, of
course, compulsory." (Labour Gazette, Canada, December, 1930.)

France.

On November 4, 1930 the French Government introduced in the Chamber
of Deputies a Bill for the ratification of the convention concerning the
employment of women before and after childbirth, adopted by the International
Labor Conference at its First Session (Washington, 1919). At the same time
the Minister of Labor introduced a bill to amend the Labor Code so as to
increase the compulsory rest period after childbirth from four to six weeks.

The preamble to the bill for the ratification of the convention states
that the requirements of Articles 3b and 4 of the convention are satisfied by
an act passed on January 4, 1928, and that the Social Insurance Act -s amended
on April 30, 1930 gives insured women the right to maternity benefit during six
weeks before and six weeks after childbirth. When the bill relating to the
compulsory rest period has been adopted, French legislation will be completely
in harmony with the terms of the convention.
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Both Bills were referred to the Labor Committee of the 
chamber.

(Industrial and Labour Information, January 129 1931.)

PERSONNEL

New York.
Industrial Commissioner perkins has appointed Mrs. Maud O'Farrell

Swartz to the position of secretary in the New York State Department of 
Labor,

effective January 1, 1931.
Mrs. Swartz, succeeding Miss Sara McPike, who is retiring, is

vice-president and, formerly, secretary of the 'omen's Trade Union League of

New York, and a member of Typographical Union No. 6. For the last seven

years she has been Workmen's Compensation Adviser to the Women's Trade Union

League, a service rendered free to all women having industrial accidents who

required assistance.

NOTES

Southern Council on Women and Children in Industry.

The Southern Council on Women and Children in Industry, organized

and its initial meeting held in Atlanta, October, 3, 19309 grew out of the

realization on the part of a small group of southern women that it was necessary

to find a way whereby women's organizations, feeling the need for more adequate

legislation to safeguard women and children in industry, might work together in

a common effort to achieve this common goal.

The following is quoted from a printed leaflet issued by the council:

The aim of the council is the speedy establishment in the southern

States (States selected as those in which the council would work: KentuckY9
Tennessee, Virginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama,

Mississippi, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Texas) of uniform minimum stand-

ards regulating the employment of women and children in industry.

It is believed that such a movement, to be genuinely effective,

rust be southwide, since if one State enacts such legislation while neighboring

States put up no such restrictions, the regulated industries will face unfair

competiben and communities having unregulated industries will suffer through

lack of protection for their workers.

The council is, as yet, only in the process of formation and the
following plan upon which it is now working can not be considered fixed:

Each State builds up its own membership and from its membership
elects its State council. Each State council seeks to do its work through
existing organizations which already include in their program specific aims
for industrial welfare.

The Southern Council is to be composed of individuals chosen by the
different State groups as their respective representatives.

The council adopted the following minimum legislative goals at the
Atlanta meeting because:

(1) They are common to most organizations which include specific
aims for industrial welfare in their vrograms and,

(2) They are regarded as practical and achievable goals for 1931--
the first step in a long process. They are by no means considered ideal
standards for industry. any southern States have standards in advance of
these goals in certain particulars.
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The goals as named are:

A. Elimination of night work in industry for women and for children under 18
years of age.

B. Limitation of hours of work for women in industry to a maximum of nine hours
a day and fifty hours a week, with one day's rest in seven.

C. Regulation of child labor in industry as follows:
1. No employment of children under 14 years of age.
2. For children between 14 and 16 years of age, an eight-hour day,

forty-four-hour week, and one day's rest in seven.
3. A v!ork perleit for children between 14 and 16 years of age, based upon

(a) proof of age.
(b) physical examination showing fitness for work contemplated.
(c) Completion of sixth grade in school.
(d) promise of work.

4. Elimination of children under 18 years of age from dangerous occupa-
tions.

The executive committee for the present temporary organization consists of:Mrs. Marvin Underwood, chairman, Atlanta; Ga.; Mrs. Emmett Quinn; secretary, Atlanta,
Ga.; Mrs. John McEachern, treasurer, Atlanta, Ga.; Mrs. Jessie Daniel Ames, Decatur,Ga.; Miss Louise Young, Nashville, Tenn., Mrs. W. A. Newell, Greensboro, N. C.The present headquarters of the council are located at 37 Auburn Ave.,
Atlanta, Ga.

Emotion Slows Workers.
In recent tests to discover the effects of various conditions on effi-ciency of workers, C. A. penrock of the Western Electric Company, found that fatiguewas not the principal factor which slowed production but the emotional state of theemployee was much more important. A 15-minute rest period, however, with a lunch inmid-morning and a 10-minute rest in the mid-afternoon increased production materi-ally. Mr. Pennock concludes that the harsh foreman who frightens the workers willdecrease the output of his department, and the man who precedes his working day witha quarrel is a most unsatisfactory worker. (Pennsylvania medical Journal, January,1931.)

Laundry Owners National Association Studies Wages.
Detailed information on wages paid to laundry employees is contained inSpecial Fulletin No. I issued in mimeographed form by the Laundry Owners NationalAssociation of the United States and Canada. The information was compiled fromfigures obtained from a questionnaire sent to the organization's membership. Replieswere received from one-third of the membership. The bulletin states that "thecompilation covers the wages paid to productive as well as nonproductive employeesand has boon arranged to show the overages for your district and whcro the number ofreplies warranted it, by States and cities . . . In the majority of laundries theweekly wage payment plen is in use and for that reason the data has been preparedon that basis. jhere an hourly rate basis is in use, this has been recognized byshowing the effective wage rates."
An interesting fact revealed by the figures is the disparity in wage ratesfor men and women. For example, the averages for the United States show the follow-ing wide differences:
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Mon Women
Classifior - Colors ...... ......... $27.19 $15.46
Supervisor - Working ...... ....... 36.74 22.72
Supervisor - Identification-- 37.76 24.10
Supervisor - Other than wash room 40.50 24.18
Manager - office— 0.0.0.0.•.• 54.14 29.64
Bookkeeper...... ...3.......—.... 41.20 25.57

These differences are worth noting though the man and women have not
identical jobs.

Now Home for pan-pacific Union.
The building, and grounds facing palace Square in Honolulu, formerly

occupied by the University Club,have been dedicated as the pan-racific Club
House, a home for the Pan-Pacific Union and headquarters for all the racial
clubs in Hawaii--an "Interracial Club House at the Ocean's Crossroads." While
the project is in the experimentel stage, plans are under way by the pan-pacific
Union to finance the purchase of the property.

News from Japan.
In a letter to Yiss Ann Satterthwaite, secretary of the pan-pacific

Union, Miss Yuki Kimura writes "Did I tell you that we who went to the First
and Second Pan-Pacific ":;omen's Conferences and those who prepared materials;
etc., formed a committee to prepare to form the branch of the pan Pacific
Women's Association in Japan. It was decided at the last committee meeting
and on December 24th we are going to have a meeting again. .-L-,ut I shall be in
Nagoya and unable to attend it. I will hear about what they do when I get
back to Tokyo for the New YeUr. I am in Nagoya as I mentioned before to
organize a Y. C. A. It is the second biggest industrial city in Japan
but very conservative an(I there is need for a great deal of faith and patience.
However, I think it is very hopeful as those who are influential women in the
community are quite able and active and progressive in their thinking and
planning things.

"It is terribly cold now and there are so many unemployed who are
ithout clothes, food and shelter and the need of relief work is Euch more

acute than ever. Societies of many kinds are working hard preparing lomochi,
or rice coke to distribute among the poor people for the New year."

Industrial Psychology since 1927.
From the Personnel Service Bulletin January; 19319 we learn thatYorris S. Viteles has prepared a 68-page critical review of what has beenwritten since 1927 concerning industrial psychology. This "thorough and keenreview" of 4E0 books and articles is called Psychology in Industry and appearsin the October, 19309 issue of the Psychological Bulletin. In order to per-Atas wide a circulation as possible, the Personnel Research Yerieration hasreprinted it as No. 22 of its Reprint and Circular Series.
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U. S. Department of Labor

WOMEN'S BUREAU
Washington

News Letter No. 72. 
March 2, 1931.

ACTIVITIES AFFECTING WOMEN IN INDUSTRY.

California. 
Three bills affecting the employment of 

married women have been introduced

in the California legislature. The most drastic of these would make it unla
wful for

any elected, appointed or commissioned state
, county or city officer either to ap-

point or employ any married woman not the he
ad of a family. The head of a family is

defined as one who has relatives dependent upon
 her for support, including her husband

if infirmity prevents him from supporting the fa
mily himself.

A second bill is less drastic in that it applies 
only to state offices, and

affects only married women under the civil serv
ice. It provides that the civil service

commission shall refuse to examine any married wo
man whose husband is living unless she

presents with her application a verified statem
ent setting forth that the position is

sought to enable her to support herself or others d
ependent 'upon her.

Still another bill bars from civil service exam
inations women whose husbands

are earning $150 or more a month.

Colorado. 
The Twenty-second biennial report of the Color

ado Bureau of Labor Statistics

contains, for the information of the public, a se
t of rules to be observed for the

protection of workers doing spray painting. A printed copy of these rules, the report

says, is placed in the hands of all workmen engaged i
n spray painting.

Connecticut. 
The Connecticut legislature has before it a bi

ll providing a 48-hour week

for women workers. The bill is sponsored by the Consumer's League of the State.

Delaware.
More than 1,200 men and women in Delaware will be

 affected by the old age

pension law which was signed by Governor Buck J
anuary 29, to become effective as soon

as four commissioners are appointed. The law provides $200,000 annually the next two

years and fixes the maximum pension at $25 a month. The beneficiaries must be more

than 65 years old and must have lived in the St
ate five years and in the United Stptes

15 years.
(Christian Science Monitor, January 30, 1931.)

Illinois. 
Elevefi women's organizations are backing

 the bill to provide an 8-hour day,

48-hour week for women workers in Illinois.

Lassachusetts. 
Non-Complying Firms Advertised.

A supplementary list of non-complying fi
rms under the minimum wage decree

affecting women employed in the manufacture o
f electrical equipment and supplies

was issued during February by the Massachusetts 1:inimum Wage Commission. The decree

which became effective June 1, 1928, provides a mini
mum rate of $14 a week for women

and girls with six months' experience in the oc
cupation, three months of which must

be in a particular factory. It also fixes a minimum of $12 for inexperienced workers
.
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Under the law the minimum wage commission is required to inspect to

determine compliance with the decrees and to publish the names of firms that fail

or refuse to comply. The first publication under the electrical equipment and sup-

plies decree was in August, 1930, when six firms were advertised for non-compliance.

Pick Clock Bill Lost.

The legislative bill compelling textile manufacturers to equip looms

operated on two shifts with pick clocks was lost when the legislature voted 98 to

53 to accept the adverse reports of the committee. (Daily News Record, February 26,

1931).

New Hampshire. 
Married Women Again.

A hearing was held February 5th before the New Hampshire Senate Judiciary

Committee on a bill 'proposing that the State department oust all married women em-

ployees and hire only single women in the future. According to the Manchester Leader

of February 6, Senator Matthew T. Ryan, who introduced the bill, "did not realize

that he was poking his finger into a nice big hornet's nest. Several state department

heads appeared in auick succession to inform the committee that married women are in-
variably models of industry, diligence and efficiency."

Night Work Bill.

A bill to prohibit the employment of women at night was given a hearing
February 25 before the House Committee on Labor. (Daily News Record, February 26,1931).

48-Hour Week Defeated.
The bill providing a 48-hour week for women workers in New Hampshire was

defeated in the House of Representatives February 18 by a vote of 206 to 152. This
is the third legislature to defeat such a measure. The bill had the backing of
Governor John G. Winant. Following defeat of the bill a concurrent resolution was
presented calling on New Hampshire representatives in Washington to work in the
interest of a federal 48-hour bill.
(Daily News Record, February 19, 1931.)

New York. 
Splinters.

Splinters are no negligible phase of the accident prevention problem. They
cost in compensation over $350,000 for the year ending June 30, 1929, in New York
State, says a bulletin recently issued by the Bureau of Industrial Hygiene of the New
York State Department of Labor.

It would be exceedingly rare to find a person who has not experienced a
splinter injury, the bulletin points out. Such accidents run from the most trivial
to the most serious, ending in death. A sufficient number of cases have been investi-
gated to disclose salient causes, sources, remedies and preventive means concerning
splinter injuries.

The average person considers a splinter injury as of very minor importance,
and in many cases it is, but there is no certainty that it will not result in the
loss of a hand or arm and it may even cause death. A splinter makes a punctured
wound which the layman cannot properly treat with antiseptics. The result is a
tendency to infection. This is proved by the fact that 13 per cent of compensated
injuries from all causes become infected whereas 82 per cent of compensated injuries
from splinters are infected.
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Under the New York State Bureau of Compensation the 1Tew Yo
rk City dis-

trict includes the Bronx, Kings, Nassau, New York, Queens,
 Richmond, Rockland,

Suffolk and Westchester counties. Every day about thirty-five splinter injuries

are reported from this district. No less than 44 per cent of these involve infec-

tion, and 36 per cent of them show loss of time. It will be seen at once that we

are dealing with a very serious problem. The following relations may be built up

from these figures:

Computed Splinter Accidents.

Average number of cases per day: New York District  33

Total per day (300 working days), New York
 District 10,500

Total per year (300 working days), entire State 14,400

Total infections from splinters, entire State 
 6,336

Total cases, lost time, entire State 
 5,184

These figures constitute a fair estimate of splinter acciden
ts for one

year in New York State.

In conclusion the bulletin warns: "In case of a splinter injury do not,

for your life's sake, neglect it. Go to a doctor and have it treated promptly."

Hour Law Amendment Pending.

A bill is now before both houses of the New York assembly to amend the

women's 8-hour law as it affects mercantile establishments. The amendments permit

in addition to the present exemption for December 18 to 24, employment for 2
 days

in one week twice each year until 10 o'clock in the evening for the purpose 
of

taking inventory; under the 48-hour week provision, 10 hours may be
 worked on one

day for the purpose of making one shorter day in the week; under the 49 -hour week

there must oe one short day of not more than 4, hours while 10 hour
s are allowed

on one day but not more than 9 on any other day. Before any variation from the

8-hour day, 48-hour week is made, a notice of the hour schedul
e must be posted and

this schedule mast not be changed more than four times in any calendar year.

In addition to these provisions yecTly overtime of not more than 30 
hours

is allowed. (The present law provides 78 hours,) providing, as at present, non
e of

this is worked on the short day, that weekly hours shall not exceed 54, an
d daily

hours 10 except on one day of the week. No overtime is permitted without notifica-

tion to the department of labor at least 4 hours in advance, unless in cas
e of an

emergency not due to the fault or negligence of the employer.

change is made in the 6-day week or the night work provision.

Fair Wage Bill Offered.

Another bill provides for investigation of the wages of women and minors

to be made through the Bureau of Women in Industry "and if upon any such investi-

gation there is a substantial number of women and minors in any industry who are

not receiving as wages the fair value of services rendered and such wages are in-

sufficient to supply the cost of living necessary for health and welfare, the

commissioner shall endeavor to make an equitable adjustment of such wages between

the employers and employees in such industry, and may appoint a committee to con-

sist of employers and employees in equal number and a chairman from outside the

Industry in question to determine after due hearing, or the cormissioner may hi
m-

self determine after due hearing, wage standards that are fairly commensurate wit
h

the value of the services rendered by such employees, making such dif
ferentiations

for the various classes of services rendered and for learners and appren
tices and

making such provision for the exemption of employees who by reason of age or
 otherwise
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may be incapable of earning the fair standard of t
heir class as the committee or

commissioner may deem appropriate. The commissioner may thereupon make public

announcement of the fair wage standards so determined or may
 direct the committee

appointed to reconsider its determination or may discharge t
he committee. The

commissioner may from time to time cause to be published 
in a newspaper or news-

papers circulating within the state of New York, or in such 
other manner as he

may determine, the names of employers who do not comply wi
th the wage standards

fixed hereunder; and neither the department of labor nor any mem
ber thereof, nor

any newspaper publisher, proprietor, editor, or employee the
reof, shall be liable

to any action for damages for publishing the name of such
 employer, unless such

publication contains wilful misrepresentation, nor shall the
 department of labor

or any member thereof be liable to any action for damages fo
r publishing the name

of any employer. The commissioner shall make rules and regulations governing the

selection of members of the committee and its modes of procedure."

Married Women Win.

The effort of Assemblyman Schwartz to prevent employment by the State of

married women has met with almost unanimous disapproval in the lower house accor
d-

ing to the New York Journal of February 3.

Vacation Policies in Manufacturing Industries.

In 1925 the Bureau of Women in Industry made a study of vacation policies

in manufacturing industries. Concluding its report on a supplementary study made

in 1930, the Bureau says "it must be regarded as very encouraging that over a five-

year period there has been a 7 per cent increase in the proportion of plants grant-

ing vacations to production workers. This increase is the more significant in that

it has been measured in a year of industrial depression. A few firms definitely

stated that they had curtailed their vacation policies duo to the depression, but

the number that wauld perhaps have extended their policies in more prosperous times

cannot be estimated. (Industrial Bulletin, New York State Department of Labor,

December 1930.)

North Carolina.
Commission Reports on Women's Hours.

The North Carolina State Child Welfare Commission, which administrates

factory inspection laws as well as those regulating the employment of children,

has issued its biennial report covering July 1, 1928 to June 30, 1930.

Scheduled Hours.
The report on the scheduled hours of women workers in the State covers

5,916 units in 27 classifications of industry employing 76,393 women and shows the

average number of hours to be 58.50 hours per week.

"A comparison of the weekly schedules in this report with those of the

previous report made in 1928 will determine a general reduction in hours in practi-

cally all manufacturing establishments.

"The textile industries in 1928 operated 48.5 per cent on the 60-hour

schedule, 39.9 per cent on 55-hour schedule and 36 per cent on 50-hour and under

schedule. Those reported operating over 60 hours were 8 per cent.

"In 1930 the textile industries operating on a 60-hour schedule were 38.8

per cent or 10 per cent decrease. Those operating on 55-hour schedule were 49.4

per cent, or a 10 per cent gain. The plants operating on a schedule of 50 hours and

under were 10.9 per cent. The increase on the schedules of 50 hours and under

indicates clearly the forced curtailment in the textile industries during this period.
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The plants operating schedules over 60 hours per 
week were .7 per cent.

"Some of the industries employing women were f
ound operating on 'short

week' schedules. For example, four cotton mills maintained a schedule of 30 hours

a week, or under; nine cotton mills were operating 33 ho
urs, or under; five were

operating 40 hours, or under; 18 were operating 44 hours, o
r under; ten were operating

50 hours, or under; 210 were operating 55 hours, or under; and 165 we
re operating 60

hours, or under.
"Contrary to the opinion entertained in some quarters that North Carolina

cotton mills employ many women, the official inspectional figures of the Child 
Wel-

fare Commission reveal that only 24,495 women are employed during the
 dau- in all the

State's 425 cotton mills, although North Carolina is now at the he
ad of all States

of the Union in the manufacture of cotton.

"Li all the State's hosiery mills, of which there are 162, there are only

13,224 women employed. In the 13 woolen mills there are 920 women employees. In

the 30 tobacco plants listed there are 11,349 women employees in all departments,

although this is one of the largest industries in the State.

"The average numbers of women per plant in some of the major industries:

cotton mills, 58; hosiery, 82; woolen, 71; rayon, 100; tobacco (the largest), 378;

laundry, 23; mercantile establishments, 2; and miscellaneous manufacturing, 8.

"The lowest average of hours per week in which women are employed in

North Carolina is 47.35 in amusements and the highest is 68.30 hours per week in

barber shops.
 A study of industries employing women five of the work days per

week and excluding Saturday, shows that the average number of hours per week that

women are employed in industries under this system ranges from 7.50 hours in amuse-

ments to 11 hours in barber shops. Under this schedule of weekly hours for women

employees, 178 cotton mills employ women 10 hours or under; 222 cotton mills employ

them 11 hours, or under; 17 mills, 101 hours or under, and 4 mills, 9 hours or

under. The average number of hours per week for women employees in industries

under a weekly schedule that excludes employment of women on Saturday is 9.55.

"Plants using what is knoffn as the quartering system for relief of employ-

ees during any day schedule is found to have been largely displaced durinP: the year.

"The quartering hands relieve the regular operator so that the machinery

may be operated to exceed the 11-hour day, but the employees will not exceed the 11

hours required by the law."
Though the study reveals that major industries, especially manufacturing

industries, have curtailed largely by eliminating the Saturday work day, "estab-

lishments performing usual oublic services such as department stores, mercantile

establishments, bakeries, barber shops and other miscellaneous industries show

little change from the previous report. The established custom of these enterprises

make- Saturday one of their leading business days. This may be expected as the ex-

planation for the little change which has occurred over the period of years.

 One hour is the popular custom among the industrial plants of North

Carolina for the lunch period, though some provide a shorter period for lunch than

that and some do not have a formal time period for the lunch hours. Of the cotton

mills, 74.8 per cent provided a regular schedule of one hour for lunch. Of the

hosiery mills, 44.4 per cent provided one hour for lunch. The percentages of other

Industries allowing a full hour for lunch were: woolen mills, 38.5 per cent; silk
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mills, 55 per cent; rayon mills, 39.1 per cent; cordage mills, 71.4 per cent;

stores, 78.2 per cent; barber shops, 94.5 per cent. Those industries reported

as not giving the full hour for lunch, however, provide regulations giving 55,

50, 45, 40, 35 and 30 minutes for lunch periods in their Plants.

"The textile plants alone showed the greatest gain in adopting the

one hour lunch period for the period studied and compared with the 1928 study."

llight Work.

"In the two years covered by the report of the Commission, comnlete

statistics of women employed in industries having night schedules have been gather-

ed for the first time, and offers a comparative study over a period of two years

of the decline in the number of women employed. While this subject has been under

discussion the industrial leaders of the State appear to have adopted a definite

policy discouraging the employment of women at night. It was during September, 1930,

that the industries adopted resolutions looking to the termination of engaging women

for night work.
"Durinp: the year 1929 the industries of the State employed 7,439 women;

the following year, 1930, only 5,774, or 22 per cent fewer women were elluiloyed.
"It is a noticeable event that while night work was open for discussion,

a 22 per cent general decrease was effected in the State. This general decrease was
surpassed by the textile mills, which show 27.6 per cent fewer women employed for
night work during the year 1930.

"Three hundred and eighteen of all the State's industries inspected have
night schedules of work. Among these are 214 cotton mills, or 50.4 per cent of
all cotton mills inspected; 74 hosiery mills, or 45.7 per cent; one woolen mill,
or 7.7 per cent; ten silk mills, or 50 per cent; eight rayon mills, or 34.8 per
cent; one each of cordage, furniture, lumber, delivery service, mine-quarry, barrel-
crate manufactory and five manufacturing plants.

"Of the manufacturing enterprises of the State, 17 per cent have night
schedules. The plants having night schedules are 5.4 per cent of all the inspect-
ed establishments of the State.

"The number of women employees in the State is 82,167; of this number
76,393, or 93 per cent, are employed during the day and 5,774, or 7 per cent, are
employed at night.

"Two hundred and fifty-six enterprises have night schedules of 11 hours
per night. One hundred and ninety of this number are cotton mills, 44 are hosiery
mills, 10 are silk mills, 6 are rayon mills, and 3 are manufacturing plants.

"Cotton mills show an average of 10.55 night hours of work; hosiery mills,
11 hours; silk mills, 11 hours; rayon mills 10.35 hours; furniture, lumber and
cordage mills, 11 hours, each.

"The total number of women reported working on night schedules in 318
industrial plants of the State is 5,774. The average number of women employed in
these plants is 24 per cotton mill, 3 for each hosiery mill, 19 in each silk mill,
30 in each rayon mill, 28 in each cordage mill and 5 in each manufacturing plant."

Hour and Night Work Bill Proposed.
Hearings have been held before Senate and House committees on a bill to

establish a 55-hour week and to prohibit night work for women and minors under 16.
The bill is supported by the North Carolina Conference for Social Service, repre-
sented at the hearings by Mr. Kemp Battle, who presented petitions for the bill
from the executives of over 50 cotton mills. Mill opposition to the bill was led
by Mr. Bernard Cone, one of the officials of the Cone Mills of Greensboro.
(Daily News Record, February 17, 1931.)
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Rhode Island. Wage Cuts in Rhode Island.

The Daily News Record of January 30, reports 
that a large number of

Rhode Island textile manufacturers have been rea
djusting the wages of their em-

ployees to a lower level since the beginning of the ye
ar in anticipation of sub-

stantially reduced market quotations to match the steady decline o
f retail prices

during the last six months. In some cases, the Record says, notices have been

posted in textile plants notifying employees of a wage reduction whil
e in others

the sane result has been accomplished with less publicity by notifying individual

workers of revisions deemed necessary by the manufacturers. Officials have declined

to state the amount of the reductions. In Woonsocket, for example, where there are

a large number of worsted plants, reductions in varying amounts have been made, but

in no instance has the percentage of the cut been made public. In one large plant it

was learned that the reduction varied according to the type of work, the wages of

some employees being cut more than those of others, because it was felt that they

had been the least affected by previous readjustments. In one plant the hourly

rate of pay for every employee was reduced and all extra pay for overtime work

abolished. This action was said by officials to be necessary to make competition

with rival firms possible.
Pointing out that the wage cutting movement has affected cotton mills

as well as those turning out yarn and fabrics, the Daily News Record, states that

the lower rates of compensation have been accepted without protest by employees

in all of the plants affected, the feeling prevailing among them that it was better

to accept smaller wages and remain at work, than to insist on the old schedules

and run the risk of having the mills shut down for lack of orders.

Wage Cutting Called Short-Sighted Move.

In a letter to the Boston News Bureau, a Rhode Island textile mill com-

ments on the wage situation and their business in general as follows:

"We believe that business is struggling hard to get on its feet and to

go forward, if even in the timid way that is common among convalescents.

"We think wage reductions that are being put into effect are short-

sighted, inadvisable, and futile, and will serve no purpose except to strike another

blow at returning confidence.

"It is likely that through this period of distress some manufacturers have

taken advantage of the situation to whittle .wages down without making stated or

published reductions, thus leaving their competitors who have not done this at a

decided disadvantage. It may be necessary to do something to equalize this situa-

tion, but any wholesale reduction of wages, resulting in the impairment of the

purchasing power of the general body of wage earners, is, in our opinion, a mistake.

It may bring about also a change in our national standard of living, which, in

view of the extraordinary national wealth, seems to us to be undesirable and wholly

uncalled for.
"Our company's factories are running at capacity, and our customers are

interested in doing business if they can convince themselves that the declines

in values are at an end. Everyone suspects that they are. Wage reductions will

generate an entirely new set of suspicions." (Daily News Record, February 18, 1931.)
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South Carolina.
Night Work and 48-Hour Bills Introduced.

The Daily News Record of February 11, reported the introduction and

withdrawal of a night work bill and the introduction of a 48-hour bill on which

a hearing had been held.

55-Hour Law Proposed.

Hours of labor in textile, woolen, hosiery, asbestos, jute, rayon,

silk, print, dye, bleachery or finishing plants are regulated by a bill intro-

duced in the South Carolina general assembly now in session. The bill provides

for not more than 10 hours a day or 55 hours a week, day work to run from 7 a.m.

to 6 D.M. with one hour - 12 to 1 - for lunch, and night work to run from 6 p.m.

to 5 a.m. Contracts for longer hours are not allowed. Making up lost time not
in excess of 60 hours per year is permitted. The provisions of the bill do not
apply to clerical employees. (Daily News Record, February 19, 1931.)

Compensation Bill Introduced.

A workmen's compensation bill has been introduced in the House of

Representatives.

Legislation Asked to Limit Looms.

South Carolina textile mills are fighting "with their backs to the

wall" the competition offered by mills in England, a reviving New England, 
and

mills in other States, according to statements made before the House Committee

on Commerce and Manufactures at a hearing held on a bill to limit the num
ber of

looms operated by an individual weaver.

The bill introduced by H. C. Godfrey, Spartanburg, sets limits on looms

operated by a single weaver as follows: On looms operating on 12 to 30 picks

per inch goods, 48 looms to the weaver; on 31 to 60 picks, 46 loons; on 61 to

90 picks, 24 looms and on 91 to 120 picks per inch goods, 12 looms to the weaver.

Daily News Record, January 31, 1931.)

Creation of Department of Labor Asked.

A bill to create a department of labor in South Carolina is now before

the general assembly.

Under the terms of the bill the department would have charge of the

enforcement of all laws pertaining to labor, now under the jurisdiction of the

department of agriculture, commerce and industry. The measure provides for the

appointment by the governor, for a four-year term, of a "recognized member of

organized labor" as commissioner, whose salary would be Z!3,600. The Commissioner

would have authority to conduct investigations in plants where labor is employed,

"enter any public institution of the State and any factory, store, workshop, laun-

dry or other buildings, or plants where labor is customarily employed therein or

connected therewith or the proper officers of the corporation," and enforce laws

relating to inspection of factories, mills, workshops, and commercial institutions

and to appoint assistant inspectors.

Other sections of the bill further outline the duties of the commissioner.

(Daily News Record, January 31, 1931.)
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Canada.
The Minimum Wage Board of Nova Scotia, so far, has issued four orders

establishing rates of wages for female emmloyees. The rates for experienced

workers are as follows: In laundries, dry cleaning establishments and dye workers

$11 in the City of Halifax and in the City of Sydney and the town of Glace Bay;

$10 in all incorporated towns, with the exception of Glaze Bay; in the "food

trades," including the making of confectionery, biscuits, chocolate, grocery

specialties together with bakeries and all allied industries in the City of Halifax,

$11; in hotels, restaurants and refreshment rooms in cities and incorporated towns,

$10. (Labour Gazette, Canada, January 1931.)

India.
A marked reduction in the number of women employed underground in the

mines of India is announced here by the Chief Inspector of Mines in his report on

the working of the Indian Mines Act during last year. The number fell from 31,785

to 24,089 in a nine months, period, as a consequence of regulations issued in March,

1929.
The regulations provided for the total prohibition of such employment

other than ',exempted mines,,, from July 1, 1929, and for the progressive reduction

of the numbers in the ',exempted mines!' leading to total prohibition from July 1,

1929. Despite the large reductions occasioned during the period the mine owners

record little complaint of inconvenience or of loss as a result of the withdrawal

of female labor.
Coal mines in India employed 21,880 women, chiefly loaders, underground

during the year, 7,945 in open workings, and 12,652 on the surface. The number of

women employed in mines other than coal mines was 2,209. The total number of per-
sons employed in coal mines was 165,658.

The majority of women laborers in India today are on plantations, where

their proportion per 100 men is as high as 94. While the number of women employed

in mines has decreased, the number engaged on plantations or in textile industries

has risen. In the larger industries, however, both female and child labor has

dropped since 1911.
Efforts further to ameliorate the working conditions of women in India

are at present under the consideration of the Government of India, who are study-

ing the lines on which the Factories Act should be amended so that full conformity
with the Washington convention may be insured. (Christian Science Monitor,
January 28, 1931.)

Japan.
The Women's Commission of the Japanese Association for Social Legislation

recently conducted an inquiry into the working conditions of maid servants in Tokyo

and its suburbs.
In view of the facts disclosed by this inquiry, the Association adopted

at its Sixth Annual General Meeting a resolution urging that the treatment of maid

servants, should be improved in various directions. These should include a guarantee

of eight hours for sleep in every twenty-four hours and of at least one rest day in

the month; the grant of at least two hours free time during the day, and the util-
ization of these hours for cultural development; the provision of a separate room,
well lighted and ventilated, the size of which should be at least 1-?-5 mats 1,..1 mat is

equal to about 18 square feet.] per person, and of clean bedding; the payment of
wages monthly in cash to the maid herself; the abolition of discrimination in regard

to food and of the contemptuous manner of addressing the maid; the grant of a reason-

able discharge allowance when the maid is dismissed through no fault of her own, and
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the grant of reasonable medical treatment in the event of injury or sickness

arising out of the employment. (Industrial and Labour Information, January 26, 1931.)

NOTES

Manufacturers to Cooperate with Southern Council.

That southern manufacturers will cooperate with the Southern Council
of Women and Children in Industry, in their south-wide movement to obtain better
hours for women and children in industry, is indicated by the response of those
thus far approached, according to Miss Lucy Randolph Mason, executive secretary
of the Southern Council, with headquarters at 143 Luc_Ae Street.

"I have a letter from a leading manufacturer in North Carolina," Miss
Mason said, "who is president of certain mills, stating that 60 manufacturers
have joined in having introduced a bill eliminating night work for women and
children in all industries, and shortening the week for day work to a maximum
of 55 hours.

"I had also an interview with one of the most progressive textile manu-
facturers in Alabama, who expressed to me the wish that federal legislation would
enforce uniform laws, including the elimination of night work for women and a
shorter day throughout all States. He asserted that he would not oppose an attempt
to obtain south-wide legislation, but was in sympathy with the movement.

"A Georgia manufacturer has expressed the sane opinion, and a manufacturer
in another State, unaware of the effort being made to increase interest in women's
organizations, wrote the head of a large organization, suggesting that I attempt to
enlist the support of women throughout the South for a unified legislation program.

"I believe this to be the time for a movement to create such an interest
in better protective laws for women and children throughout this section. The
basic industry of the South is suffering now acutely from overproduction and the
automatic elimination of night work with the reduction of daytime hours would tend
to stabilize the industry, and mean that employment would be more evenly distributed.
It would also raise the price of cotton goods, and would come as a blessing to the
people in the mills and factories."

Miss Mason recently spent four days in Birmingham, Alabama, in the inter-
ests of the work, which representatives of the State Federation of Women's Clubs,
many church groups, the League of Women Voters, the Young Women's Christian Associa-
tion, and other organizations indorsed the work of the council. A committee of 18
was appointed to complete the organization plans, after which the matter will be
brought before all the state-wide organizations for ratification. "Interest in the
subject is steadily increasing in Alabama," Miss Mason reports.

"In Georgia we are geared into the work," Miss Mason states. "Interest is
already being actively shown throughout the South. In Alabama our committee in-
cludes the president and the legislative chairman of the State Federation of Women's
Clubs, as well as representatives of many leading women's clubs."
(Christian Science Monitor, Pebruary 18, 1931.)
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News Letter No. 73. April 1, 1931.

ACTIVITIES AFFECTING WOMEN IN INDUSTRY

Colorado.
The Colorado legislature has passed and the governor has signed a bill to

provide the payment of $1 a day to aged and indigent citizens of the State who are

more than 65 years old and have lived in Colorado at least 10 years.

The bill will become effective in all counties by September and sIIIeveral

counties expect to put it into operation before that time. (Christian Science

Monitor, march 9, 1931.)

Connecticut.
Two bills have been introduced in the C o nnecticut legislature--one remov-

ing all night work restrictions for children under 16 and women working in restau-

rants, cafes, and dining rooms, and the other allowing them to work until midnight
instead of 10 p.m. in these and certain other establishments. (American Child,
March, 1931.)

Florida.
The Florida League of Women Voters is sponsoring a bill to provide a m

mum 8-hour day, 48-hour, 6-day week for women employed in industrial plants, stores,
restaurants, hotels, and other business places.

Idaho.
The old-age pension bill passed by the legislature has been signed by the

governor. (kmerican Federation of Labor, Weekly News Service, February 28, 1931.)

Illinois.
Both Senate and House Committees have reported favorably on the bill pro-

viding an 8-hour day for women. Under the terms of the bill, introduced by Repre-

sentative Igoe, Chicago, minority leader, 9 hours on a single day may be worked

provided, the weekly limit of 48 hours is not exceeded. The bill also adds beauty
parlors and barber shops to the industries covered by the present law.

Indiana.
The old age pension bill was passed by the Indiana legislature but vetoed

by the governor. Failure of the general assembly to provide means of raising the
revenue and a charge that the act was the opening wedge into the public treasury and
designed to raise taxes and public doles progrestively were reasons given by the
governor for his veto. The veto was upheld. (Christian Science Monitor, March 9,
1931.)

Kansas.
A bill granting a pension of $1 a day to persons attaining 70 years of age,

possessing property valued at not more than $3,000 and having lived in Kansas 15
years before making application, lacked few votes of being passed in the lei;islature

March 6. (Christian Science Yonitor, Yarch 9, 1931.)

massachusetts.
A bill to prohibit the employment of women in the manufacture of leather

between 6 p.m. and 6 a.m. was engrossed in the House, ordered to a third reading in

the Senate by a vote of 20 to 7, and later rejected by a vote of 16 to 16.
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A resolve memorializing Congress in favor of limiting the hours of labor

and service in all industries was adopted in the House but has been rejected in the

Senate.
Acting in opposition to the adverse report accepted in the Senate, the

House approved tn reduction from 70 to 65 years at which old age assistance elay be

given. The bill was referred to the Ways and Means Committee.

Michigan.
A bill introduced in the I:ichigan legislature would prevent the eliployment

of married women whose husbands are able to support them. Representative John

Dykstra is the author of the bill which would fine and imprison the woman who worked

under such circumstances as well as her employer. (Detroit Daily, March 6, 1931.)

Minnesota.
A bill to provide an 8-hour day and 48-hour week for working women in

rinnesota is now pending. Its passage was urged at a hearing before the Senate

Committee on Public Welfare held February 252 by representatives of the Minnesota

League of Women Voters, the State Federation of Labor, and Miss Louise Schutz,

superintendent of the Division of Women and Children of the State Industrial Com-

mission. Opposition came from the Business and Professional Women's Club of St.

Paul and the Zonta Club. According to Yinneapolis and St. Paul papers riss Schutz

stressed the fact that the commission is powerless to correct abuses at present

because the courts •have made inoperative practically all regulations governing

women's hours.
The biennial report of the Industrial Comission for 1929-1930 makes the

following statement of the case:
"In Janwry, 19302 the Industrial Commission attempted the prosecution of

a firm in Duluth for the violation of Chapter 581, G. L. 19132 which relates to the

hours of labor of females in certain employments. The attorney for the defendants

stated that a, case based upon the 1913 law could not be sustained, as that law had

been repealed by Chapter 422, G.L. 1923. Thereupon the prosecuting attorney roved

for the dismissal of the charge on condition thnt another complaint be drawn under

the 1923 law, thereby testing its constitutionality.

"In our third biennial report, covering the fiscal years of 1925 and 1126,

attention was called to the failure of a prosecution in Minneapolis under the 1923

law on the theory that the law had not been constitutionally passed. It therefore

appeared that the 1913 law had not been repealed and was still in effect.

"The facts of the Duluth case were then referred to the Attorney General

for advice, who wrote the commission in part as follows:

Assuming that Chapter 422 is invalid, prosecution should be instituted

under the 1913 law. On the face of Chapter 422, the 1913 law is repealed. In

a trial it would be incumbent upon the state to prove by the original engrossed

bill and by the journals of the House and Senate of the 1923 session that

Chapter 422 was not legally enacted. As previously suggested, unless the

person prosecuted is willing to cooperate with the state on the presentation

of these matters to the court, it will be a matter involving some expense and

difficulty to prove what took place in the two branches of the legislature. of
course, this can be done; if it is of sufficient importance, as naturally the
judge is going to assume that Chapter 422 was properly adopted, in the absence
of proof to the contrary. This matter should certainly be brought to the atten-
tion of the next legislature, as we now have two decisions, one by the Eunicipal
Court of Yinneapolis to the effect that the 1913 law is still effective, and
one by the Municipal Court of Duluth to the contrary.

"The commission now finds itself in a quandary in its efforts to inforce
an hour law, and elsewhere in this report brings the situation to the attention of
the legislature, as suggested by the Attorney General."
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Nebraska.
The Nebraska Senate placed on the indefinitely postponed list Senator

Dworak's bill to prohibit the employment of married women as teachers in the public
schools of the State, and refused his appeal for reconsideration of the bill.
(Lincoln Star, February 26, 1931.)

Nevada.

In his biennial report for 1929-1930 the commissioner of labor of Nevada
urges amendment of the women's 8-hour law to include telephone exchanges and to
limit the week to 48 hours instead of the 56 hours now permitted.

New Hampshire.

The night work bill introduced in the New Hampshire legislature would pro-
hibit minors between 16 and 18 and all women from working in any manufacturing
establishment after 10 p.m. and in the manufacture of textiles after 6 p.m. (American
Child, March, 1931.)

New York.

LeOslation.
A bill exempting blue printing establishments from the definition of a

factory was passed by the Assembly but vetoed by Governor Roosevelt who character-
ized the bill as thoroughly unsound in principle. His veto message said, "In the
event of such establishments not being under the labor law we will undoubtedly dis-
cover women and also minors working with unregulated hours, engaged in night work
and under unsanitary and unsafe working conditions not in accordance with the labor
law. There is nothing inherent in conditions of work in a blue printing establish-
ment that would warrant an exemption from the provisions of the labor law. The
workers engaged therein use machinery, various chemicals and the temperature, humid-
ity and ventilation problems are always present, glaring lights are used and general-
ly conditions are in every way analogous to those of factory work." (New york State
Federation of Labor Bulletin, March 21, 1931.)

A hearing was held March 3, on the Kirkland-Jenks bill to permit women
employed in restaurants to work during the night. This bill was among six which the
Assembly Labor and Industries Committee on March 17, voted to send to the Assembly
Rules Committee for final disposition. The Rules Committee has the power to report
any bill on the order of second or third reading for immediate passage.

Accidents in Metal Stamping and Forming Plants.
The Bureau of Industrial Hygiene of the State Department of Labor has

recently issued in bulletin form an analysis of 300 cases of accidents in metal
stamping and forming plants. The accidents occurred in 300 plants manufacturing
watch cases, emblems, jewelry, toys, sheet metal containers, lighting fixtures, metal
and specialties, springs, light hardware, light architectural ironwork or metal
spinning and stamping. of the 300 injured workers 105 were under 21 years of age and
101 were 21 and under 31; 121 were experienced and 114 were inexperienced, but in 65
cases the experience of the workers was unknown due to the short length of service.
Power presses were the cause of 132 of the 300 accidents and only 22 were due to
other causes than machines or tools. During the 12 months previous to the investiga-
tion the same factories reported 1,348 lost time and 2,276 first aid accidents. Of
the total number power presses were the cause of 343 accidents of which 295 were
lost time and only 48 were first aid accidents. No other machine or other cause was
responsible for so many lost time accidents. Foot presses caused 111 lost time and
104 first aid accidents.

Of power presses the report says: "The power press is the most deadly
machine in the metal industry. In the year ending June 30, 1929 compensation
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amounting to over a half million dollar$ was paid for 1099 accidents which occurred
at power presses. For this same year the total cost of accidents on all metal work-

maqhines was '1;1,454,324. When the above figures are reduced to a percentage
basis it shows that while 27 per cent of the accidents on metal working machines
occurred on power presses they accounted for 36 per cent of the cost. The average
compensation paid for accidents occurring on metal working machines was $361.77 while
the average for power presses was $481.44. It will therefore be realized that the
rate andtlw cost of 1Dower press accidents are both high and that the power press is
a dangerous machine and that it should be properly guarded. The guarding should be
done before an accident occurs and not afterwards."

The report is fully illustrated and analyzes many of the accidents. In
conclusion it points to the fact that many of the accidents investigated occurred in
plants having only a few employees and that the frequency rate of accidents is much
higher in the small plant than in plants with a large number of employees, due gen-
erally to the lack of safety measures. "Employers in the small plants should
realize that although they have only a few accidents in a year yet the percentage
is very high."

Hours of Work in Beauty Parlors.
In connection with a general survey of employment opportunities in beauty

parlors made by the Junior Placement Bureau of the New York State Department of
Labor 9 information on hours of work was secured from 300 shops in New York City. The
Division of Women in Industry, in analyzing the material, points out that the hours
discussed are basic or scheduled hours rather than those actually worked during a
given period, and that the most striking characteristic of the hours of wonen in the
I-. uty parlors covered by the survey, is their lack of uniformity, there being
variation not only between shops but between different workers in the same I.

Several facts must be kept in mind in this discussion of hours. The work
Elay be intermittent, although the operator must be on duty, and in a large proportion
of the shops actual working hours are regularly in excess of the scheduled hours on
rany days. Also the daily and weekly hours represent the entire time from the be
ning of work to the end of the work day, inclusive of lunch and supper periods.

Scheduled weekly hours of the 1,510 women whose weekly schedules were

reported ranged from 45 to 73 a week. The 54-hour week was most common; 40 per cent

of the women had a scheduled week of this length. The proportion of women working

more than 54 hours was greater than that working less, 32 per cent as opposed to 28

per cent. Almost one-fifth of the women had a working weel5 of 60 hours or more.

Daily hours varied greatly throughout the week. Usual daily hours (those

scheduled for four or more days a week) ranged from 8 to 13, the 9-hour day being

most common. Half of the women had at least 4 scheduled days of 9 hours during the

week, though only 38 per cent worked 9 hours on 6 days. In some cases the remaining

days were longer than 9 hours, in some cases shorter, and in some cases a con2bina-

tion of IS longer and shorter days. None of the women worked less than 8 hours on

four or more days a week and few had usual daily schedules of 8 hours. Of the shops

reporting 43 per cent, employing 29 per cent of all the women, had at least one

scheduled work day each week of 10 hours or more. Over a quarter of the shIS-

- mploying 14 per cent of the women had at least one day of 11 hours or more; 16 per

cent of the shops, employing 9 per cent of the women had days of more than 11 hours;

and 13 per cent of the shops, employing 8 per cent of the women had days of 12 hours

I r more. Women were scheduled to work after six o'clock in three-quarters of the

shops. Of 291 shops that gave information as to their closing hours, none were

scheduled to close before 5.30 and only 14 closed before 6 o'clock. Eight of the

14 shops were in department stores which closed at 5.30. Hal: of all the shops were

II. n until 8 o'clock or later and 42 per cent until 9 or later.
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The majority of the women worked a six-day week. Only 12 of 295 shops

mported a 5-day week, one of these having a 5-day schedule only on alternate weeks.

The 511,-,--day week was almost as unusual as the 5-day week.

Shorter hours during summer than those scheduled for the rest of the year

were common in nearly half of the shops. As to overtime the report says that while

it is true there are many well-organized shops where late appointments are not made

necessitating work after regular closing hours, the majority of the shops take any

customers who come in up to closing time.

In concluding the report says "Hours are bound to be long and 
irregular

in an industry of this type unless they are controlled either by collective action

of individual proprietors or by legal regulation." (New york State Department of

Labor, Industrial Bulletin, February, 1931.)

North Carolina.
The North Carolina House of Representatives has passed (march 3) the bill,

introduced by Representative Newman of New Hanover, to prohibit girls under 18 years

of age from night work in mills. The measure now goes to the Senate. (Daily News

Record, March 5, 1931.)
The House Committee on Manufacture and Labor has given a favorable report

to the Senate bill for a 55-hour week. As it came from the Senate, the bill pro-

vided for a maximum 55-hour work week in industry but included a contractual clause

which all'owed employer and employee--over 18 years of age for men and over 21 for

women--to agree in writing to a lonFer work week. When it reached the House it was

sent to the Judiciary Committee No. 2, where labor had its inning and secured three

amendments. One was immaterial, the second put the maximum day's work at 11 hours,

which was generally agreed on, and the third struck out the contractual clause.

When the bill reached the floor of the House from the committee it was

re-referred to the committee on manufacture and labor where E. L. McKee, husband of

Senator McKee (North Carolina's woman senator), and others had their inning and put

back the contractual clause to which labor had disagreed. (Daily News Record,

March 27, 1931.)

Pennsylvania.

The 44-hour bill sponsored by the Women's Trade Union League of philadel-

phia, has been favorably re-ported by the House Committee. At a Senate Committee

hearing on March 10 many women workers were present to speak for the bill, besides

representatives of women's organizations, labor groups, and the Taylor Society.

The board of directors of the philadelphia Chamber of Commerce, at a

meeting March 12, agreed to oppose the bill in its present form but that "support

be given the principle of shortening the working hours of women by a gradual reduc-

tion, so as to afford employers opportunity to t•apt themselves to the changes."

South Carolina.
A bill to abolish the "stretch-out" system in cotton mills in South

Carolina by limiting the number of looms to each weaver passed the lower house of
the South Carolina legislature March 5. According to the measure which now goes to
the Senate, 48 looms to the weaver would be allowed on looms operating on from 12 to
30 picks per inch goods, 36 looms to the weaver on looms operating on from 31 to 60
picks per inch goods and 24 looms to the weaver on looms operating on 61 to 90 picks
per inch goods.

The bill was introduced by H. C. Godfrey, of Spartanburg. (Daily News
Record, trarch 7, 1931.)

The 'P ;j of Representatives has passed on second reading a bill requiring
textile manufacturing or finishing plants to give 14 days' notice before a shut
down or reduction in operating time. The bill, introduced by R. A. McDonald of
Oconee, originally called for 30 days' notice and in that form received the unani-
mous approval of the House Committee on Commerce and Manufactures. (Daily News
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Record, March 6 and 7, 1931.)
• A favorable report by the House Judiciary Committee has been given on the

Aycock workmen's compensation bill. (Daily News Record, Warch 7, 1931.)

Tennessee.
It is reported that women's organizations in Tennessee will sponsor before

the summer session of the legislature a bill for a 9-hour day, 54-hour week and
elimination of night work.

Texas.

Two of the four women members of the House--Representatives Sarah T.
Hughes and N. R. Strong--and Representatives Alsup, Ray and Farmer, are signers of a
bill to create machinery for minimum wage fixing and enforcement. Other bills have
been introduced to eliminate night work and to extend the coverage of the present
hour law for women.

Wisconsin.

A bill to provide a 44-hour work week for women is pending in Wisconsin.

Wyomina.

The bill to authorize a half mill levy by Wyoming counties to provide an
old-age pension fund is now law. (American Federation of Labor, Weekly News Service,
February 28, 1931.)

NOTES•

Southern Industrial Conference.
On rarch 7-8, in Greensboro, North Carolina, the National Women's Trade

Union League held "a conference to aid in the creation of an intelligent understand-
ing public on the working conditions in the South; to present the facts on indus-
trial arbitration and the trade union agreement in maintaining industrial peace."

Besides officers of the League--Mrs. Raymond Robins, honorary president,
Rose Schneiderman, president, and mrs. R. P. Halleck, member, ieneral southern com-
mittee--speakers included Frank Graham, president, North Carolina University; Lary
Anderson, director, U. S. Women's Bureau; Francis Goodell, industrial engineer,
Pequot Fills, Salem, Mass.; James Mullenbach, chairman, trade board, Hart Schaffner
and narx, and the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America, Chicago, Illinois; Viirth
F. Ferger, assistant professor of economics, University of North Carolina,
Birthright, member, southern organization committee, American Federation of Labor;
Colonel Raymond Robins, lecturer and social economist; Francis J. Gorman, 1st vice
S resident, United Textile Workers of Amer Talbot Patrick, publisher, Goldsboro
News-Argus, Goldsboro, North Carolina; and the Reverend Ronald J. Tamblyn, Grace
Church, Greensboro, North Carolina.

Cotton Mills Agree To Eliminate Night Work.
The Cotton-Textile Institute has reported that an overwhelming majority,

or 83 per cent, of the cotton textile industry of the United States, has agreed to
conform to tr. recommendation that night employment of women and minors be discon-
tinued. This majority represents over 26,000,000 spindles including 79 per cent of
the spindleage in the night running mills. The Daily News Record of March 2 carried
a list of the mills that have arreed to the elimination of night work for women.

Walker D. Hines, chairman of the board of the Cotton-Textile Institute,
speaking recently at a luncheon of the Consumers' League of New York, said that it
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was an interesting fact that those in the industry who have opposed abolishing night

work for women and minors have tried to justify their position on the ground that it

would reduce employment and therefore be contrary to the general interest. This is

a most fallacious argument s" Mr. Hines said. "Practically the same amount of cotton

goods will be manufactured whichever way the question is decided, because all goods

will be manufactured which the demand will take, and in the long run no more than

that amount will be manufactured. Consequently, the total amount of employment will

not be adversely affected. But the regularity and stability of employment will be

distinctly promoted by anything which works in the direction of avoiding temporary

overproduction, because whenever there is overproduction there is enforced curtail-

ment at some seasons which produces irregular and spasmodic changes in the amount of

employment that can be afforded.
"Since the adoption of this reform will not reduce the total amount of

employment, and, on the other hand, is calculated to stabilize employment, its

desirability in the general public interest is perfectly obvious.

"It has also been mistakenly urged in some quarters that this movement is

a blow at the independence and opportunities of women. I think the almost universal

support for the plan is very striking proof that it is in the interest of women

rather than against them. But coming down to the precise situation in this industry,

I believe the true view is that the elimination of women from the night shift is

going to diminish very greatly the amount of night operation and bring about a much

greater proportion of day operation, so that the general net effect is going to be

that in place of night work for women under less favorable conditions from every

standpoint there will be increased opportunity for day work for women under more

favorable conditions from every humanitarian standpoint, including the very important

element of much greater regularity of employment.

"Of course, any broad reform movement brings to light more or less incon-

venience or dislocation of existing arrangements in some instances. A ;)articular

mill manager can make a very plausible argument that his employment of labor xx4' mxt

may not be as great if he adopts a reform of this character. But what he overlooks

is that the employment for the industry as a whole, even in his own region, will be

as great and under more favorable conditions. Under the influence of such an employ-

er, it is entirely possible that even his women employees who are in the habit of

working at night will appear as opponents of this proposal. No reform movement

could even succeed if it had to be postponed until every individual objection of this

character could be eliminated."

Kellogg Company Inaugurates 6-Hour Day.

By changing from three 8-hour shifts daily to four 6-hour shifts the

Kellogg Company reports that it is able to employ approximately 25 per cent more

persons and at the same time provides for a 1* per cent increase in the base rate
of pay, making a new minimum wage rate of $4 a day and an average daily wage of

$5.40 for all male employees. It is said that the plan, long contemplated by the

Kellogg Company as a means of improving production efficiency, was made effective

December 19 19309 with an immediate view to relieving unemployment distress in that

section.

Rhode Island Mill Adopts Minimum Wage Scale.

A scale of minimum wages for competent workers for 48 hours of work per

week has been offered to the wool textile industry and already adopted by the Still-

water Worsted rills with plants at Harrisville, Mapleville, Greenville, and Ashaway,

Rhode Island, and East Woodstock, Connecticut. The plan designed to equalize wages

in the industry, was announced in advertisements appearing in the Daily News Record

of March 2 and other newspapers in various parts of the country. The announcement

reads as follows:
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We believe that the success of American industry depends on making every

worker an active customer for many things beyond the bare necessities.

Thus assuring (1) liberal production; (2) low cost production; (3) finished

articles at prices which make them available to many people.

This sequence can only be brought about by adequate wage schedules.

We believe that there is no good reason for low wages in the wool textile

industry--that low and unequal wage schedules make for demoralizing sales com-

petition and invite continually lower wages; and that the lowest possible wages

can not begin to compensate for the extra cost of partial production.

Based on present living costs, which promise to be maintained for the

immediate future, we believe that the following schedule of minimum wages will

maintain reasonable living standards and will provide a surplus to be spent for

the products of our own and other industries.

Minimum Waes  for Competent Workers for 48 Hours of Work. 

Boys 16 to 18 years. $14 Men over 24 years... $24

Boys 18 to 20 years. 18 Girls 16 to 18 years 14

Men 20 to 22 years.. 20 Girls 18 to 20 years 16

Men 22 to 24 years.. 22 Women over 20 years. 18

Operations of superior skill to be paid for at more than the foregoing

minimum rates, according to the degree of skill required in them.

We recommend the institution of wage rates based on the foregoing minimums.

Our company has done this.

Minimum Montilly Euense Budget for a Family of Four

Rent, including 1 spigot of running water (without other conveniences)

Electric light 
Fuel 
Newspapers 

$10.00
2.00
5.00
.92

Food and cleansing agents 52.00

Replacements; kitchen utensils, linen, floor coverings, etc . .... 0000U0 2.00

Tobacco 2.00

Transportation OOOOOOOOOOOOO 0000 OOOOO 2.00

Amusements 2.00

Insurance—life and fire 1.00

Churches, charities, donations 1.00

Doctors 1.00

New acquisitions—furniture, fixtures, etc. 00 .  1.00

$81.92

Beyond these bare necessities, wages of $20 a week would allow $5 per

month, or $60 per year, to clothe the family. It is not conceivable that much

woolen clothing could be purchased in these circumstances. Nothing allowed for

savings.
Wages of $24 per week would leave $22 per month, or $264 per year, to

clothe the family. Some of this, no doubt, would be used for the purchase of

woolen clothing. Something might also go into savings.
This budget makes no allowance for lost time.

This budget is not printed as representing our company's idea of what liv-

ing conditions should be.
It shows the futility of asking the family of a competent American worker

to maintain itself on less than the minimum we have set.
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- Austin T. Levy, president of the Stillwater Mills, in an interview in the

Daily News Record of the same date, explains his company's plan and what led up to

it as follows:
"Prompted by the wage cuts taking place in this industry this company

made an instigation of the wages being paid in a number of mills. Through the

courtesy and assistance of various mill managements, a considerable amount of infor-

mation was secured. This disclosed that there is no standard of wages in the wool

textile industry and that the differences in wage rates are so great that competi-

tion on the basis of them would be impossible.

"It was a matter of the greatest interest to note, during the time that

this information was being compiled, that the manufacturers in this industry as a

whole, are opposed to wage cuts on the ground that, unless the workers in this coun-

try are employed at liberal wages, they can not be active customers for commodities

beyond the bare necessities; and whereas a wage cut might be justified if it suc-

ceeded in increasing employment, such wage cuts as had already been made and were in

contemplation in this industry would not succeed in reducing the cost of a man's

suit of clothing more than 25 cents, and therefore it was difficult to see how these

particular wage cuts could be expected to stimulate consumption, while without doubt

they would seriously impair purchasing power.

"A meeting to discuss this matter was held in Providence on the evening of

February 27. It was attended by representatives of some 25 corporations engaged in

the wool textile industry. This group was furnished with the information that had
been gathered about wages and was amazed at the differences that were found to exist.

"The meeting was overwhelmingly of the opinion that had been expressed by
the manufacturers individually, and also voiced the belief that the wool textile
industry fares better on high wages rather than on low, provided that some of the
manufacturers are not left at a disadvantage as against the others.

"All who had cut wages or contemplated so doing stated that they had not
wished to do so, and had only considered cutting wages because their neighbors had
forced them to do it. It became apparent therefore, that if the inequalities in
wages which had been found to exist could be done away with and at the same time some
method of wage payment be set up whereby the individual manufacturers could feel

secure that their own costs were not being undermined, there was no reason why

wages in the wool textile industry should not be at a fairly high level--and there

are obviously many advantages to be gained if they are.

"Realizing how difficult it would be for any large group to crystallize

into action the sentiment displayed by the meeting, our company has proceeded
individually, with the hope that other corporations in the industry will join us

when they have had opportunity to study the plan. This plan is based on a new con-
ception ofwages as applied to the wool textile industry.

"Heretoforelages have been paid according to the job. This plan has for
its first consideration the man or the woman employed and second the job. It starts
from a consideration of an expense budget which represents certainly a minimum on
which any family can be expected to live in New England in these times. The rates
published in our plan do not represent earnings. They are the wages below which
we will not employ competent people and our rates will be set so that earnings will
exceed these minimums according to the skill required in the various operations.

"The opinion is held in some quarters that wages must be liquidated along
with commodity prices.

"We do not share this view, and do not believe that labor so-called can
ever be regarded as a commodity. Any attempt at liquidating wages is a highly
dangerous thing, for the reason that it is an easy thing to start in times of much
unemployment, such as these--but it may be a difficult thing to stop. One wage
reduction has been followed by another, and unless we bring a different point of
view to bear on this vital matter, the United States will have lost in a few months
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all the advantage in the general standard of living that has accrued to the nation

the past 20 years. How this can improve business is difficult to say.

"It is a matter of great encouragement that the group of manufacturers

that has been discussino. this matter largely shares this point of view, and hope

that the plan which our company has instituted can be made to fit into the require-

ments of their several businesses, so that they may feel justified in going forward

with us in it. If they do, the wage question will be taken out of our industry as a

source of strife and bitterness for years to come."

On March 3, the Stillwater mills published a second advertisement present-

ing a table comparing the highest end lowest wages on a 48-hour basis in force in

various New England Wool textile mills on February 5, 1931. "It can not be said,"

the announcement reads, "that this table sets forth either the highest or the lowest

wages in force on that date. It sets forth the wages being paid by the particular

irroup of mills which furnished the information from which it was made." The table

shows a difference in wages paid for the same operation of as much as 105.1 per cent
ana

in one instanceWor 54 of the 87 operations listed the differences are more than

40 per cent.
The table indicates, the advertisement continues, "a condition at the root

of the wool textile industry which makes intelligent competition well nigh impossible.

The position can be corrected either by bringing all of the wages down to a point

that permits of competition with the lowest, or by bringing wages up to a point that

more nearly approaches what may be called the higher level of the industry. We

I- lieve that the first remedy would be suicidal and that many of the wages now being

paid are too low to enable people to live unth-:r normal New England conditions. Cer-

tainly those who receive them could not be customers of the wool textile industry."
Numerous comments followed the publication of these advertisements and on

march 16, Botany Worsted rills published an advertisement in the Daily News Record

setting forth a comparison of Botany wage scales and those printed by Stillwater.

The advertisement bears the following statement from Colonel Charles F. H. Johnson,

president of the Botany 7iorsted Mills:
glad to publish a comparison of the wages in the Botany Worsted

Mills, with the extremely interesting figures recently shown in the statement

of Austin T. Levy. I believe that in the frank exchange of information of this

kind lied the possibility of the eventual understanding of real conditi)ns in

textile mills and the alleviation of competition, bases of competitive mer-

chandising, quality and price."
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News Letter No. 74.

U. S. Department of Labor
WOMEN'S BUREAU
Washington

ACTIVITIES AFFECTING WON IN INDUSTRY.

May 1, 1931.

Alabama.

Word comes through the Southern Council for Women and Children in Industry
thpt two bills are being introduced in the present legislatuie, one providing maximum
hours for women in all establishments and manufacturing plants, the other in manu-
facturing only.

California.
Motion picture Order Amended.

On January 309 19319 the Industrial Welfare Commission passed Order No. 16a
relating to the motion picture industry. This order amends that of 1926 and became
effective April 11. Cooperating with the executives of the industry and the employ-
ees, special attention has been given to the sanitary problems that affect women and
minors who work at odd times and not always in the same place.

In the new order the term "extra" is defined to mean any woman or minor who
is employed to act, sing, dance or otherwise perform in the production of motion pic-
tures at a wage of $15 or under per day, or a wage of $65 or under per week. Provi-
sion is made for an 8-hour day, with stringent regulation of overtime considered as
emergency. Meal periods, travel time, costume fitting, weather-permitting calls,
cancellation of calls, interviews, and form of payment, are the important headings
that are fully covered and which leave no doubt about the conditions of employment.

Among the other factors that affect the large group are definitions as to
what constitutes night work, "wet" work or dangerous work, and there is also covered
transportation after night work, meals at nir-,ht, water supply, seats and cots, dress-
ing rooms, locker rooms, and toilet facilities or locations. Every employer hiring
extras must keep records, file reports, permit any member of the Industrial Welfare
Commission or any duly authorized representative free access to the place of business,
and agree to the posting of Order 16a. (California State Department of Industrial
Relations, Report to Governor's Council, February, March, 1931.)

Facts About Extras in Hollywood.
The status of extras (men, women, boys and girls) in the Hollywood district

is changing as an outcome of the introduction of the "talkies," according to the
California Industrial Welfare Commission which quotes facts supplied by the Central
Casting Corporation of Hollywood.

During 1930, there were 17,541 extras registered at the Casting Bureau.
Only 833 persons averaged one day's work a week, or more. Of these, 95 averaged 4-
days a week and less than 3 days a week. No one could claim the record of having
daily work.

Those who dream dreams about the financial returns from residence in the
motion-picture city are invited to ponder over the official figures. The small num-
ber of placements are set forth in the preceding paragraph; 13.50 per cent of the
extras worked for $5 a day; 36.56 per cent for $7.50 a day; 43.23 per cent were paid
a per diem of $10, and approximately 5.71- per cent received in excess of $10 for the
day's work.

While occasionally a person Whose rate of pay is $5 a day is engaged at the
rate of $159 because of some special qualification, as, for instance, in the case of
an expert swimmer, a person whose regular pay
ability) is not asked to work for $5.

is $15 (because of wardrobe and acting
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Averages count. The motion-picture industry is no exception to the rule.
The Central Casting Corporation gives figures for the calendar year of 1930. The
average daily placement of men was 545; of women, 243; of children, 19, thus showing
a total average daily placement of 807. The average daily interview column regis-
ters 33, while the daily cancellation list is 20. Of most importance is the average
daily wage of $9.74. These totals, gleaned from experiences, sad and otherwise,
should give pause to the fond mother whose ambition is to train her child for a place
in the Hollywood sun.

During 1930 there were 180,545 men placed; they received a total wage of
$1,482,007.50. The women given employment numbered 7690869 and the sum of $667,298
was distributed among them. There were 3,417 boys hired, and they were paid
$259182.50. The girls totaled 29 398, and their wages ran to $16,467.50. (California
State Department of Industrial Relations, leport to Governor's Council, March, 1931.)

Wooden Log Comes Under Compensation.
The Supreme Court of the State of California has upheld a decision of the

Industrial Accident Commission that has attracted public attention. John Driscoll,
teamster, had his artificial leg broken during his employment. The Commission award-
ed him compensation and "medical attention," i.e., a new leg, on the theory he could
not work without the replacement s and that the insurance company's argument of
personal property" was untenable. (California State Department of Industrial Rela-

tions, Report to Governor's Council, march, 1931.)

Georgia.
Plans are under way by women's organizations for introduction at the summer

session of the legislature of bills to prohibit night work for women and to regulate
working hours to 9 daily, 50 weekly.

Indiana.
A bill has been introduced in the Indiana legislature to provide a 6-hour

day, 36-hour week for all women workers except nurses, harvest hands and canners.
(American Child, April, 1931.)

Maine.
A bill to establish a 9-hour day and 48-hour week for women and girls in

workshops, factories and laundries has been defeated in the lower house. (American
Child, April, 1931.)

Massachusetts.

New Firms Fail to Pay Minimum Rate.
"A situation which causes concern in connection with the minimum wagedecrees," writes Liss Ethel M. Johnson, Assistant Commissioner of the Department of

Labor and Industries of Massachusetts, "has arisen within the past year or two inseveral of the textile centers. Firms have come to Massachusetts from other States,taken over unoccupied mill buildings and started factories of various kinds.
"In a number of instances the wages paid 137 these concerns are far belowany minimum rate established under the minimum wage decrees. Rates of $5, $69 and $7a week for full-time employment arc paid to women and girls. In some individualinstances, rates as low as $3 and $4 a week have been found.
"Some of the work, as the manufacture of men's furnishings, children's

clothing, underwear and radio parts, comes under existing wage decrees. In other
instances, no decrees have been established for the occupation. This situation exists
particularly in some of the textile cities. Owing to the serious business depression,
it has been possible for these concerns to secure women and girls, and men and boys
as well, at subnormal rates of wages.
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"Many complaints have come to the Commission regarding these conditions....
Investigation is always made on complaint, regardless whether the name of the com-
plainant is given or not. When the name and address is available, the agents of the
Commission try to see the complainant to explain the provisions of the law. In many
instances, employees submitting complaints do not know that the minimum rates are
recommendatory and not mandatory, and that the Commission has no power under the law
to compel employers to pay these rates. When efforts to secure adjustment fail, the
only action that can be taken is to publish the name of the employer as refusing to
comply with the decrees.

"Efforts to secure adjustment to meet the provisions of the wage decrees,
in the case of concerns of the type described, have in the majority of instances
been unsuccessful. It will be necessary to publish a number of firms under decrees
where in the past there have been no publications, or only in a few cases. In this
connection, several firms have already been published.

"The textile cities have suffered a great deal during the past two years.
They have felt the effects of the depression much longer than the rest of the State.They need development. They need new industries. The industries they need, however,are ones that will pay at least a living wage and not take advantage of the distressof persons who are out of work."

Legislation.
"Leave to withdraw" has been given in the case of the following bills

introduced in the 1931 legislature:
For the appointment of a special commission to investigate conditions

relative to the employment of women.
To require prompt paymerrc, of wages to domestic servants.
To make women liable for jury service.
To regulate the compensation and working conditions of weavers.
To penalize the working of women and children in certain establishmentswithout monetary compensation.

Minnesota.
The women's hour bill, originally providing an 8-hour day, 48-hour week,was amended in committee to provide a 9t-hour days 54-hour week, and has beenfavorably reported.
The amendment to the minimum wage law to define a minor as a person under21 years of age instead of a "male person under the age of 21 years, or a femaleperson under the age of 18 years" passed the senate but was defeated by a close votein the house. The minimum wage law originally applied to women as well as minorsbut several years ago a ruling of the attorney general of the Stte declared itinvalid as to adults.

Missouri.
This year's session of the legislature has had before it a bill to estab-lish an 8-hour day, 48-hour week for women in most occupations with a 90-day exemp-tion for rural packing and canning plants. The present law, with certain exceptionsprovides 9 hours a day and 54 hours a week. (American Child, April, 1931.)

Nebraska.
To replace the present 9-54 hour law for women an 8-48 hour bill was intro-

duced this year in Nebraska, but has been indefinitely postponed.
A bill to create a minimum wage board for women and minors with power to

regulate the wages of minors has been tvorably reported in the lower house. (American
Child, April, 1931.)
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New Hampshire.
The bill to prohibit night work for women and minors after 6 p.m. in tex-

tiles and after 10 p.m. in other manufacturing has met with defeat. (American Child,
April, 1931.)

New Jersey.
The New Jersey House of Representatives has passed the bill to establish %9-hour day, 48-hour, 6-day week for women in factories, bakeries, laundries and res-taurants. (American Child, April, 1931.)

Now Mexico.

It is report4 that the bill to provide an 8-hour day, 42-hour week forwomen in offices, and an 8-hour day, 50-hour week for women in stores has been vetoed.At present the hours of women office workers are unrestricted and women may work instores 9 hours a day and 55 hours a week.
Another bill to provide a 6-hour day, 36-hour week for women doing manuallabor has been killed.
The legislature has approved the creation of a State labor commission whoseduties include factory inspection and enforcement of labor laws. (American Child,April, 1931

New York.

Amendment to Mercantile Law Approved.
The bill to amend the overtime provisions of the hour law for women in mer-cantile establishments passed both houses of the assembly without a dissenting vote,has been signed by the governor as chapter 509 of the laws of 1931, and becomeseffective July 1.
The provisions of the law are as follows:
The employer may choose between (A) an 8-hour day, 48-hour, 6-day week or(B) a 9-hour day, 49i-hour week with one day of not more than 4-1.- hours. He can notchange his election more than twice in a calendar year.
Exemptions are allowed for December 18 to 24, inclusive and for two periodseach year for the purpose of taking inventory, each period to be of not more than oneweek. Under (A) each period is not to exceed a total of 6 hours, under (n) a total of5 hours, and in no case is employment allowed after 10 p.m.Under (A) 10 hours are permitted on one day of the week in order to makeone or more shorter work days in that week; and additional overtime of not more than10 hours in the calendar year is allowed provided weekly hours do not exceed 54 anddaily hours 10 and that any woman so working cvertime shall be allowed an equalamount of time off during the same week or within 7 days before or 7 days after theweek in which she works overtime.
Under (3) 25 hours of overtime during the calendar year are allowed pro-vided hours to not exceed IC daily, 54 weekly and that in no case shall overtime beadded to the short day of 4-12-hours.
The law further provides that before the commencement of any overtimeemployment, the employer must post notices of the amount of overtime to be requiredand if all employees are not affected the names of those employees who are to workovertime must also be posted. No overtime is permitted until at /east 4 hours aftera copy of such notice has been delivered to the commissioner of labor.

Bill to Amend Restaurant Law Defeated.
The Jenks bill to permit the employment of women in restaurants during the

night was defeated by a roll call vote of 99 to 42.
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Seats for Elev[tor Operators.
Beth houses have approved a bill compelling installation of seats in passon-ger elevators in all State buildings whether or not the operator is allowed a recessperiod of 15 minutes every three hours.

Trend of Women's Wages in New York City.
Although many large employers of labor have made public statements to theeffect that they are not lowering the wage levels in their plants, persistent rumorsof shrinking pay envelopes have aroused ..zeneral interest in the subject. To securesome accurate and definite knowledge of the situation, the Division of Women in Indus-try has gathered together data relating to the wages offered in New york City forvarious types of women's work in the fall of 1929 and the wages now being: offered forthe same types of work. Wage figures and information for both periods were securedfrom the Manhattan, Bronx and Brooklyn branches of the New York State EmploymentBureau, a large commercial employment agency specializing in office help, and theclassified advertisements in the New York World. Comparative earnings figures werealso taken from the Indnstrial -eulletin v issues of January, 1929, and January, 1931.The clerical, or white collar worker must have had to adjust her life dur-ing the past year to a lower standard of living in order to make her reduced earningscover the necessities of life, says the Division of Women in Industry. Before thecrash in the stock LJarket and the decline in business generally, clerk's wages rangedfrom $10 to $22 a week, with the general average between $15 and $18. In February,19319 clerks were offered $8 to $18 a week and much higher educational standards wererequired. Wages for typists dropped from a range of $15 to $22 to one of $12 to $21,with the $12 offer being the more usual. Stenographers have fared even worse, theirrates dropping from $15 for a beginner and $35 for an expert to $9 and $20 respect-ively. In two instances wages for the identical positions were secured for the twoperiods; one position previously paid $20 and now offers $15, while the other was $25and now is $18 a woek. In like manner bookkeepers were offered $23 to $25 a weekand now the orders coz3e in for

tck , Slr15 
Telephone operators at private boards have beenreduced from $13 to $20 a weeko a starting wage. Operators of office machines whopreviously were paid $/4 now are getting $12 a week. Even hand addressers are receiv-ing a lower wage, as the piece rate used to be $2.50 a thousand and now is $2 for thesame amount of work.

Specialized office workers, such as those having experience in insurancecompanies or banks and brokerage houses, have also felt the hard times. For instance,the following list shows the drop in the salary level of several kinds of positionsin insurance companies:

Oct., 1929 Insurance Position $18-$35 Oct., 1930 
$1 

a week Clerk.  8-$30 a week$23-$25 a week Typist 
..$20-$25 a week$16-$35 a week Stenographer . .  ...$12-$30 a week$20435 a week Bookkeeper 
$18-$30 a week$30-$35 a week Office machine operator...... .......... (,)25-$30 a week

the same
The women employed in banks and brokerage houses have received approximatelyreductions, as can be seen by the comparison of yearly

Oct., 1929
$1,000-$1,800 a year.
$1,000-$1,600 a year 
$2,600 a year 
$1,100-$1,800 a year.
$1,100-$1,800 a year.

Bank or Brokeraze Position
..Statistical clerk 

salaries given below:

Oct.,,  1930 
$1,000419600 a

$900-$1,800 a year
..General financial stenographer 

Senior bookkeeper...........  
..Assistant bookkeeper...........
..Office machine operator-0—m

...... .$1,600-$2,000 a year

......$1,100-$1,500 a year

......$1,100-$1,600 a year

Yu
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Women working as permanent, full-time saleswomen seem to have been able tomaintain their previous salaries in most instances. According to the figures col-lected, the range of salaries offered at the present time extends in both directionsover the range in 1929. In 1929 salaries were from $13 to $25 a week and in 1931they are from $12 to $30. On the other hand, women working as part time and extrasaleswomen have had a considerable reduction in pay, the part time workers havingbeen reduced from $15 to $12 a week and the extras from $3 and $4 a day to $2 and $3.Soda dispensers also have had a cut in pay, their earlier salary having been $23 aweek and the present rate being $15.
Among restaurant workers, the cashiers seem to be the only type for whom adefinite record of declining wages was noted. Previously they had been offered $23a week and now $18. However, there has been one report of a reduction in wages forwaitresses. A large chain of lunchrooms which formerly paid $10 a week to its wait-resses is now paying $6.
Wages for domestic workers apparently have gone down more than for anyother class. Requests for domestics have always been numerous but at the presenttime the wages offered are so low that large numbers of women prefer to risk furtherunemployment rather than do this type of work for so small a remuneration. For domes-tics who were to live in the home of the employer wages ran from $40 to $70 a month.Occasionally a $30 offer would be made but the various employment offices say that nooffer of less than $40 a month stood a chance of being filled. At the present timewages which are offered for domestics run from $15 to $55 a month, the most usualfigure being $40. A record was secured of a placement made in February, 1931 of anexperienced domestic at $5 a week with room and board. The woman was 52 years ofage. Protestant, American born and had been out of work for eight months. Manytimes employers try to secure domestic help without paying any wages but merely offer-ing a home and food. No record has been found of any worker accepting such an offerbut such offers continue to come to all the employment offices.Wages have also gone down for domestic workers who do not live in the homesof their emplcyers. Besides having to pay car fare to and from their work, theseworkers have to maintain some kind of living quarters. They used to be offered $12to $16 a week but now the wages range from $9 to $12. Part-time domestics were paid$12.60 a week for working from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. on six days of the week. Now thehousewife expects Lo employ a domestic for ')10.60 a week and wants her to work from9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on the seeene number of days.
According to the figures secured, laundry workers' rates have been reducedconsiderably. Flat work operators who were getting $14, $15 and $16 a week are nowreceiving $10 and $12. Family ironers commanded as high as $4 and $6 a day beforethe decline set in, now they are getting $20 a week. Some laundresses in institu-tions have been reduced $5 a month on their pay, that is from $35 to $30.The tendency to reduce wages at the present time seems to hold true forfactory workers as well as for the above mentioned classes of working women. How-ever, in the case of the factory women the reductions are harder to trace bv opera-tion due to the fact that payment on a piece work basis is increasingly replacing aflat weekly wage for many unskilled factory operations, and that the figures usedfrom the Industrial Bulletin are given for industries and not for operations. Pre-viously a beginner was taken on, in most cases, at $12 a week while learning, withan agreement either to increase the wage or put the worker on piece work when shebecame proficient. Nowadays the beginner is taken on at piece work immediately andshe has to learn the work at her own expense. One instance was reported where a girlpasting on rhinestones at piece rates was only able to make between 35 cents and 50cents a day. After she had worked six months she averaged $8 a week. Situationssimilar to this were reported as existing in many kinds of unskilled and semiskilledoccupations. Formerly when opportunities to work were more plentiful no workerswould accept such a proposition, but due to the shortage of jobs at present employers
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eow are able to engage workers on this basis. Some of the light factory jobs which
are still paying a weekly wage show a reduction in their starting wages, such as
packing, from $16 to $12, boxing from $15 to $142 work on paper goods from $15 to
$12 and sewing machine operating from a range of $18 to $25 to one of $15 to $20.

The comparative earning figures taken from the Industrial Bulletin given
below confirm the records of reduced factory wages taken from other sources. The
figures are for womenActory workers in New york City for the months of January,
1929, and January, 1931.

Jan., 1929 Industry Jan.,  193/ Weekly Reduction 
in earnin7s

$14.52 a week...Stone, clay and glass ....... .....$15.23 a weak ..$0.71
$17.58 a week...Metals and machinery $15.34 a week $2.24
$17.28 a week...Wood manufacture  .$16.01 a week .$1.27
$22.90 a week...Furs, leather and rubber goods...$18.57 a week $4.33
$16.20 a week.. .Chemicals, oil, paints, etc $15.79 a week... .... .$0.41
$19.70 a week...printing and paper goods ......  $18.22 a week $1.48
$18.71 a week...Textiles $17.50 a week... ...... $1.21
$23.57 a week-...Clothing and millinery. . „ OM  $21.82 a week-- ..... $1.75— 
$18.90 a week...Food and tobacco......, .... .... . . $18.57 a week ..... ....$0.33
$21.64 a week...Total   $20.18 a week ........$1.46.

*Increase.

Basing conclusions on the figures herewith presented, there can be no
doubt that the wage levels for women workers in the city of New york have declined
sharply. This has been shown to be true for all large industrial groups and for many
smaller occupational classifications in the clericals mercantile, restaurant, and
domestic lines of work. In view of the fact that many firms have leaintained their
-Pormer wage levels, in some cases with the announced purpose of helping to maintain
community purchasing power, it still remains a question as to whether the reductions
in salary noted were an economic necessity or whether they were caused by a desire or
the part of employers to take advantage of the present oversupply of labor. (New
York State Department of Labor, Industrial Bulletins march, 1931.)

Oklahoma.
• The house has passed and the senate has reported favorably a bill to create

a minim= wage board to regulate hours and wages of minors in any industry where a
majority of the employees are minors. (American Child, April, 1931.)

Oregon.
By act of the legislature the Board of Inspectors of Child 7Ielfare and the

Industrial Welfare Commission have been superseded by the State Welfare Compission,
with the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor designated as secretary and executive
officer. The law becomes effective June 6.

Favorably rerorted and then indefinitely postponed is the history of a bill
to establieh a 6-hour day for all employees except in canneries, pulp mills, and
farm work.

Pennsylvania.

Hours and Earnings in the Hosiery Industry.
"Hours and earnings of men and women in the hosiery industry," Special

Bulletin 31 of the Department of Labor and Industry, is a study made by the Bureau of
Women and Children of over 10,000 men and women engaged in the manufacture of hosiery,
representing one-fourth of the workers and more than 10 per cent of the hosiery
plants in the State.

4
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Instability of employment is an outstanding problem in the hosiery indus-
try, the bulletin says. The fluctuations in employment were almost as great in the
flourishing full-fashioned hosiery industry as in the less prosperous seamless
hosiery industry. Although the pay period studied was apparently an average period
for the year, the industry did not provide a full week's work for much more than
one-half the employees, althour-h a conoiderable amount of overtime work was required
of other employees. Work was as irregular for men as for women, although men tended
to work overtime and women undertime. The irregularity of employment was not pecu-
liar to certain occupations but was found in every occupational group. There was
more full-time work in some geographical districts than in others, but there was no
district in which the majority of the employees worked a full-time week. The seri-
ousness of this instability of employment to the worker is emphasized by the decrease
in earnings for the undertime worker and the relatively small increase in earnings
for the overtime worker.

Earnings varied considerably in the full-fashioned and seamless hosiery
industries. In the former median weekly earnings were $32.49 for men, $20.77 for
women; in the latter, $25.99 for men, $12.35 for woalen. More than a third of the
women and nearly a fifth of the men in the full-fashioned hosiery industry had annual
earnings of less than $1,000. Nearly half the mon (760) earned $2,500 or more while
only 3 women earned as much as $2,500. In seamless hosiery nearly one-fifth of the
men and three-fourths of the women earned less than $1,000 while less than 10 per
cent of the men and no women had annual earnings of $2,500 or more. Median annual
'earnings in the full-fashioned industry were $29 323 for men, $1,162 for women, in the
seamless industry they werf.; $1,508 for men and $824 for women.

Legislation.
A bill to amend the labor law by permitting the employment of females over

18 in places of amusement until 11 p.m. has passed second reading in the senate.

Rhode Island.
Bills providing a 6-day week in factories and mercantile establishments and

a 9-hour day, 48-hour week for girls and women have been introduced in this session
of the legislature. (American Child, April, 1931.)

South Carolina.

"Hope that the South Carolina legislature would pass at this session thebill prohibiting employment of women and children in night operations of cotton millsappears to be rapidly fading," says the Daily News Record of April 24.
"While the authors of the bill declare that they have no intention of with-drawing the measure now pending, there seems to be a strong belief among mill men ofGreater Greenville that the bill will not become law at this session. Many, however;predict that the measure will come back for consideration next year and that it willmeet with greater success.
"Stern opposition in the senate is one of the reasons giver locally for thefailure of the bill to become law up to the nrosent date. This same opposition willalso be largely rosjponsible, it is said, if the measure does not pass before thelegislature ends its work for the year.
"The measure now pending in the legislature would, if passed, prohibit theemployment of women and children at night in textile plaits of the State. Siace;omen, in particular, do certain phases of the work, the law would virtually ibolishright work, many mill men believe."

Texas.

The Southern Council on lomen and Children in Industry reports that the billto extend the coverage of the hour law and to prohibit night work for women has beenamended by striking out the night work clause.
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West Virginia.
The house has defeited a bill to prohibit the employment of women after

10 p.m. and to establish an 8-hour day, 4?-hour9 6-day week. (American Child,
4ri1, 1931.)

Wisconsin.
After passage in one house the bill to establish a 44-hour week for women

in industry has been defeated. (Daily News Record, April 169 1931.)

PERSONNEL

Canfornia.
Mrs. Mabel E. Kinney has been appointed chief of the Division of Industrial

Welfare. Mrs. Katherine Phillips Edson, formerly chief, continues as a member of the
Industrial Welfare Commission.

NOTES.

Speaking before the Consumers' League of New York on the movement to elim-
inate the employment of women at night in the textile industry, Walker D. Hines,
chairman of the board of the Cotton-Textile Institute said of the argument that such
action would reduce employment and be contrary to the general interest: "This is a
most fallacious argument. Practically the same amount of cotton goods will be manu-
factured because all goods will be manufactured which the demand will take, and in
the long run no more than that amount will ho manufactured. Consequently, the total
amount of employment will not be adversely affected. But the regularity and stabil-
ity of employment will be distinctly promoted by anything which works in the direc-
tion of avoiding temporary overproduction, because whonever there is overproduction
there is enforced curtailment at some seasons which produces irregular and spasmodic
changes in the amount of employment that can be afforded.

"Since the adoption of this reform will not reduce the total amount of
employment, and, on the other hand, is calculated to stabilize employment, its desir-
ability in the general public interest is perfectly obvious. . .the elimination of
women from the night shift is going to diminish very greatly the amount of night
operation and bring about a much greater proportion of day operation so that the
general net effect is going to be that in place of night work for women under less
favorable conditions from every standpoint there will be increased opportunity for
day work for women under more favorable conditions from every humanitarian standpoint,including the very important element of much greater regularity of employment."

Proposed Revision of Night Work Convention.
The question of revision of the night work convention will come before the

15th session cf the International Labour Conference which opens in Geneva May 28. Atthe January meeting of the Governing Body of the International Labour Office request
for revision came from the Belgian, British and Swedish governments, which desiredthe amendment of certain provisions without questioning the principle of the Conven-tion. The following two points were selected for consideration by the GoverningPody: (1) the distinction to be made between working =men and women employed in alupervisory capacity, and (2) the question of the beginning and end of the periodduring which the employment of women is prohibited. In accordance with the procedureadopted, the International Labour Office had consulted the Governments of all theStates Members, and the replies received had been submitted to the Governing Body.

The following decisions were taken:
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By 12 votes to 11 it was decidc:d to place on the agenda of the 1931 Session
of the International Labour Conference the question of including in the Convention
on the night work of women a clause to provide that the Convention shall not apply
to persons holding positions of supervision or management.

By 12 votes to 10 it was decided to place on the agenda of the 1931 Session
of the International Labour Conference the question of inserting in the Convention a
provision authorizing the State Members to substitute for the period of absolute
prohibition of night work, 10 p.m. to 5 a.11,., the period 11 p.m. to 6 a.m.

The two proposals made by the Swedish Government for more extensive revi-
sion were rejected by 14 votes to 8 and 14 votes to 7 respectively. (Industrial and
Labour Information. February 169 1931.)

The Committee of the Japanese Cotton Spinners Association has decided to
support the views of the British, 3elgian and Swedish governments, at the same time
recommending that the delegates to Geneva try to secure the revision of article 2 of
the convention so that the period during which the night work of women is absolutely
prohibited (10 p.m. to 5 a.m.) could vary according to the season. In winter, for
example, work could be prohibited between 11 p.m. or midnight and 6 a.m., in order
to avoid the hardship of starting work too early in the morning. During the summer,
on the other hand, 'when workers are easily exhausted, hours of work should be pro-
lorc:ed beyond the time laid down in the present Convention so as to enable the
workers to take more rest at midday. (Industrial and Labour Information, March 23,
1931.)
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News Letter No. 75.

ColkIorado.

U. S. Departe]ent of Labor

WONE'S BUREe.0
Washino-torb 4

ACTIVITIES ITIFECTING WOMEN IN INDUSTRY

June 17 1931.

Beet Field ',iorkers.

The State Industrial Commission reports that many complaints :rere filed

during 1930 that n, women, and children employed in the beet fields in Colorado

IL Ii to secure the wages they read earned. Thu llth Report of tho Comelission

says "It seemed impossible for !oily of them to secure other employrent, therefore,

it became necessary for them to depend upon charity. We would suggest that wages

for labor in the beet fields shoulC. be thu first cherge against the crop and that

the provisions of the mechanics' lien law should be exterded to protect those people

in the same marner as mech&nice aro now protected un'c:r the State law."

Women's Wages.

A study of wages paid to 11,360 woelen employed in Colorado brings the

State Industrial Commission to the opinion, stated in its llth Report for 1928-1930,

that a large majority of the women were not receivinc7 a living wage. "It is the

opinior of this Comreission that a minimum wage should not be less than $17.20 per

week to allow a woman to live decertly and receive a fair compensation for her

services.
"A, er a carefui consideratior and investiation wo would submit the fol-

lowing as a basis for a minimum wage for the women workers of Colorado:

Breakfast, seven days at 30/ per day ..... . $ 2.10 per week

Lunch, seven days at 30/ per day ........  2.10 per week

Dinner, sever days at 50/ per day  3.50 per week

Room  4.00 per week

Laundry  .50 per week

Amusements, reading matter, etP  1.00 per week
Clothing .  1.50 per week
Doctor, dentist, savings account to be used ir

case of unemployment or illness  1.50 per week

Car or bus fare  1.00 per week

7.7.20 per xeek.111

Eight-Hour Law.
A large runber of violations of the women's 8-hour law were reported to

the Colorado Industrial Commission during 1928-1930. "upon investigation -Lie
employers, as a gererel rule, agreed to obey the law in the future when teeir atten-
tion was called to its :irovisiors and penalties. Three arrests were made, one in
pueblo and two in Colorado Springs. In each case the party pleaded guilty and was
fined $50 and oosts. It is very difficult to secure information in cases of viola-
tions of this law. The average woman employee is afraid to give information because,
as a rule, she fears she will be discharged." (Colorado Industrial Commission, llth
Report, 1928-1930.)

Cenrecticut.

Thc bill to reduce women's working hours to 48 a week was defeated in the
house by a voe of 163 to 73.
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District of Columbia.

In the case of a woman who attempted to collect compensation for the death
of her husband last August a District of Columbia court recently decided that a
worker exposed to hot sun rays and who suffers a sun stroke thereby from which death
results is entitled to protection of the workmen's compensation act. The ruling was
based upon the finding that although the risk may be common to all persons exposed to
the sun's rays, the question is "whether the employment exposes the employee to the
risk." (Washington Post, May 69 1931.)

Illinois.

The women's 8-hour bill ir. amended form passed the senate by a vote of 27
to 11 on May 13 and is still awaiting action in the lower house.

bill creating a division of statistics and research in the Illinois
Department of Labor has passed the house.

Massachusetts.
A bill has been engrossed in both branches of the legislature that adds a

new section to the general laws providing that "whoever requires or permits a woman
or minor, as a condition of securing employment, to work in any factory, workshop,
manufacturing, mechanical or mercantile establishment without monetary compensation,
shall be punished by a fine of net more than $50." (Industry, may 2, 1931.)

Minnesota.

The 8-48-hour bill for women introduced this year was reported out of com-
mittee in the senate as a 4-54-hour bill and with a number of other amendments.
Still further amended in the house, the bill passed and in this form came before the
senate for vote. More amendments wore added, however, until the authors of the bill
prevented its adoption by a motion for indefinite postponement.

New Jersey.

The Consumers' League of New Jersey reports that the 48-hour bill intro-
duced in this session of the legislature was not reported out of committee. The
bill to change radium necrosis to radium poisoning in the list of compensable occupa-
tion?1 diseases under the workmen's compensation act was, however, successful.

New York.
Protection of Women Before and After Childbirth.

Several months ago the Division of Women in Industry of the New York State
Department of Labor was consulted by a large public utilities company in New York
City that was revising the by-lows regulating its rutual benefit association and
thought it would be an opportune time to include definite maternity benefits. To
ascertain the practice amolv, progressive firms in the State, the Division of 1omen
in Industry sent out questionnaires to 50 organizations employing large numbers of
women. Of the 31 firms replying, only 10 reported a definite policy concerning
leave before cr after childbirth and of these 10, two firms granted leave to their
industrial employees only. Sixteen firms stated that they had no definite policy,
while three replied that they employed too few women to have a regular policy and ,
two others replied that they employed too few married women to have any experience.

Replies to the question on extension of leave were distributed as follows:
All 10 firms with a definite policy extended leave after that required by the law
after childbirth. Four of the 16 companies that had no definite policy replied that
the leave was extended if desired (despite the fact that they had no definite policy)
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but in each case none or very fey women had ever availed themselves of this privi-

lege. Four companies gave no information, while 4 more stated that pregnant women

in their =ploy always resigned. One large life insurance company stated that it

never had thie question arise as the girls always decided to resign but that it

would be will'ng to grant leave in case of a "professional woman or other important

position." A large bank euploying over a thousand women stated that its employees

fell into two groups, "(1) women getting or in life who have had their fam'Aies and

do not anticipate any more children, (2) recently married young women who usually

stay on at work merely to earn some extra money for a short time." In this latter

class the individual usually works as long as she is physically fit. Another

company judged each case on its own merit. Only in a single instance was the

inquiry concerning extension of leave answered by a simple "no".

Very few of the companies had any sort of benefit arrangement to cover

this contingency, only 4 out of the 10 with a definite policy gave benefits, two

supplying both medical attention and money, one supplying medical attention and the

fourth grunting medical benefits. One company stated that its group-insurance plan

provided sick benefits for two weeks previous to childbirth and four weeks following

it. But this same company decided each case individually as regards reemployment

after the period of benefits and stated "we have not reemployed any woman in this

group during the past year, inasmuch as they have all resigned because of their

condition and remained at home after their confinement in order to take care of the

baby."
There were two companies whose answers seem worthy of note. One was a

large electrical supply manufacturing company employing over 1,000 women which

stated that it had not employed many married women prior to the war but that since

1923 it has had a definite policy for all its women employees. The company has a

so-called "Company plan" which is noncontributory so fur as the worker is concerned.

By this plan, the worker receives leave and sick benefits for any sickness prior to

and including "confinement period." If necessary she may have leave for the whole

time of the pregnancy and for ene year following. The report made by the company

does not state for what period benefits are paid but undoubtedly they would not

cover the period of reaximum leave.
The second company is one which makes a very high grade of chocolate.

This firm has had a definlLe policy for 20 years by which it grants as much leave
"as ncceesary" before childbirth, the four weeks required by law after chil,lbirth
with an extension of this time if necessary, and in addition it supplies free nurs-
ing service.

The Division of -;:oreen in Industry concludes that "The results of this very
sketchy investigation show plainly that the only way to get uniform actien ir this
matter would be to regulate by legislation each of the following factors: (1) leave
recessary before pregnancy, (2) leave necessary after pregnancy, (3) extension of
leave if circumstances require it, (4) preclusion of dismissal, (5) benefits, (6)
provision to nurse child or care for it while mother is at work. All of these
factors should be carefully considered with experts in the proper field, because the
granting of leave in itself is no protection or help to a woman who knows that the
"grant" is only a euphonious way of saying 'fired.' Even though she can return to
her job, if her wages have ceased entirely during her enforced leave, her mental
attitude is not a s.tisfactory one nor is she a good, contented worker after the
birth of her child unless some proper provision can be made for its care." (Indus-
trial Bulletin, New York State Department of Labor, April, 1931.)

North Carolina.

By an act effective may 31, 1931, maximum weekly hours for women are
reduced to 55. Daily hours, however, continue at 11 as before. The law applies to
woman over 16 in factories, manufacturing establishments, and mills, with the
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exception of those employed in the operation of seasonal industries in their process
of conditioning and of preserving perishable or semiperishable commodities. Women

engaged in agricultural work also are exempt. Violation of the act is a misdemeanor

punishable by a maximum fine of $509 or imprisonment of not more than 30 days. Each
day's violation of the law constitutes a separate offense.

This act supersedes that of 1915 which provided a maximum week of 60 hours
for women and also for men except in case of a written agreement and extra compensa-

tion. Maximum daily hours for both men and women were set at 11. The exemptions
covered engineers, firemen, superintendents, overseers, section and yard hands,
office men, watchmen and repairers of breakdowns.

Pennsylvania.
Labor  Laws and Du  Light Savin:.

The Pennsylvania Department oT Labor and Industry has determined that
where the time factor is involved in a labor law, such as the women's hour law and
the child labor law, only eastern standard time is to be recognized. The secretary
of the department has issued the following statement:

"An example of probable errors by employers, women over 21 years may work
in factories between 6 a.m. and 10 p.m., provided the daily limitation of 10 hours
is not exceeded. For a factory that has adopted a daylight saving schedule, it
would not be permissible to have female e:aployees start workin7 before 7 o'clock,
daylight saving time, though they could legally work as late as 11 o'clock of the
same time. Girls under 21 years who may not engage in any employment after 9 p.m.,
are permitted to work until 10 p.m., under a daylight saving time schedule.

"yinors of their sex under 16 years arc prohibited from working before 6
a.m. or after 8 p.m., standard time, consequently, minors could not legally go to
work earlier than 7 a.m., daylight saving time, although they would be permitted to
work until 9 p.m., daylight saving time; provided the daily limitation of nine hours
of work was not exCeeded.

"Strict adherence to the correct hour for starting work is important,"
the statement said, "not only because failure would subject the employer to penal-
ties provided under the woman's act and child labor act, but because compensation
insurance carriers may refuse to recogaize claims For injuries to women or minors
which may occur in periods of illegal employment, and the injured workers or their
dependents may institute actions for damages."

New Hour Bill Introduced.
A bill fixing the maximum work week for women at 50 hours has been intro-

duced in the senate. The earlier bill, still in committee, provides a 48-hour week.

Rhode Island.

Acting under authority granted him in a resolution passed by the last
session of the legislature, Governor Norman S. Case has appointed Edward F. walker,
secretary of the Rhode Island Textile Association; Archibald Silverman, jewelry
manufacturer, and Herbert F. Sherwood, an attorney, to the commission that will con-
duct an investigation into the advisability of prohibiting night employment of women
in Rhode Island mills.

Before the personnel of the board was announced, the president of the
State branch of the American Federation of Labor appealed to the governor to provide
representation for orgarized labor on the commission, but the plea was ignored.
(Daily News Record, hay 16, 1931.)
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Ontario.

The Annual Report of the minimum Wage Ooard of Ontario for 1930 marks the

completion of ten years' work. -ihen the board was appointed in 19209 minimum wage

laws were in operation in Canada only in the western provinces. To-day, the report

points out, the entire Dominion is covered, except Prince Edward Island, which with

its slight industrialization, scarcely needs such a law.

The report includes the budget drawn up by the yinimum T141.0 Board for an

independent woman living in Toronto and a comparison of wages and hours in each

industry before the order went into effect in contr-st with the year 1030. "There

is reason to believe," the report says, "that the enforcement at its orders by the

board has had the effect not only of forbidding wage rates beneath the prescribed

minimum levels, but also of supporting wage standards gcnorally as menaced by the

present depression."

Saskatchewan.

Shop Employees to Have '4eekly Half Holiday.

The scission of legislature of Saskatchewan held this year passed an

act applying to cities with a population of 7,000 or over and nrovieing for the

closing of shops at 12 o'clock ninon cach Wednesday from April 1 to August 31. Cer-

tain trades or businesses are exempt and others may be made exempt by the Lieutenant-

Governor in Council, but city councils are authorized to pass by-laws declaring such

trades or businesses subject to the provisions of the act.

Clauses added to the city act, the town act and the village act empoaer

councils to pass by-laws requiring any class or classes of shops to be closed on

holidays. These clauses do not apply, however, to cities within the scope of the

weekly-oalf-holiday sot. (Labor Gazette, Canada, April, 1931.)

Linimum Wage Act Amended.

An amendment to the minimurs wage act, effective !ay 19 authorizes the Min-

imum Wage Board to -xtend the provisions of the act to any town with a population of

1,500 or more. Foriserly the Board could extend the act to any part of tho province.

(Labor Gazette, CEnada, April, 1931.)

Belgium.

On December 21, 1930, the Belgian Clothing Workers' Federation decided, in

the course, of a discussion on unemployment, to urge the government to apply tho hours

of work act to homeworkors. A bill for the regulation of homework is at prosont

before.. the Belgian Senate, but contains no provisions relating to hours of work, its

object beins. to introduce a minimum wag:. In view of the extent of unomnloyment in

the clothing industry, the Clothing -:iorkors' Federation believes that the rogulation

of hours of work is a more urgent problem than that of wages. About 50 per cont of

the tailors and dressmakers who work at home ore unemployed, while the rest continue

to work 12 an 14 hours a day. The regulation of the hours of work of home workers

would put a o op to this unfair situation, and by reducing the ru-rbor of persons

unemployed would lighten tl.o burden of the public authorities.

The main argument agyinct such regulation is thet it is impossible to

enforce the eight hour day act in connection with homework. The Clothing Workers'

Federation believes, however, that enforcement is possible and proposos venous

measures for this purpose. (Le Peuplo, Brussols, Jonuory 5, 1931; Industrial and

Labor Information, Fobrucry 237 1931.)

China.

In the March 2 issue of Industrial and Labor Information, it was announced

that information had boon rocoived from the Republic of China that the factory act
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passed in 1929 was to be put into force February 1, 1931. It was also unofficially
reported that the act would apply not only in Chinese Territory, but also to the
foreign factories in concession districts.

The March 16 issue of Industrial and Labor Information, however, says that
further roper's from Nankin indicate that vigorous opposition was raised by both
Chinese and f:eeign factor: owners, and that because of the difficulty of immediate
enforcement the date has been postponed to August 1.

A factory inspection act was adopted January 319 by the Legislative Council
to provide proper moans of enforcing the new factory act when it becomes effective.

Czechoslovakia.

Speaking before the Czecoslovak Sociological Institute on the desirability
of the unbroken working day, from the worker's point of view, Mr. rimra, Secretary
of the Metal Workers' Federation, said that such an arrangement would allow the wage-
earner more spare time to be devoted to his family, his health and rational enjoyment.
The break at mid-day, he said, was a waste of time and money for those workers who
went home for meals, and also added to the heatin7 and lighting expenses of the
employers. The worker's efficiency was lowered after a meal and his health suffered
from the hasty main, c in which the meal had to be taken. The speaker quoted informa-
tion on the subject which he had obtainer; from the International Labor Office. The
introduction of an unbroken shift would, he conclueed, improve the housing conditions
Of the working-class and enable them to live outside the towns. The innovation had
already been applied in several undertakings of considerable size and the movement in
its favor was beginning to spread. Finally, it should be borne in mind that the
application of this scheme would be a step in the direction of a general reduction
in hours of work.

During the discussion which followed the lecture the president or the
Institute, jr. Winter, formerly Linister of Social delfare, expressed the view that
the desirability of an unbroken working day varied according to the occupation; in
any case, the proposed system would be incompatible with the 5-day week and 9-hour
day.

The Chief Factory Inspector, Mr. pokorny, was afraid that the unbroken
working day weld be a temptation to double employment.

Mr. ::ianzal thought that the proposed schema might be very useful during thepresent unemployment and proposed to ascertain the views of employers, workers anddoctors.
The Director of the Skoda works, Mr. Folak, expressed the view that thedistribution of hours of work was determined by economic and weather conditions andbelieved that the unbroken working day lowered the efficiency of the workers.Mr. Pospisil thought that the unbroken working day was injurious to thehealth of the workers but might be applied to clerical employees and civil servantsprovided that work did not begin too early.
In closing the discussion, it:r. Winter stated that the Sociological Insti-tute would organize an inquiry to ascertain the views of employers and works councilsin undertakings in which the unbroken day had beenintroduced and also those of sick-ness funds as to the results of the experiment. (Ceske Slovo, October 18, 1930; ZajmyPivovarsk(Sho Delnict7a, 1930, No. 21; Industrial and Labor Information, January 19;1931.)

France.

The French Chamber of Deputies, in march, adopted a bill to amend the laborcode relating to the compulsory rest period after childbirth by increasing the lengthof the period from four to six weeks. (Industrial and Labor Information, April 20,1931.)
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Germany.

Protection of Nomen Before and After Childbirth.
The reports of the German Factory Inspection Service for 1929 draw atten-

tion to the favorable effect of the legislation relating to the employment of women
before and after childbirth.

This progress is mainly due to the act of may 18, 1929, which increased
the benefit from one-half to three-quarters of the wage during the last four weeks
preceding confinement if the woman concerned does not carry out any paid work during
this time. Women are making increasing use of this right and the number who cease
work six weeks before confinement is increasing.

The provisions relating to rest periods for nursing mothers are not
applied because the distance from the mother's home to the factory is generally too
great to allow of the children being brought to the mother. (Soziue praxis,
November 6, 1930; Industrial and Labor Information, April 20, 1931.)

rarriad Women Zorkers and Unemployment.
The present unemployment in Germany has led certain political parties to

attack the employment of married women on the ground that they have other resources
and should yield their places to unemtloyed fathers of families. Women trade union-
ists, public servants and salaried employees, however, defend the right of women to
employment. Some interesting details on the question were given in various German
newspapers during Larch, 1931.

According to these newspapers the first question to be asked is that of
the exact number of Earried women workers who could possibly be eliminated from the
labor market in order to make room for unemployed men. The Gemen official census
of 1925 showed that there were 11,400,000 women earning their own livings, of whom
3,700,000 were married. The majority of the latter, amounting to 2,910,495, were
women working jointly with their faDilies in agriculture, handicrafts, commerce, etc.,
and thus in more or less close contact with the hoele, or else women practicing
liberal professions or holding positions as heads of undertakings, who could not be
replaced by men. There remained 708,061 married women workers who in theory could
perhaps be replaced, but from those must be deducted 218,000 women agricultural
workers who are obliged by the contracts of their husbands to place their labor at
the disposal of the employer, and also domestic servants and nurses. There would
remain 500,000 married women workers who might be replaced. Apart from the insignif-
icance of this number in comparison with the 5,000,000 unemployed persons, there are
other reasons, such as the special aptitude of women in the textile industry, dress-
me king, etc., which would militate against the discharge of married women workers.
It must also be remerberod that in rest cases married women are forced by necessity
to submit to the threefold burden of housekeeping, the care of children and indus-
trial labor, and that the dismissal of these workers would produce so many economic
difficulties and injustices that circumstances would compel the repeal of any such
measure.

The German trade unions have always defended the right of women to employ-
ment. The Textile Jorkers' Union, 60 per cent of whose members are women, protested
in its year Book for 1929 against any statutory restriction on the employment of mar-
ried women and demanded equal rights to employment. The Union of Christian Textile
workers adopted at its Congress on February 15 and 16, 1931, in DUssuldorf a resolu-
tion demanding the 5-day week as a remedy for unemployment, esnecially in view of
the high percentage of wonien workers in the textile inductry.

Women public servants and salaried employees have also protested against
the dismissal of married women on the same grounds and have added that such dismiss-
als are contrary to section 129 of the Federal Constitution, which provides for the
employment of public servants up to the age of retirement, and also to section 128,
which provides that all legislation to the prejudice of women civil servants shall
'oe repealed.
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The Committee of Exports appointed by the German Government to study the
question of unewejloyment did not propose any legal measures against women in "double
employment."

With regard to married wo:len public servants, the views of the Committee
were divided. The majority proposed that married women should be encouraged to
retire in return for an allowance, while the minority urged that married women public
servants should be dismissed, also in return for an allowance, provided that their
subsistence was guaranteed. (Industrial and Labor Information, April 20, 1931.)

India.

All-India Woman's Conference.
The All-India Women's Cenference, which has for its purpose the formation

ef a link between creeds, castes and races for the educational and social advance-ment of Indian women, held its 7ifth Annual Session at Lahore at the beginning of
January.

The Conference adopted several resolutions dealing with labor questions,
with special reference to the development of factory inspection, the emnloyment ofwomen doctors in factories employing a considerable number of women workers, and theearly passing of a maternity benefits act for the whole of India.

The President, Dr. Yuthulakshmi Reddy, in summing up the work of the con-ference, pointed out that the reports presented had shown progress in all directions,including successful propaganda in favor of education, and propaganda against thecustom of child marriage and other social evils. (Stri Dharma, March, 1931; Indus-trial and Labor Information, April 20, 1931.)

Employment of ':iomen in Indian rifles.
The Chief Inspector of 1,1ires in India announced in his annual report for1929 a remarlmble reduction of the number of women employed underground.
iith effect from July 19 19299 the employment of women underground in mines,other than coal nines in Benal, Bihar and Orissa and the Central Provinces, andsalt mires in the Punjab, was prohibited. In the coal mines leentioned above womencontinued to be employed in the underground workings after July 1, 1929, but theirnumber was restricted to 29 per cent of the total number of persons, both men andwomen, employed underground in the mine concerned. This permitted percentage willbe reduced by 3 every year till finally extingnislied in July, 1939. Similarly thenumber of women who may be employed underground in the salt mines will graduallydecrease from 40 per cent in 1929-30 to nil in July, 1939. The immediate effect ofthese regulations has been a reduction of 24 per cent in the number of women ennleyedunderground, which fell from 31,735 in 1923 to 24,089 in 1929. In spite of thislarge reduction Vlore has so fur been very little complaint of inconvenience to mine-owners or loss of erployment. At a certain mire metal checks have been issued to thewwien, and no woman is allowed to go underground who is not in possession of a check.The attendance of the women is being carefully recorded, and the annual quota forexclusion will be drawn from those who have been least regular in attendance.(Industrial and Labor Infori,ation, April 20, 1931.)

The Italian Government recently issued regulations governing the employmentof married women.
The regulations provide that in future elarriare ray not constitute a reasonfor the cancellation of the contract of enployrent: this is contrary to the systempreviously established by collective agreements, especially for women salariedemployees in banks, insurance institutions, telephone comnanies, etc. The regula-tions not only recognize the rignt of eaarriea women to continue in their el4loyrIent,
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but grant them the right to resign, and to receive in return an allowance equal to
what they would have received if thoy lost their employment through the fault of
their employur, to the extent provided by the act rolating to private employment or
by a special provision of tho contract.

Furthor, the act of Juno G, 1929, providcs, on tho ground of doolographic

policy, tialt in no circumstances moy the unmarried state or its continuanco bu
rogardod as a claip to proforenco in the case of salaried employees or workors in the
administrations of ne Stato, tho provinces, tho local authoritios, or public assist-
anco and wolfarc institutions. Othor thinp:s boing equal, married oalaried omployoos
and workers with families must always receive preference over those oiithout children,
and married women over single oiomen.

Under these regulations married women receive more favorable treatment even
than single men. (Industrial and Labor Information, April 209 1931.)

panama.

A law enacted during the last seasion of the National Assembly, published

iI

the Gaceta oficial of November 5, 19309 prohibits the employment of women workers
in comallercial and industrial establiohments during the eight weeks before and aftor
childbirth, irovides for a vacation at half pay durilv, this period upon prosentation
of the croper medical certificate, and prohibits the discharge of any woman on
account of pr. -nancy. According to the provisions of this law employers are not
allowed to mol any deduct. )n from tho salaries of mothers for tho 15-minute period
allowed them evJry four hours by law, for the nursing of their children. The law
also provides for the establishmont of day nurseries in tho poorer sections of Colon
and Fanama.

Another measure enactod by the National Assembly rnd promulgated by the
President, which appeared in the Gacetn Oficial of November 229 19309 roquosts the
oxocutive to ostablish first-aid stntio vns in cononiont and appropriote districts,
where laborers can roceivo froo medical assistance d'ily. Tho porsonnol of thoso
stations is to consist of a physician, an assistant, and a midwifo. Thu law also pro-
vides for tho creation of an industril hygiono suction in the Jopartmont of Health
which will hovo as its dutics the periodical inspuction of public officos and indus-
trinl and commorcial ostablishmonts to soo that tho proper sanitary moasuros aro
takon for tht-, protection of tho workors health. (Bullotir, Pan-Amorican Union,
Fobruary, 1931.)

Russia.

The present shortage of labor in the Soviet Union has lent spacial impor-
tance to the quostion of women's work. Thus the economic plans provide for the
employment of 8009000 women in industry and building in 1931, and for a pore exten-
sive use of female labor in agriculture, in order to set freo a certain numbor of
male workors for 'MdIJi in indusbry.

In industry women will bu employod mainly in textile and metal undertakincs.
The statutory prohibon of night work for women has boon abolished in practice, but
the Labor Commissariat has on severs) occasions ropeatod thot womon ray not be
employod in spocially 

•

exhausting tasks; consoquently they may not be engaged in under-
ground work, no)

Z

I

l

r in casting and rolling works, nor in stoking, nor in most of the
work involved in rail and wator transport.

S opec'al attention has bon paid to the vocational training of woman workors,
of whom at preaont about 5 por cent, aro skilled workors. This result has boon
achieved through the troining of women workers in factory schools, appronticoship

Ksurses and tochnical schools, in which tho proportion of womon hos risen from 30 to
45 per cont.
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Vocational training has led to a rise in wages. In the last five years
the overage wage of women workers in industry has doubled. Before the war this
average only amounted to 50 per cent of the average wage of male workers, but in
1930 it had risen to 70 per cent. (Pravd, January 10, 1931; La Vie Economique des
Soviets, No. 131; Industrial and Labor Information, April 20, 1931.)

Uruzuay.

On October 25, 1930, formal ceremonies were held to mark the opening of
the new building of the Sanatorium for ..iorking Women in Montevideo, the construction
of which had been made possible through the generous gift of Sr. Alejandro Beisso of
that city. Following formal addresses, President Campisteguy unveiled a commemo-
rative tablet to the honored donor. Later the guests present at the ceremony were
invited to visit the various parts of the building, which is a model both in arrange-
ment end equipment. The central offices are noteworthy for the dignity and good
taste of their furnishings, and no less pleasing is the impression given by the other
departments of the sanatorium, which include rooms for the patients, operating and
treatment rooms, sterilization chambers, polyclinics, rest rooms, baths, pantries,
and kitchen. The nursery is a new feature. Henceforth the sanatorium will be
known as the Catalina Parma do Beisso Sanatorium for Working Women, being named in
memory of the wife of Sr. Alejandro Beisso. Manana, montevideo, October 25 and
26, 1930; Bulletin, Pan-American Union, March, 1931.)

PERSONNEL
Pennsylvania.

Miss Charlotte Carr, who was the first director of the Pennsylvania Bureauof Women and Children, has now been appointed assistant secretary of the Department
of Labor and Industry.

NOTES.

profits Increased with 5-Day Week.
The New York Times of April 29, reported that according to the annualreport of E. R. Squibb and Sons, that firm and their subsidiaries increased theirearned surplus during 1930 by more than a half million dollars, in spite of makingthe largest advertising appropriation in the history of the company and of decreas-ing working hours with no reduction in wages.
"Although the year 1930 represents one of the most difficult years in thehistory of the company" said the president's report to the stockholders, "the com-pany's vigorous operating policy is indicated by a largely augmented advertisingappropriation, snaring of the company's profits with the retailers, curtailment ofworking hours, with maintenance of existing wage scales and an employment guaranteeto all employees.

"Operation of the Squibb plan of profit-sharing resulted in an increase ofmore than 32 per cent in direct purchases o2 Squibb products by participating drug-gists, while curtailment to a five-day week effected greater efficiency in produc-tion." 
The works of the company were put on the five-day week last June, with noreduction in wages to employees. The report ee.ys:
"Theoretically the five-day week represents a curtailment of the workinghow's of 9 per cent or, stated differently, an increase in wages of 9 per cent, andhence it might be anticipated that labor costs of production would rise by this

"In large operations where we can maintain an actual check-up on efficiencyit found that production in the five-day week amounted to 981- per cent of theproduction heretofore attained in five and one-half days, or that 7.5 per cent of the
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9 per cent et in working time was picked up in the added efficiency of the five-day

week.
"During the past ten years production of volume in all departments has

shown a ccnstantly rising trend. During the same period wages have been increased •
and hours curtailed. Ten years ago the working week was forty-nine hours; to-day we
operate forty hours a week, a reduction of 18.3 per cent. production coots during
this entire period have shown a constant decrease year by year, until to-day your
company operates at the lowest cost per dollar of sales in its history."

Wool Industry and Night Work Elimination.
Following the procedure of the Cotton-Textile Institute the Wool Institute

has sent to each of its mills a ballot and a letter recommending on the part of the
board of ,Iirectors that the woolen mills take action like that of the cotton indus-
try for the elimination of night work for women and minors. (Daily News Record,
May 21, 1931.)

Legislative Gains for Old Age pensions.
Edwin M. Fitch, writing in the „Tune issue of the American Labor Legislation

Review, says "The victory for old-age pensions in New Jersey, Delaware, West Virginia,
Idaho, Colorado, and Wyoming, the near victory in Indiana and Washington, and the
prospect that still other States will adopt pension laws before the close of the
present legislative sessions, have borne out the prophecy that 1931 would be an old-
age pension year. As a result, sixteen States now have old-age pension laws on
their statute books, all more or less influenced by the standard bill of the American
Association for Labor Legislation and the Fraternal Order of Eagles as drafted in
1922."

A Windowless Factory.
Indy3try's first windowless factory building, entirely without daylight

and embodying fadically ad inced ideas for the scientific creation of ideal light
and other working conditions for employees, is to be constructed by the Simonds Saw
and Steel Company, Fitchburg, Mass. The structure will cover nearly two city blocks
and will have solid walls and roof punctuated by neither windows nor skylights.
Elaborate systems will be installed for lighting, ventilation, and noise absorption
through acoustical walls and ceilings and other means.

plans for the plant are the result of exhaustive research accomplished
with the aid of every resource of modern science. Biological and psychological
studies have been made to determine the effects upon human efficiency of such factors
of workshop environment as light, temperature, sounds, and color. One of the many
innovations resulting from these studies will be orange-colored paint for the
machines, to lift their visibility and help reduce accidents. Walls and ceiling
will be blue, green and white. The lighting system will be arranged to supply ultra-
violet rays.

The company's aim is to surround its workmen with conditions found to be
most ideally conducive to safety and health and to freedom from fatigue and nervous
strain, with consequent better production. Experiments conducted by the company
have indicated that an increase in efficiency by as much as 33 per cent may result
from the new methods.

Illumination of the great building, with its five acres of floor space,
will be accomplished by hundreds of 1,000 watt lamps. The lighting system will
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provide uniform light intensity, not possible in daylight factories dependent upon
the cluanliness of windows or upon changing conditions of thu weather.

In order to combat distracting noises in the plant, all heavy machines and
drop hammers are to rest on cork pads isolated from the remainder of the floor. All
air in the building will be changed every ten minutes. (Sight-Saving Review, March,
1931.)

• "Occupation and Health"
Two further series of bronhures of Occupation and Healths the encyclopaedia

of Hygiene, Pathology and Social Welfare which is in course of publication by the
International Labor Office, have just appersed. They comprise monographs on methyl
chloride, methylene chloride, rags., refrigerating plants, Rontgon ray operators,
solvents, tea and coffee telluretted hydrogen, tin, scientific management and the
human factor, infectious diseases, shale oil industry, typefounders, ventilation,
industrial hygiene; workshops, iodine. (Industrial and Labor Information, April
20, 1031.)
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910 U. S. Department of Labor
WOMEN'S BUREAU
Washington

News Letter No. 76. July 1, 1931.

ACTIVITIES AFFECTING 12=EN IN INDUSTRY
Alabama.

A bill introduced in the 1931 legislature would establish a 10-hour day,

6-day, 55-hour week for women and girls over 16, and prohibit their employment be-

tween 10 p.m. and 6 a.m. in most occupations, with exemptions for clerical workers

and rural store employees. (American Child, June, 1931.)

California.
Back Wage Collections and a Day's Record.

On one day--may 1--the Division of Labor Statistics and Law Enforcement

settled 692 wage claims affecting two Sacramento concerns and reaciling a sum of

$26,191.88. This money was immediately turned over in checks to the men and women

making the claims. One firm paid $23,431.19 in settling 65i of the 692 claims. This

is the largest number ever filed against one employer, the Division of Labor Statis-

tics states. The division also calls attention to the fact that the State does not

charge fees for its services.
During April, 29792 wage claims were filed and a total of $00,217 collected.

Unpaid minimum wages amounting to $3,234.08 were collected by the Division

of Industrial Welfare during April. Nine classifications were covered, mercantile

contributing the largest sum--$1,663.77. Inspections, both pay roll and sanitary,

totaled 481. (California State Department of Industrial Relations, Report to

Governor's Council, May, 1931.)

Placements of Women Extras.
There were 4,942 placements of women extras during April in the motion-

picture industry in Southern California. The total amount of wages paid was $44,345.

The average daily placement of women was 1909 and of children 239 while the record

was 523 for men, women, and children. For this last group the average daily wage was

$10.06. The women and children only are under the jurisdiction of the Industrial

Welfare Commission. (California State Del)artment of Industrial Relations, Report to

Governor's Council, May, 1931.)

Florida.
A bill introduced in this session of the legislature providing an 8-hour

day, 6-day, 40-hour week for women in industry, is said to have been unfavorably

reported in the house and reported without recommendation in the senate.

Illinois.
Eight-Hour Bill Lost.

The women's 8-hour bill was killed in the lower house of the Illinois

legislature Juno 16. The vote stood 59 to 659 fallinr! 18 short of the necessary

constitutional majority of 77. The bill, which had already passed the senate, was

one of the major measures in the program of organized labor.

Working Hours in Factories Decreased.
Following the plan adopted in 1929, the Bureau of Statistics and Research

of the Illinois Department of Labor this spring surveyed the daily and weekly hours

of work in manufacturing establishments in the State. The findings of this study are

reported in the Labor Bulletin for May.
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Of 12011 manufacturing establishments which reported employm
ent and pay-

igures for 1",pril 2 1931, 818 stated their normal operating schedules and 774

ctual hours of work. As many factories do not employ women, only 394 plants

ed normal hours and only 375 reported actual hours for women workers.

The term "normal" hours means the usual full daily and weekly
 operating

of a plant for each shift, excluding overtime and part time. The normal hours

of course, change from season to season or from year to year. For example, in

Chicago establishments a 5-day9 40-hour week is now normal, whereas a year

he normal was a 6-day, 48-hour week. The decision of what constitutes "normal"

s was left to the judgment of each reporting firm.

The term "actual" hours, as implied by the name, mean
s the number of daily

weekly hours, for one shift of workers, during which a plant is act
ually in oper-

n during the period of the report. Thus, actual hours include both overtime and

t-time work. Such hours have fluctuated greatly during the past year, exhibiting

eneral downward tendency. At the present time, according to the results of the

vey, more than a fifth of the factory workers employed are now w
orking 32 hours or

s a week, while a year ago less than 5 per cent of the employed wo
rkers were work-

g on time schedules of 32 hours or less.

Of the 818 plants reporting, 178 or 21.8 per cent consider
ed normal weekly

urs for men to be less than 49 a week. Twenty-two plants reported a normal sched-

e of 40 hours and in 8.1 per cent of the plants normal hours for m
en were 60 and

ver.
For women normal operating hours were less than 48 per week in 143

 plants,

6.3 per cent of the total of 394 reporting. These plants employed 47.5 per cent of

he total number of women covered by the survey. A year ago, normal schedules of

ess than 48 hours prevailed in 33.9 per cent of the reporting plants,
 covering 28.6

per cent of the total number of women employed. Eight plants this year reported nor-

mal schedules of 60 hours or over for their women employees.

The marked decrease in normal weekly hours for both men and women tha
t was

apparent a year ago does not appear in the figures for 1931. This ycar no definite

trend was shown. The proportion of workers normally working 48 hours per week

decreased, but gains were shown for both the group working under 48 hours 
and the

group working over 48 hours. This result may have been caused by the sharp decline

in employment during the past year, which has not affected all plants to
 an equal

extent.
Of the 774 plants reporting actual hours of work for men, 110, or 

14.2 per

cent, operated less than 32 hours per week; 209, or 27.0 per cent, less th
an 40

hours; and 568, or 60.5 per cent, less than 48 hours per week. There were, however,

40 plants or 5.2 per cent of the total, operatinF. 60 hours or over.

For women, actual hours of work were less than 32 in 11.2 per cent 
of the

total number of reporting plants; less than 40 in 23.7 per cent; and less 
than 48 in

70.7 per cent of the plants reporting. Four plants, or 1.1 per cent of the total;

reported 60 hours or over as their actual operating schedules for women.

Referring to the number of workers covered by the reports, we find that

in April this year, 14.6 per cent of the men employed were working lo
ss than 32 hours

a week, 30.5 per cent less than 40 hours a week; and 62.2 per cent lo
ss than 48

hours. For the women, the corresponding percentages were 17.2s 32.3, and 70.2. Two

and seven-tenths per cent of the men were working SO hours or over 
each week.

The marked decrease that has taken place since a year ago in the 
actual

hours of work for both men and women may be seen from a comparison 
with the corres-

ponding figures of April, 1930. At that time only 2.6 per cent of the men and 2.1

per cent of the women were working loss than 32 hours a week. Ten and three-tenths

per cent of the men and 12.0 per cent of the women wore then worki
ng less than 40
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hours per week, and 34.4 per cent of both mon and women wore working loss than 48
hours.

The curtailment in actual hours has been effected both through shortening
the number of hours worked a day and by working fewer days a week. The tabulation
of workers according to the number of actual daily hours of work shows that 12.4 per
cent of the men and 22.6 per cent of the women were on schedules of less than eight
hours a day. A year ago, 5.5 per cent of the men and 8.1 per cent of the women were
working less than 8 hours, and in 1929, in which year comparable figures are not
available for men, only 1.3 per cent of the women employed were working less than an
eight-hour day. (Labor Bulletin, Illinois Department of Labor, may, 1931.)

Massachusetts.
Factory Earnings of Men and Women.

April, 1931, pay-roll data for 72,291 men and 28,303 women reported to the
Department of Labor and Industries by 825 manufacturing establishments, showed
average earnings of $26.01 for men and $14.80 for women. The highest and lowest
average weekly earnings for women were $17.79 in dyeing and finishing textiles and
$10.32 in rubber goods. The averages for men in these industries were $28.78 in the
first and $22.14 in the second. The highest average for men--$45.92--was found in
the manufacture of women's clothing where the average for women was $14.68. The
lowest average for men was in cotton goods--$19.22; the average for women in this
industry was $14.13.

Division of Industrial Safety Reports.
A total of 5,239 inspections and visits were made during April of this

year--116 for toilet and washing facilities; 95 for medical chests or first aid
rooms; 16 for drinking facilities; 190 for guarding dangerous machinery; 19 for ven-
tilation; 12 for lighting; and 38 for posting notices of working hours.

New York.
Cannery Study to be Continued.

An important feature of the work of the Division of 7a:.en in Industry this
summer is the continuance of the canneries study, Yliss Frieda Miller, director of
the bureau reports. This year's study will be made by the joint committee of the
Labor Department and the Association of New York State Canners, whose members are
Hiss Miller, Commissioner Andrews, Mr. Hackett and Ir. Gernon for the Labor Depart-
rent; and S. Hemingway of clydc, New York, G. Sherwin Haxton of oakfield, Robert
Ealree and John P. Street s secretary of the association, for the canners.

As an outcome of the report on last year's study, one large canning fac-
tory has put in a relief worker at every sorting bolt, thus making a decided improve-
ment in conditions on the job which employs mostly women. The same conpany states
that it will put a welfare worker into each of its plants the coming season.
(Industrial Bulletin, New York Department of Labor, May, 1931.)

Activities of the Bureau of Aliens.
Mrs. Lillian R. Sire, director of the Bureau of Aliens, reports ,”1421.52

collected by the bureau during April, 1231. Of this amount $8,276.52 was for wage
claims; $10 for frauds; $15 for employment aaency fees; $120 for lodging house fees.
Twenty-five more wage claims were settled by the bureau in April of this year than
in the corresponding month last year. Also in April, 1931, there were 618 office
investigations and 109 field investigations; 17 cases were submitted to the Attorney-
General for prosecution and 8 wore tried in the municipal term of the Magistrate's
Court. (Industrial Bulletin, New York Department of Labor, May, 1931.)
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Eye Exarinations .Analyzed.
The Industrial Bulletin (New York Department of Labor) for 1.:ay9 19319

carries an article by Dr. M. Davidson, staff ophthalmologist in the Division of
Workmen's Compensation that "not only presents valuable studies of a technical nature
but also reveals certain tendencies and findings of particular interest to employers;
insurance carriers and administrators of compensation laws. Especially noteworthy
are Dr. Davidson's observations that:

"a. Malingering is not so frequent as generally believed;
"b. Acceptance of 20/20 as normal vision xxxxEdExtkisxammaxi works to the

disadvantage of many claimants whose normal vision exceeds this
amount;

"C. Definite diagnosis of visual loss due to hysteria or neurosis should
be made only when supported by a neurologist;

"d. The advisability of a standard test type and form of illumination."

Tennessee.
The Daily News Record of June 169 reports that the Tennessee senate has

voted, 20 to 89 to limit the working hours of women in factories, mills, and work-
shops to 54 a week instead of 57 as at present. As originally introduced the bill
provided a 48-hour week.

Czechoslovakia.
A bill for the regulation and encouragement of home work lun.s recently

introduced in the Czechoslovak Parliament by members of the Agrarian Party, and is
at present undergoing examination by the competent parliamentary committees and by
the iiinistries of Social Welfare, Agriculture, and Commerce and Industry.

The object of the measure; which is put forward as a remedy for the general
depression, is to improve the position of peasant proprietors by enabling them to
carry on a subsidiary occupation on a profitable basis.

The bill distinguishes between home work and domestic production. Home
workers are defined as wage earners paid at piece rates. Domestic producers are
defined as contractors on s snail scale working on their own account and selling
their output directly to customers. Agriculture must be their primary and principal
occupation, the subsidiary trade being regorded solely as a means of adding to incoiie.

The bill provides for the encouragement of home industries by the establiL -
ment of an Institute for the improvement of technical methods and marketing organiza-
tion. It is proposed that the Institute should receive a State subsidy of 2 million
crowns. (Industrial and Labour Information, Eay 25; 1931.)

India.
Following earlier decision of the Indian Jute mills Association of Calcutta

to reduce working hours in the jute mills from GO to 54 a week, announce,:ent is new
made that owing to the slump in the jute trade the association has decided to make a
further reduction in working hours, to seal a certain percenta7e of Hessian looms
and to introduce single-shift working, a step entailing the discharge of about 40,00C
jute mill operatives.

Er. R. B. Laird, the chairman of the Indian Jute mills Association, speak-
ing about the proposed reduction of hours at the annual meeting of the association on
January 30, 19319 declared that it was the i)olicy of the association to restrict jute
production to the requirements of the market and, if necessary, to reduce working
hours to 40e a week.

The decision to introduce single-shift working in jute mills has produced
widespread discontent among jute workers. In a letter to the president of the Indian

• .•
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Jute Mills Association; Miss Das Gupta, President of the Bengal Jute workers' Union,

says that the proposal means unemployment for 80,000 workers with no provision of any

kind and a cut in the wages of those who will be kept employed, without reducing the

mills' monthly production per working loom. The workers demand a revision of the
policy of the association so as to maintain wages at the old level and keep all looms
working, or, if this is found impossible, that every discharged worker should be paid
one month's wages, his railway fare home and a pension proportionate to the years of

service rendered by him. The letter concludes with the assertion that if the demands
of the workers are not conceded the responsibility for threatening the public tran-

quility with the discharge of 80,000 workers will root upon the Indian Jute 1:ills

kssociation.
According to more moderate estimates, it is understood that between 15,000

and 20,000 operatives will be thrown out of work as the result of the introduction
of the single-shift system in jute mills in and around Calcutta. In anticipation
of the Report of the Royal Commission on Labor, which it is believed recommends the
adoption of the single-shift system, it has already been introduced in about 70 per
cent of the mills in Calcutta. Owing to the introduction of the single-shift system
about 5,000 employees of the Lawrence Jute Mills at liowrah struck work on 19 Febru-
ary, 1931. (Industrial and Labour Information, June 1, 1931.)

Japan.
Simultaneously with the adoption by the International Labour Conference at

its Fourteenth Session (1930) of the Draft Convention concerning the regulation of
hours of work in commerce and offices, there arose in Japan, a growing demand among
retail traders for the regulation of hours of work; and for the adoption of a weekly
rest in department stores. Moreover, disputes in large commercial houses, caused by
demands on the part of the employees for the improvement of their working conditions,
were frequently reported.

In view of this situation, according to a press report (Osaka Eainichi,
April 2, 1931), the Bureau of Social Affairs is drafting a bill regulating the hours
of work of commercial employees, which is to be presented to the next session of the
Japanese Diet. The chief provisions of the bill are as follows:

Establishments engaged in the manufacture and sale of goods in the sale of
goods only or in the purchase and sale of goods must close at a fixed hour (8 or
9 o'clock at night). This regulation will not apply to restaurants, hotels, or
drug stores. Establishments under a certain size are also exempted.

At least two rest days a month must be given to persons under 16 years of
age and to women employed in commercial establishments.

Specified welfare arrangements must be made (e.g. provision of seating
accommodation for employees in shops).

The principal commercial organizations will be consulted on the provisions
of the bill when it has been drafted. (Industrial and Labour Information, June 1,
1931.)

LEain.
The provisional government of the Spanish Republic has announced its inten-

tion of ratifying unconditionally the convention limiting hours of work in industrial
undertakings to 8 a day and 48 a week.

A ratification conditional on ratification by France, Germany, Great Britain
and Italy, was registered by the Secretariat of the League of Nations February 22,
1929. (Industrial and Labour Information, May 25, 1931.)
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Sweden.

The Stockholm Municipal Wages Agreement Board and the Eunicipal Workers'
Union have concluded a collective agreement for the workers employed at the Stockholm
municipal hospitals. It is the first agreement of the kind, and covers housemaids,
kitchen-maids, laundry-maids, cleaners, porters, telephonists, seamstresses, ironers
and cooks, together with stretcher bearers, yardmen, cooks' boys, firemen and
furnacemen. and motor drivers.

For women workers, the minimum wage has been fixed at 162 to 195 kronor a
month and the maximum at 189 to 222 kronor a month, with increments of 9 kronor.
For men, the initial wage is from 235 to 257 kronor and the maximum from 265 to 287
kronor with increments of 10 kronor.

The hours of work of male and female kitchen staff, cleaners, and others
in a similar position, together with stretcher bearers, are 216 over a period of
four weeks, corresponding normally to 231 hours of work a month. For laundry staff,
seamstresses, firemen and yardmen, the hours are 192 over a period of four weeks,
corresponding normally to 206 hours of work a month.

With regard to the annual holiday, it is provided that persons who are
regularly employed by the municipality and can certify that they have been in its
service uninterruptedly for nine months and have not performed military service or
will not be required to perform such service for more than 42 days, and have not had
any other kind of leave for more than 21 consecutive days during the calendar year,
are entitled to an annual holiday with pay of eight working days during the first
five calendar years, ten days during the next three calendar years, twelve days
during the next three calendar years, and fourteen days in subsequent years. Persons
who are regularly employed at night, on Sundays and on public holidays receive under
corresponding conditions ten, twelve, sixteen and eighteen working days' leave.

The agreement also contains provisions governing compensation for sickness
and accidents, overtime pay and remuneration in hind. (Social Demohraten, March 119
1931; Industrial and Labour Information, May 25, 1931.)

NOTES

Uniform Labor Laws Recommended,
The Eastern InterstLte Conference on Labor Legislation was called by

Governor Gifford Pinchot and held in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, Juno 18 and 19. Theneed for uniform legislation was discussed covering workmon's compensation, emplcn -ment offices, woman and child workers and industrial health in the ten States rep-resented—Connecticut, Delaware, Maryland, Kassachusetts, New jersey, New york,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and West Virginia. The delegates from these
States represented governmental offices, labor unions and various commissions.

The committee on administration of labor laws recommended for women mini-
mum wages, a 48-hour week of 6 days of 8 hours, with 30 minutes for lunch, elimina-
tion of work between 10 p.m. and 6 a.m. seating provisions in manufacturing indus-
tries, hotels and restaurants. It also suggested that each State sot up and enforce
minimum standards of experience and training for its inspectors, and that theenforcement of laws protecting women and children be placed in the hands of a special-
ized group.

Besides recommending standards for employment of minors in industry a maxi-
mum of f,;20 and a minimum of $10 a week for compensation to injured workmen was recom-
mended. Exemption from such laws was suggested for farm and domestic service altnout
the subcommittee was divided four to three on this question.
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In speaking to the conference, Governor Pinchot declared that uniform
labor laws were needed as a stabilizing influence to help the industries of the
nation combat the present depression.

"The migrations of industries out of one State to another, where labor
standards are lower, is a serious factor in the general instability of many of our
industries," Governor Pinchot said. "1 think we will agree that none of our States
have completely satisfactory labor legislation. The States some of you represent
have particularly good compensation laws. Others have taken the lead in the protec-
tion of women and children in industry; others in the organization of State employ-
ment agencies and the regulation of private employment services.

"Still others have outstanding regulations regarding devices for prevent-
ing mishaps. The conditions vary so that an exact standard of labor laws is not
always desirable; but it should be possible to effect a practical and workable uni-
formity in drafting and interpreting the laws to the end that workers shall have
reasonably equal protection and employers be on a similar competitive basis in which-
ever State they may live." (Christian Science Eonitor, June 23, 1931.)

Woolen Mills and Night -Zork.
The Journal of Commerce, June 8, reports that ballots on the principle of

eliminating night work for women and minors have been received by the Wool Insti-
tute from mills equipped with about 65 per cent of the total looms in the industry.
Executives controlling approximately 95 per cent of these looms have voted in the
affirmative.

Earnings and Expenditures of Street Car lien.
Results have just been published by the University of California Press of

a study of the incomes and expenditures of 98 street car men's families in the San
Francisco East Bay Region. This report on the "Spending Ways of a Semiskilled
Group" makes the fourth in a series of cost of living studies compiled under the
direction of the Heller Committee for Research in Social Economics of the University
of California.

The average street car man earned at the time of this study (1924-1925)
between $1,600 and $1,800 a year. Although 71 of the 98 families supplemented the
husband's earnings from some other source, the additional sums were small. In the
typical household thenan's earnings were 90 per cent or more of the total income
and the supplementary income from all sources was less than $200.

The average family consisted of the man and his wife and two dependent
children under 16 years of age, and the typical household did not include adult
dependents; working children; nor boarders and lodgers.

"Briefly," the report says, "the average street-car man's family had
enough to eat and was comfortably housed. It could not be described as suffering
from want. On the other hand, t'ne income was not oufficient to provide for the
rising standard of dress, especially for children in school, to free the wife from
the heaviest housekeeping burdens, to pay for adequate medical care, or to make
adequate provision for old age or for the husband's death. Such a generalization, of
course, applies only to the average family. In the group of ninety-eight there
were cases of under-hourishment, overcrowding, overwork, a burden of debt, and
surest sign of poverty--the removal of children from high school to go to work. To
be comfortable, the family must be small and healthy, and the wife must be a good
manager. One man summed up the situation by the comment that if 1,:rs. B. was not
such a good mother, cook, seamstress, doctor; barber, and laundress, we could never
make ends meet. When the wife was sickly, often throurt lack of funds for medical
attention, the plane of living of the whole family suffered. The investigators
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reported that the most comfortable families were those where the man married late,
and consequently had a savings account from which to make the first payment on a
house and leave a surplus for emergencies.

At the end of each visit the family was asked what use would be made of
increased income. These modern wants included medical attention, payments on a
house, more clothes, savings for emergencies and for the future, increased insurance,
a vacation for the overworked man or for sickly children, additional furniture,which
was sometimes merely for added comfort, sometimes actual necessities like bedding
and stoves, sufficient cash to avoid the high interest of instalment buying, and
lastly money to pay old bills, which were largely for doctors. Most of these needs
would be classified as necessaries, but the investigators met an occasional expres—
sion of the desire for a higher standard of living demanding an automobile, music
lessons for the children, more recreation, more clothes, and a chance to raise the
children into another class. Aside from the inability to provide against death and
old age, the chief hardship of this group was the lack of adequate medical care.
Their income and perhaps, their pride barred them from free clinics, but at least
half the families had a story of needed medical attention for which they could not
raise the money. Children needed adenoids and tonsils removed, wives needed opera—
tions, a tuberculous child should be sent to the mountains, major dental work was
out of the question although the wife's bridge was broken, the husband's teeth
should be extracted and replaced by plates, the children suffered from toothache.
The birth of a baby in these families usually used up a year's savings, and the
smallest illness, especially of the breadwinner, left the family in debt for years."
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U. S. Departmont of Labor

VICREN'S BUREAU
Washington

News Letter No. 77. August 1, 1031.

ACTIVITES AFFECTING WOMEN IN INDUSTRY

California.
A now order of the Industrial Welfare Commission, effective August 119 es-

-tablishos a basic 0-hour day, 6-day, 40-hour week for all women employed in tho

motion-picture industry, who do not act, sing, dance, or otherwiso perform and who

aro paid not more than $40 a weak. Hours workod in excess of 0 a day and up to 12

must be paid for at one and a half times theragular rate, and those in excess of

12, at double the regular rato. One day's rest in scvon is roquired and double timo

for work on legal holidays. Meal timo allowance is specified and the =player is re-

quirod to provide transportation after night work under certain circur:stances. Ho

also must provide food and hot drinks if work is required after 11:30 p.m.

Mssachusotts.
Operation of Minimum Waco Law to be Investigated.

An act of the general court of 1031 provides for a spocial un-paid commis.

sion to investigate the operation of the minimum vn.,:o law9 thc coilAssion to consist

of one momber of the sonata, throe membors of the house and three persons to be

appointed by the governor. The commission is roquirod to report to the general

court in Decembers 1031, the results of its investigation and its recommendations.

A sum not to oxcood $1,500 is alleued for expenses.
Members of the cornission are Horbort Ehrmann, attorney; LnY Howes, profes-

sor; department of economics, Mt.Holyoko Collage; Charles H. Adams, former chairman,

Connission on Necessaries of Life; Senator Donald Williams Nicholson; Reprosontatives

Joroninh J. Healey, Nolson B. Crosby, and Sydney Y. Williams.

Commission on Stabilization of Employmont.

A spccial commission on stabilization of cmploymont has boon appointed

by the governor as directed by act of tho general court. Members Lre Strmloy King,

Chairman; Dr. Carl T. Compton, president Massachusetts Institute of Technology;

James T. Moriarty, president, Massachusetts State Federation of Labor; Harry P.

Kendall, president; Kendall Mills; Edwin S. Smith, personal assistant to A. Lincoln

Fileno; Henry S. Dennison, Dennison Manufacturing Company; Joseph N. Fontaine, rder

of Railway Conductors.
The cornission is ordered to file a preliminary report by December, 1031,

and a final report and recommendations by Docombor,1932. A sum not to exceed

$359000 is made available for oxponsos of the co2mission.

Average Weekly Waco of Waitress Includes Tips.

In a compensation case involving a waitress in a restaurant the superior

court awarded compensation on the basis of an average weekly wage of $0. On the

plea that tips constituted a part of the claimant's wwokly wages and that her aver-

age weekly wage uns, therefore, $20, the case was appealed to the Supreme Judicial

Court, of Massachusetts. The c-ncluslon of that court was that "the finding of

the board to the effect that the tips constituted a part of the average weekly wage

cannot bo pronounced unwarrantod in law . . . Tho result is that the docroo is

reversed and n decree is to be entered in favor of the employee on the basis of

a.verago weekly oarnings of $20".

The opinion of the court in full will be found in the United States

Daily of Juno 29, 1931.
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Nebraska.
An An amondmont to the women's hour law in Nebraska changes the hours Ooori'l

which women may not ho employod from /0 p.m. to G a.m. to 12 p.m. to G a.m. Daily
and weekly hours-9 and 54--aro unchanged.

Now Mexico.
Seating Law passed.

For the first till() Now Mexico has a.loptod a law requiring that scats 'so
provided for women workers. The law applies to any factory, mine, mill, workshop,

mechanical or mercantile ostablishmont, laundry, hotol, restaurant, or rooming
house, thcater or moving-picturc show, harbor shop, tolograph or tolophone or
other office, express or transportation company, State institution or any other
establishment; institution or enterprise whore females are employed. "Suitable"
seats are designatod, to be used by the women when they arc not engaged in the
active duties of their employmcnt and employors are required to post noticcs to
the effoct that omployces will be pormitted to uso the scats when they arc not so
engaf-od.

Violation of the act is a misdemeanor punishablo by a fine of $50 to
$200. Each day's violation constitutes a separate offense.

Labor and Industrial Commission Created.
Ln act effective irunodiatcly upon passage-February 27, 1931—creates a

board of three members to be known as the Labor and Industrial Cooission, of New
Mexico. This board is empowered to appoint a labor commissioner to serve at a sal...
ary of $3,000 for a ten: of two years or until his successor shall bc apl:ointed
and qualified. The duties of the commissionor include inspection of places of
employment and enforcement of labor laws, violations to be reported to the district
attorney for prosecution.

North Carolina.
The legislature of this year authorized reorganization of the department

of labor, creating within it a division of standards and inspoction to which are
transferred thc powers and duties of the Child -•Jolfaro Commission. Lmong its othor
duties, the now division is directed to study and investigate special problems con-
nected with the work of women, to onforce the laws, rubs and regulations covorning
their employment, and to conduct research and promulgate rules and regulations
governing work places and working cpnditions in general. The commissioner of labor
with the approval of the governor may combine or consolidate the activities of two
or moro divisions of the department, except the division of workmen's compensation,
or sot up other divisions if such action is considrod advisable for the more offi
ciont and economical administration of the work and duties of the department.

The law provides that the labor corzaissionor shall be elected for a term
of four years and shall be paid a sc.lary of $4,500.

Another act of 1031 prohibits the employnont of r.irls between 16 and /0
years of ago after 9 o'clock at night and before G o'clock in the morning in mills,
factories, canneries, or manufacturing establishments.

North Dakota.

The Bismarck(N.D.)Tribune of July 13, reports the following:
Women employed as car distributors by railway companies are subject to

tho law fixing the hours of labor for females within the State, according to an
opinion by Harold D. Shaft, assistant State attorney general.

Replying to a query from Representative J. Flannigan of Jamestown, rr.
Shaft said it was his opinion that car distributors arc engaged in interstate co::-
memo.
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"The power to regulato tho agcncies and instrumontalitics of interstate

commerce", Mr.Shaft's opinion said, "rests primarily in the congress of the Unitod

States and the State has no authority ovor such matters except to act in case con

cross has failed to act, and to make necessary rogulations for the health, safety,

and general welfare of its people under its police power".

The fedoral govornmont, Mr. Shaft said, has not soon fit to make usc of

its authority in the case of car distributors and that in the absonco of regulation

by an act of congross the state has authority to regulato the hours of labor of such

omployeos.
The dutics of car distributors, according to Mr. Flannigan, have to do

with the office work in connoctioA with distribution and storage of cars. Those

distributors sort and distribute foroign and lino cars, fill orders of shippers

and keep records showing the disposition of all cars handled from day to clay.

Orej;on.
The covornor has appointed as mombors of the newly created State Welfare

Commission, Dorr E. Koasey and Mrs. C. W. Hayhurst, both of Portland, and E. J.

Ellingson, of Salem. The Commission supersedes the Board of Inspectors of Child

Labor and the Industrial .1olfare Commission.

Wisconsin.
Tho Wisconsin legislature has passed a bill forbidding deduction from

the worker's pay for "Sr7eiled"work, outlawing all contracts providing for such

deductions and fining employers $25 for violation of tho law. The Hosiery *jorker

of Juno 30 c,ivos credit for securing the law to the efforts of Branch No. 16 of

the American Federation of Full Fashioned Hosiery Workors.

Canada.
British Columbia.

The mothers' pensions act passed at the recent session of the British

Columbia legislaturo, to take effect on proclamation, was proclaimed as offective

from April 15. the 7,ew act is administered by the Superintendent of Welfaro,

acting under the Provincial Secretary. (Labour Gazette, Canada, Juno, 1931.)

Ontario.

Resolutions adopted by the Labour Educational Lssociation of Ontario, at

their recent annual convention, include one asking for a revision of the provincial

minimum wag() re-ulations in rooard to tho proportion of piocc-workers allowed to

remain outside the scope of the several orders govorning the employnont of women in

factories. The minimum wago act of Ontario dofincs "wa;:es" as including wagos and

salary "whothor the omployment in respect to which the sane is payable is by time or

by the job 5 or by the pioco or otherwise." AccordinLly oach of the zroup of orders

which govern the wagos paid to female employees in factories contains the following

provision in reference to Tioce workors"s--"Tho wages paid to each time-worker and to

each piocoworkor durin: the first six months' omploynont in the industry shall con-

form to this order. In the case of :ioco-workors of more than six months' expor-

ionco it is sifficiont if at least 00 per cent receive wa:-os conformable to this

order." (Labour Gazette, Canada, June 1031.)

A feature of the work of the Industrial Safety Division of the '.ntario

Department of Labour during 1920-30 was a study of seating conditions in factories,

ospocially in the clothing and process factories whore women have tc sit at their

work for four-hour periods. In order to promote correct sitting posture, a model

chair was designod and throe chairs built and subsequently there was an exhibit at

the Canadian National Exhibition. Other safety work conducted by the division was

the developing and building of an air-tosting machine for the Division of Indus-

trial Nygiono, and a study of tho hazards in the dry cleaning and dyeing industry

to onablo the department to draft rcculations. (Labour Gazette, Canada,June 1931.)
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Saskatchewan.
Additional exemptions under the weekly half holiday act of saskrAchewon

were, under the provisions of section 3, fo'led during nay to the schedule of the act,
as follows: "Tho trade or business of the sale by retail of office supplies, equip-
ment and furniture, and the sale and repair of typewritors, adling and multi,-rtophin,-,
machines, and supplies and parts therefor."

L list of the excxopted trados and businesses, as ,:ivon in the schedule to
this act; was as follows:- "Bakeries, cigar stands, drug stores, newspaper stands,
restaurants, shop or stands for the sale of fresh fruits, ve:etables, soft drinks,
cut flowers, and dairy products; confectioners' Shops, im:lement shops; blacksEiths.
shops; service stations and garages; and such other trades or businesses as nay be
declared exempt by Order of the Lieutenant Governor in Council published in the
Saskatchewan Gazette". City councils, however, are authorized to pass by-laws
declaring any of the above trades or businesses to be subject to the provisions of
the act. (Labour Gazette, Canada, June 1031.)

India.
According to a writer in the Christian Science itor for July 10; hand

weavinr in India is having a stiff firht for existence, owini: to the inroads of nass
production, althou:h Mahatma Gandhi is pleading tho cult of the hand loom as a
bulwark for a purely Indian culture, uninfluenced by Western thought. The article
is based on a bulletin issued by the Punjab Development Board.

As yet, however, it is pointed out, more than 200,000 persons are still
employed in the Punjab albnc in turninG out cloth by the primitive appliances that
have been in use in India for generations. In cottn,:es throughout the Province
woven, in particular, nay be seen at work on the homespun cloth and various handi-
crafts.

By reason of this vast army of weavers the industry is one of the most
important technical occupations in the Punjab and is carried out not only in towns
of all sizes but in thousands of vi1laes throu:hout the Province. The livelihood
it affords for the peasants engaged in tho trade, however, is very -:rocarious; and
the organization of the industry is so imperfect that irsoense scope for improvement
is open.

A recent survey by a textile inspector of the Industries Department of the
Punjab Government indicates some of the causes which have lorouitt a distinct decline
to hand weaving. Chief amon7 these is the competition developed by the multip1ica4.
tion of mills and factories, whose output is generally better, cheaper, mere durable,
more varied in pattern, end more responsive to the changing tastes of the consumingpublic than is true in the hand loom industry.

Picturesque as his occupation is, and interesting in that it serves as a
reminder of a phase of experience that is passinG; the hand weaver with his crude
loom now finds himself being surpassed by the machines of Bombay and Ahmedabad. Theweaver's indebtedness to his landlord and others, his utter disinterestedness inorganization, his limited markets and his ignoranceof varying fashions have cradu-
ally resulted in the supersession of his calling, which as recently as 10 years a:o
was comparatively flourishin.

A peculiar feature of the industry, accoring to the insDector who sur-veyed the trade, is that the superior varieties of cloth are woven mainly by Muham-
madan artisans, while the coarser qualities arc ;-,encrally produced by Hindu weavers.
The reason for the greater skill displayed by Muhammadans is traced to the fact
that with the Muhamadan the occupation is an hereditary calling, weavers among
this people havini, followed the trade from quite ancient times. The Hindus, on the
other hand, arc a coronunity still new to weaving and therefore loss skilled.

A skilled Muharloadrul weaver earns an average of about one rupee, two
annas a day (approximately M cents) accordinr to the work done. The skilled Hindu
weaver earns about 6 cents loss. Unskilled LluhamEadans receive about 15 cents
day, while unskilled Hindus J;encrally earn about 2 cents less.Digitized for FRASER 
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Ls a fairly accur: to avorage ro,proximatoly 20 rupees ($7.5C) is oarnod in
a month by weavers of the tio colnunitics. The 1.u11.. .in says that this sum "just
suffices to keep the wolf from the door". L nation discardin- machinery and rcturn.
inc: to its ancient ways of weaving would in consoqucnco, considerably lowor its
gonoral standard of living, it is believed.

But even on this pittance the Punjab weaver is not unhappy in his lot. His
wants arc few and if ho can earn cnough to keep his family ho is quite content.
In the villages, particuloxly, his needs are not hard to supply; novcrtholoss ho is
unable to romovo hinsolf from his conditions as long as his wages arc so low as they
are.

This poverty is largely rosponsiblo for the crudity of the used in
the work. It is ostimatod that there arc approximatoly 3500 improved varieties of
locys in operation in the Punjab, in relation to 172,000 priritivo looms-- figures
which strikingly dc::onstrato the supremacy of the old fashioned l000l, which old
ostablishcd Mo.nchostor firms hoop on their pronisos as curiosities of a former
century.

The Punjab weaver, wain:. the ancient hand loco:, can brio:;: no variation to
his output; nor csn ho cr_eato improvod dosigns, sizes or iattorns of cloths. It
is hero that ho comos into conflict with the machino product.

Poland. 7ith the aid of the polish Printers Union the polish Institute of Economic
and Social Science in 1030 conducted an inquiry into the extent of holidays with pay
in the printing trades, the results of which have recently been published in a bro-
chure conto_ining in addition, a historical account of logislation on the subject of
holidays with pay in Poland and abroad and an analysis of the polish legislation.
The inquiry covered 125 un'Iortaking,s situated in 27 towns and onlloyinn 2,42l won.
}cox's, out of a total of 14,535. Informaticn was obtained concernin,l; 1,217 workers,
includilv 554 printers, 161 machine operators, 251 assistants, 04 apprentices and
147 others.

The longth of tho annual holiday, which in sone instances is grantod dur-
ing the first year of sox-vice, was loss than 0 days for 10 workers, 0 days for 106
workers, 9-13 days for 33 workors, 1/1 or 15 days for 635 workors and over 15 days
for 116 workers. The roport also -ivos'an analysis of the use made of holidays,o.:.
travel, cures or removal to the country, and of the plans of the workers for their
next holidays. Doalinz: with the methods of arranging workors' holidays, tho report
omphasiscs the need, especially for womon and adolescents, t: spend the time may
from ho:-c. Finally, the report proposes the ostablishment of camps in which workers
on holiday but without sufficiont moans could spend some time in the open air.
Some dotails arc citron of oxisting arrangements for workers' holidays. (Industrial
and Labour Information, Juno 1, 1031.)

NOTES.

Nic,ht ;Tork Convention Unchan:cd
The 15th session of the Intornational Labour Conference closed on Juno 10

without amonding the convention concorning the omlloyr:ont of women at nirlat. The
two proposals--to exompt womon in uana:;oric.1 and supervisory positions and to change
the hours '1urin: which ni-ht work is prohibitcd from 10 p.L. to 5 a.m. to 11 p.n.
to 5 a.m.-- were ombodiod in a draft convention which roccivod on the final veto
only 74 votes a:-ainst 40. Ls this did not give the nocossary two-thirds majority
required by' the Peace Treaty; the convention was not adopted. (Industrial and Labour
Information, Juno 22, 131.)

Colloge Woen and Jobs.
"that may the collo:0 woman expect by way of a job?" This is the title

of an article by Roy N. Lnderson, Teachers Collogo of Columbia University, appoar,-
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4 ing in the Personnel Journal for August. Data rocording the placorent of n1 col-

logo waren havo '000n gathored fror seven placoront bureaus locatod in cities from

coast to coast. Those woron took their training in 225 collogos, roprosontin the

entire country.
Thcy ontorcd 2C different vocations. The median salary, as uoll as the

first and third quartiles, for certain occupations, and various ago lovels aro Pre-

sented and coml;r.risons are made with the University of Michigan study--Earnirys of

woron in business and the professions. Ln attomt was 7T-do to find out whothor or

not business school training in addition to the regular four-year college course

was an advantago. In clerical occInations wonon with this additional business

school traininv: rocoivod on the avoraco $100 a year more than those without it.

Fatiguo in Industry

Surxrerizing his article "The subjective sido of fatigue in industry", in

the Journal of Industrial Hygiene for Juno, Rex B. Horsey, says:

1. Modern production mothods yqake rannacenent responsible for the proper

adjustment of the ilontal and .ohysical requiromcnts of the job to the capacity of

the worker. Many worth-while tochnics hove boon worked out in the effort to solve

this problom, but a final solution awaits the discovery of sciontific mcthods of do-

tecting a harmful mount of fatiguo; mothods sirplo enough, however, to apply read-

ily in the shop. In the rcantiro the subjective side of fatigue in industry, in

spite of its importanco, has boon largely Aogloctod.

2. *jorkers may fool tired any timo. Usually the fooling of tiredness

coincides with true fatigue, thowt this is not always the case. The Capacity of

the human body to nako available varying amounts of energy to o'oot unusual dorands

is rosponsiblo for this discrepancy. If the energy readily available at the monont

is not sufficient to moot the demand of the moment and if the roservos aro hard to

tap, a fooling of tiredness results. Bored= and the fooling of tiredness nay

therefore both be the result of r. mental or °motional attitude.
3. Though the feeling of tiredness may sorctimos be nisloading, the study

of workers under normal and abnornal "load" indicated that to fool tired more than

one-fifth of the waking tine as a long-run avcrago is suggestive of an unwise en-

vironmental strain or of organic malfunctioning. Tiredness should also occur

irregularly both during the day and over longer periods.

I. Of the various c:-.uses pf fati;:uo, the outside activities including

efforts at recreation, family duties, anf sloop habits are the most impor
tant. All

told, the dmployor would scar to be able to roach only half of the causes
 of fatigue

by direct mothods. Wo can, howovor, still look to the omployor--and the physician--

for the load in attempts to reduce the effect of thc non-plant causes. 
The onplOyor

gains from bettor production and a ncro co-operative and rational working 
fore°,

as unduo fatigue is reduced; no rattor what its causes. The 1-rofessicnal obligation

)f the phusician is to endeavor to olininato causes of ill health, among which over-

strain is included. The popular obsession of the perpetual motion nan can only be

erased by wise education in sane living, education directed largely at the woman;

for she, whether wifo or swocthoart, is the nest powerful stirulus of the out
side

factors.
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Labor Laws in Ton Statos Out
lincd.

In order to provide a basis 
for discussion of the diffe

rences in the laws

of the ton States, whose represent
atives net in Harrisburc, 

Pennsylvania, Juno 10 -

19, 1931, to consider uniform l
e3islation, thore was propa

rod a "Comparativc Dicost

of Labor Locislation for the States 
of Connecticut, Delaware,

 Maryland, Liassachus-

etts, Now Jorsoy, Now York, Ohi
o, Pennsylvania, Rhode Isla

nd, West VirEinin,"

This publication of 101 pacos 
and several charts, compile

d and assemblod by the

Bureau of Labor Statistics of 
the u. S. Dopartment of Labo

r, outlines the principal

features of laws rolatinc to the f
ollm:inc subjects: Ldministration and enforcement

of labor laws; Arbitration and con
ciliation; Child labor law;

 Industrial health;

Private cmployment service; Public 
employment service; Rehabi

litation of the handi-

capped; 7a7,0 claim collection; Womon
's law; Workmen's compen

sation and occupational

clisoases.

Employment Conditions in the
 Film Industry.

Conditions of enplor:ent in the f
ilm industry in the United 

Statos, Gorr:any,

Great Britain and France, aro 
discussed at some len:-th b

y Arnold Kohlor in the Juno

number of the Intorratinal L
abour Review. Mr. Kohler ::ivos and accou

nt of tho

-:enoral problems an'I c short 
description of the princiral

 occupations in the industry

and of the organizations of 
employers and clarloycos. 

Ho also analyses the main

provisions of contracts of empl
oyment.

Industrial Relations Corrross.

Under the auspices of the 
International Relations Associ

ation (i.n.I.),

the Industrial Relations Co
:IL:n:3s will moot in Amsterd

am, Holland, Aw:ust 23 to

20. he subject for discu
ssion is "Social economic pl

anninc--The necessity for

plannod adjustment of produc
tive capacity and standards 

of livinL,."
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924 U. S. Department of Labor
3UREAU

Washington

News Letter No. 70. SopteiTher 1, 1931.

LCTIVITIES .1,FTECTING ..iCdN IN L:DUSTRY

1.rizona.
A 1931 anendment to the 4:.rizora hour law for tenon adds to earlier exe:Ip-

tiers railroad yard offices in which not :Jere then throe females are employed. The

law provides an B-hour day and 48-honr week for women employed at "any labor" except

those employed in domestic work in any railroad yard office or telephone or tele-

graph office or exchange employing not more than three feyeales, and in the harvesting,

curing, canning, or drying of perishable fruits and vei.:etables during the c)eriod

necessary to save tho .2roducts from spoiling.
The law was first enacted in 1913 and provided an 8-hour day with a 56-

hour week. In l27 an amende(i law was passed reducing thc weekly hours to 1:43.

California.
The July report to the governor's council mRde by the California State

Department of Industrial Relations contains the following interest in; itcees1

A Busy Year for Labor La-leAdieinietrators.

The total nu:Iber of corpleints of elleged violations of labor laws filed

with the Division of Lallor Stisties and La7 e2nformient during the fiscal year

ended June 30, 1931, was 47.411, as compered with 36569 for the )receding yeer, an

increase of 4,542, or 12.4 per cent. of the 41411 colepleints received, 37,230, or

90.6 per cent, were wage cite-1_1es, and 3,881, or 9.4 per cent, dealt with asserted

violations of other labor statutes.

Over One Iil1ion Dollars in Unpaid ]eiees Collected.

The Division reerto that during the fiscal year ended last month, the

substantial sure of 31,157,413 was secured from conloyers nnd paid over to workers in

the exact amount, after individual efforts of employees had proved unsuccessful.

.lithout this freo State aid; the unfortunate grail? of citizens would have been with-

out money sorely needed for living expenses. The average of the wage claims was

$59.19. The record for tile fiscal year of 1029-1930 was 0.,082857, so that the

twelve months just closed showed an increase of $74,556, or 6.9 per cent.

Prosecutions Occasionally Necessary.
It is the policy of the Division of Labor Statistics and DT.' .120reeleent

to exhaust all means at its comliand before proceedings are started in the courts

against labor-law violators. There are several good reasons for this course. Not

all of the complaints filed are neritorions. Veer() are instances of misunderstand-

ing and failures of the ;Ands to meet on Leportt,nt factors. Employers are given

every opportunity to present treeir side, and hearings are held by deputies to get the

facts and to see if the disputes can be settled in the preliminary stage. There were

1,629 prosecutions during the fiscal year just ended, compared to 1;544 in the rec-

ords for the 1929-1930 twelve months, an increase of 85, or 5.5 per cent. Last month

the Division received 3,1152 complaints of alleg,..d infringements of labor Less, as

compared sith 3,140 filed during June of 193C, an increase of 312, or 9.9 per cont.

Of the total first nanod, 2,962; or 86.4 per cent; wore wage complFints, and the

balance were related to such lecislatior as tl:e eight-hour las for woe.on workers, the

child labor law, and the private employment agency act. The sum of c4188,052 was

collected for unpaid workers. The enount for June, 1930; was ,;65,215; thus giving

an increase of c12,837, or 3.3 per cent; for last north. There were 114 criminal

proeocutiors started, as compared witli 103 for the seme meAth of 1030.
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Factory Pay Rolls Decreases

The Division of Labor Statistics and Law Enforcement in the Labor Market

Bulletin for July shows that records for June 1930 and June 1931 for the sane 1,113

representative manufacturing establishments indicate a reducion in pay roll of 26.1

per cent and a reduction in workers of 18.1 per cent.

Labor Carp Inspections.
There were 0') labor camps inspected during, June by the Division of Housing

and Sanitation 22 of them were new. The total population was 69409 (39290 men,
29053 women, and 19146 children), with 4,015 ;.,mericans leading the nationality list

followed by ',:exicans with 193019 and Filipinos third with 304. The :erentwood-Liyron
district employs several thousand workers during the fruit and vegetable season, and
operators of labor camps are cooperating with the Division in bettering housing
conditions and installing sanitary facilities. One coupany employing over 19000
workers in fruit drying has constructed a small city, well equipped in every respect.
Experience has shown the economic gains for both groups when attention is raid to
those things that are fundamental in promoting good relations.

Back Won.;es Collectrsd for Women.
The large si,n] of 029256.04 was collected and pcid over to women and minors

during the year that closed on June 30th last. The money represented the difference
between wages paid and the minimums set by law and agree-lent between the Industrial
Welfare Commission and employers. The two main industries affected :/ere fruit and
vegetable canning (59265.0), and mercantile (59510.53). of the grand total,
$169036.05 was collected on routine work, and $49221.99 or complaint. There were 573
charges filed involving violations of wage and sanitary orders durin,..; the fiscal
year, all of which received attention.

The various industries are now having a representative committee meet with
the chief of the Division of Industrial Welfare oncs a month, to ro over the policies
and problems that concern their groups of workers. This is the best evidence of
harmony and of a desire to Ent the Loped-for results out of conferences.

Maine.
A 1931 amendment to the women's hour law removes lc,undries from the V-hour

daily limitation but continues the requirement for the 5,1,-hour week.

Massachusetts.
Wage Invostiations in Progress.

Minimum wage investigations are being conducted this year with regard to
the wages of women employed in waste sorting shops and in the manufacture of - ocket-
books and le-Ithor novelties. These investigations aro to serve as a 'onois for es-
tablishing wage boards if the results indicate the need of suca action.

Increase in Wages for State .101.13C Cleaning Women.
A measure enacted this year by the legislature increases the rate of wages

for women employod as cleaners in the State :louse 4'roro 50 cents an hour to a weekly
rate of 4;18 for 33 hours, with 55 cents an hour for overtime.

Wage Collections.
During Juno the Department of Labor and Industrios collected $29083.64 in

wages after complaint had been made.
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Division of Inductral Safety Reports Inspections.
The Division of Industrial Safety, during June, made 5;813 inspections and

Visits. Of these 109 wore for toilet and washing facilities, 115 for guarding
dangerous machinery; 23 for the weekly rest day, 45 for medical chest or medical
room, 10 for common towel and drinking cup, 8 for ventilation and 7 for seats for
women and minors.

Ohio.
•••••••••••••••/..

The Division of Factory and Building Inspection of the Ohio Department of
Industrial Relations, reporting for the fiscal year 1920-30, says:

The child and female labor law violators, though often after much
resistance, have invariably been prevailed upon to comply with the law
without resort to prosecution. There there has been deliberate repeti-
tion of any violation there has been no hesitancy to prosecute.

Until 1929 several women were working in foundries as molders. This
practice has since been discontinued on the ground that ouch work was
unsuitable for women, because too heavy.

The division also reports that two women visitors have been added to the
staff because of the increasing number of inspections of hospitals, clinics and
medical offices where X-ray films are stored and handled. (Ohio Department of
Industrial Relations, Annual Report 1929-30.)

Pennsylvania.
The Bureau of Statistics of the Pennsylvania Department of Labor and

Industry reports that a total of 77,524 accidents to women workers in Pennsylvania
were reported during the fifteen years 1016 to 1930. Of these, fatal accidents
numbered 269; less than 1 per cent of the total number of deaths from accident in •
industry during the fifteen years. nonfatal accidents to women comprised 3 ner cent
of the total nonfatal injuries to Yorkers of both sexes.

The number of accidents to women workers, both the actual number and the
number in proportion to the total, has increased almost constantly since 1015,
except for slight declines in 1923 and 1924. aether this increase as contre.sted
with the declining trend of total accidents in industry is proportionate to the
increased employment of women can not be determined definitely from available employ-
ment records. However, this assumption seems reasonable, the Bureau of Statistics
thinks, and is substantiated to some extort by data for the manufacturing industry
which contributes nearly 60 per cent of total accidents to women in all industries.

Figures for 1922, the most remote year for which comparative data are
available, show that the average number of female wage earners in manufacturing
plants in the year was 222,218. During that year 2,781 accidents to e:oreen in manu-
facturing establishments were reported—a rate of 12.5 accidents per 1,000 women. In
1929 the total number of women employed in factories was 252,479. Of this number
3,505 women were injured giving an accident rate of 13.9 per 1;000 wcn.en employed.
So that while the number of women workers in manufacturing increased 13.6 per cent
in the seven-year interval from 1922 to 1929; and while the actual number of acci-
dents to women in manufacturing increased 26 per cent, the rate of accidents per
1,000 women employed in manufacturing advanced only 11.2 per cent. A similar com-
parison of accidents to male workers for the same industry and same years shows that
the rate of accidents per 1;000 male workers dronpod from 96.1 in 1022 to 77.8 in
1929. (Labor and Industry, June, 1931.)
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Porto Rice.
Thc 1C'31 lec.islature of Forto Rico has nassed an act authorizing organiza-

tion of the Deierteent of Labor of pert° Rico "to patronize, encourae and develop
the interests and welfare of the laborere of Porto Rico" and "to r..ao ofrorts to
improve their livinz and working conditions" and "promote their opportunities to
obtain profitable employment."

A commissioner of labor heads the new department which consists of the
followilv; divisions, bureaus and services:

(a) Office of the commissioner,
(b) Divisior of inspecton, invosti,:%tion nnd diffusion of lrtor laws,
(c) Bureau of womn and children in industry,
(d) Employment service,
(e) Ilediation and conciliation service,
(f) Division of accounts, property and statistics,
(g) Wage protection and claim bureau,
(h) 'iorkmen's compensation service,
(1) Homestead service.
The Bureau of Women and Children in Industry is charged with "the study and

preparation of plans for the welfare of women and children in industry, in aricul-
tune and in reanufacture, or of these en -aged in any other lu:rative occupation in
order to ieiprove their working conditions, to increase their efficiency in produc-
tion, and to promote their opportunities to obtain 2rofitable employmert. It shall
have power and authority to investiate all matters connected with the welfare of
women and children at work, and shall report to the commissioner of labor the results
of such investigatiohs; and it shall publish tnose investigations in accordance with
such rules as may be prescribed by the commissioner." The act further provides that
"the bureau shall be in charge of a director, a -.:orAan, and shall have such personnel
as may be ...ssined thereto by tho cm.imissioner of labor."

South  Dakota.
The South Dakota minimum wa:;,3 law was u;onded this year to require that

wn.ges shall be paid in cash or by chock.
By another act of 131 the en: oreement of labor laws relatinF to women has

boon placed with the secretary of a7riculture.

Texas.
Al:,on,; other recommendations offered by the Governor's Committee for Employ-

ment are included the following:
1. That wherever possible in all lines of c-,m-i)loyment the five-day week be

introduced. The committee, in making the sua;ostion for the five-day week states that
it does not contemplate that the unit cost will be increased or change, t-ut that
the five-day week will be on the same hourly salary basis as at present, the purpose
of this being to spread mployment alliong more workers.

2. That a careful study be made of amployment of married women whose hus-
bands are employed, to the end that wherever investigation justifies, single women
and married men be employed instead.

Wisconsin.
Bulletin No. 35 of the Industrial Commssion of Wisconsin (7asconsin Labor

Statistics), contains a summary of compensation cases for the five-year period 1926-
1930. Of a total of 107,168 cases, there were 4,232 cases involving women.
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Tho per cent women's casos formed of all cases for each year was as follows:

par cent
1026 ... .. 3.67
1927  3.97
1928.   :).54
1929  3.99

4.62

More than three-fourths of all the women with compensation cases settled
during, the five-year period had average weekly earnings of $20 or less. Less than

5 per cent had earnin7s in excess of $30 1.)er wook, the maximum basis for computing

compensation indemnity. The lowest average weekly wage ratc--$17.19--is shown for
1930, the average rates for the preceding years being $17.91 for 1926, $10.05 for
1927, $17.84 for 1928, and $17.91 for 1929.

Noarly a third of all the women compensated in 1930 were 10 to 22 years
of ago.

Industry groups showing 1 per cent or over of all women's cases during the
five years are:

Per cent
Agriculture  1.8
Foods, beverages and tobacco ..... ....... • 10.7
Loather and loather goods. .......... ....... OC 0 ft 4.3
Lumber and lunber products  .... • 4.3
notal and metal products ....... ...... COCOS 10.9
Machinery  2.5
Paper and paper products  5.3
Rubber and composition goods  1.4
Textiles  8.2
Other manufacturing and machine industries  5.0
Trade  10.2
personal and vrofessional service  33.3
public utilities and transportation.......   1.3

Canada.
..Y•••••••••

British Columbia.
The T3oard of Adjustment which administers the hours of work act, 1923, of

British Columbia, has given notice of the repeal as from July 11, 1931, of Regula-
tion No. 10, which was approved on Larch 17, 1925. Regulation 10 reads as follows:
"All bakers employed in the baking industry shall be permitted to work ton hours per
month in excess of forty-eight hours per week, and all bakery salesmen or delivery
men twenty-six hours per month in excess of forty-eight hours per week." The chair-
man of the board declared that the withdrawal of the bakery trade from the list of
trades exempted from the eight-hour day regulations was in pursuance of the board's
usual policy in meeting unusual conditions in regard to unemployment; no lengthening
of working hours, he said, would be permitted in any industry to which tho hours of
work act applied. The chairman stated further that with the exception of specialty
trades in the lumber industry the eight-hour day law was generally applied to indus-
tries in the province. (Labor Gazette, Canada, July, 1931.)

Manitoba.
A 1931 amendment to the minimum wage act brings boys under 18 years of age

within the scope of that act which hitherto has applied only to female workers.
The Minimum Wage Board of YAnitoba issued in Fay a new rogulction to take

the place of Regulation No. 4, which governs beauty parlors and hairdressing °stab-
liehments. dhile the repealed regulation only concerned female employees in beauty
parlors and hairdressing establishments, the new order also includes barber shops
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and governs the employment of boys under 18 years of ago. The now regulation does
not make any major changes. lege rates remain as formerly, viz: $12 per week for
experienced employees; $3 per week for the first six months: $9.50 per week for the

second six months, and $11 per week for the third six months.

As regards hours of labor, the new regulation remains unchanged with the
exception that the clause relating to overtime now permits that overtime may be
worked "not oftener for any employee than 20 days in one year." The former regula-
tion specified only 12 days.

The conditions of labor the.t are required by the new order are the same as
in previous orders, peovisions being made in regard to cleanliness, supply of drink-
ing water, ventilation, toilet rooms and wash basins, accident prevention and first
aid. (Leoor Gazette, Canada, July; 1031.)

Nova Scotia.
The Minimum Wage Board of Nova Scotia has issued a new order--No. 2a 

governing female employees in the food trades; i.e.; the making of confectionery,
biscuits, chocolates, grocery specialties, together with bakeries and all allied
industries. The wages fixed for experienced workers are $11 in cities and towns of
179000 population and over and $10 in all towns under 172000. Weekly hours for
which these minimum wages are to be paid must not be less than 44 nor more than 50.

The order became effective July 69 1931. (Labor Gazette; Canada, July,
1931.)

Quebec.
Two orders effective September 19 and applying to female employees in the

fur industry, IT- ve been issued by the Minimum Wage Board of Quebec. In the City and
Island of inontreal and a radius of 10 Liles around and beyond the island the wage
for experienced workers is fixed at $12.50 for e 44-hour week; elsewhere in tne
province the minimum wage for an experienced worker is fixed at $10.for a 50-hour
week. (Labor Gazette, Canada; July, 1931.)

Bulaaria.
The Bulgarian Manufacturer's Association submitted a meiaorandum to the

Minister of Commerce, Industry and Labor asking for denunciation of the Washington
hours convention on the expiration of the ten years from comine into force; namely
June 139 19319 in accordance with the provisions of article 20 of the convention.

The memorandum called attention to the fact that the revision of the con-
vention was under consideration in certain countries and had boon discussed in the
Governing Dody of the International Labor Office. Bulgarian employers ;7e1t that
Bulgaria should resume full freedom for the future to determine hours of work in
accordance with local conditions and the economic situation; without being bound by
international obligations.

The Minister, however, decided not to take this action but to follow
closely the attitude of other countries. In view of the prevalence of unemployment,
he felt that a reduction of hours of work might be considered necessary in the
interests of society. (Industrialon Preglod, July; 1931; Industrial and Labor
Information, July 279 1931.)

Estonia.
The International Labor Office has been informed by the Estonian 1,:inister

of Education and Social Affairs that the Riigikogu has adopted a bill relating to
hours of work in industrial undertakings. The convention limiting hours to 6 a day
and 48 a week, by the International Labor Conference in 19199 was suUmitted to the
Riigikogu in May. The Social Affairs Committee of the Riigikogu discussed the ques-
tion of ratification and adopted a resolution asking the government to introduce a
bill authorizing ratification. (Industrial and Labor Information, August 10; 1931.)
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France.
A bill to establish a statutory annual 

holiday for e-orkers was passed by

the French Chamber of Deputies July 29 1931. The arovisione of the bil
l are as

follows: The annual holiday must be uninterru
pted; the Caily allo-ance sh

all be

equal to the normal wage ost!.mated on the 
averace of the previous sia 

months; the

time when the holiday shall he taken may va
ry, but in the event of d

isagreement the

justice of the peace shall act as arbit
rator; the holiday shall be e

ight days after

the first year and fifteen days thereaf
ter; absence by reason of sickness

, mater-

nity, etc., shall not be taken into co
nsideration, but if such absence

 exceeds one

month the holiday may be postponed. The holiday is compulsory; c
onsequently the

worker may not take up employment el
sownere during his holiday witho

ut rondering

himself liable to prosecution. (Industrial and Labor Infoneation, 
August 39 1931.)

Great Britain.
Under Section 79 of the Factory an

d Workshop Act, 1901, re:ula
tions have

been made by the Home Office to come i
nto force on August 1, 131, in 

all factorles

in which the electrolytic plating or ox
idation of metal articles by th

e Use of an

electrolyte containiu chromic acid or other chromium c
ompounds is carriod on.

An efficient exhaust draught must
 be provided at every vessel 

in which an

electrolytic chromium process is carriod 
on to operate on the vapor or s

pray given

off as near as may bo at the point of o
rigin, so as to prevent it ente

ring into any

room in which persons works

protective clothing, suitable washing 
accommodation, with ointment and hot

and cold water, are also to be :q-ovided
. Every person employed is to be exam

ined by

the surgeon once in every 14 days, and a 
health register containing the nam

es of all

persons employed is to be kept. Younf: aersons under the ago of 1
8 years are not to

be allowed to work at a bath. (Labor Management, August, 1931.
)

India.
What is described as "a considered 

programme for the developm:nt of labor

policy" in India is contained in the 
report recently issued by the Royal Commi

ssion

on Labor in India appointed two years 
ago. The report, with appendices and index,

forms a volume of 580 pages; no rec
ommendations of the commission, as summar

ized in

an appendix, comprise 357 items and oc
cupy 35 pages.

The report gives a detailed and 
comprehensive review of present working

conditions in factory industries, on 
railways, in mines, and on plantations; it

describes fully the standard of life of 
the workers; it deals with such matters as

workmen's compensation, trade Unions an
d trade disputes, r.,ainly in relation to

industrial 7orkers it also discusses the relation betw
een labor and the constitu-

tion.
Among the recommeadatioas of speoial 

interest to the International Labor

Organization arc the following:

Hours of work for perennial (i.e. no
nseasonal) factories should be reduced

from 60 a week and 11 a day to 54 a 
week and 10 a day;

The maximum daily hours for childre
n should be limited to 5;

A weekly root of 24 hours or a 
fortnightly rest of two days should be

grented;
For seasonal fectories the present 

maximum hours (11 a day and 60 a week)

may remain;
New legislation shoulu be passed app

lying to unregulated factories (i.e.,

small factories using power and fac
tories not using power); in the latter

grow:, no child under 10 should be emp
loyed, and the hours of work for children

should not exceed 7 a day;

Hours of wori. underground in mines should 
be reconsidered, hours above

ground should be limited to 5; o child under 14 should be permitted to work

in or about mines;
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Special efforts should be made to put into operation regulations devised

to give effect to International Labor Conventions in the case of railway

employees;
Steps should be taken towards toe setting up of ninimum wage-fixing mach-

inery for industry;
Maternity benefit legislation should be enacted throughout India;

Workmen's compensation legislation should be extended to cover as com-

pletely as possible all workers in industry;

The existing trade union law should be reexamined not more than throe

years henco, partioularly with regard to the limitations imposed on the activi-

ties of registered unions; works committees should be establisLod

Now legislation should he passed dealing with recruitment of labor for

Assam, and wage-fixing machinory for plantation workers.; maternity benefits

should be provided for by legislation in all plantations,

Legislative powers in respect of labor should continue with the Central

Legislature, and the provincial logislatures should also hove power to lorjs-

lato, but without infrining central logislation;

Provision should he made in the future constitution for an Industrial

Council; composed of representatives of employers, labor and Govornooints, to

meet annually and discuss labor measures and policy; the labor representatives

should be elected by re7istered trade unions, where such unions exist;

The possibility of making labor legislation a federal as well as a central

and provincial oubject should be coroiderod; if this is not practicable; e:forts

should be made to secure that, as early as nossible, the whole of India (includ-

ing the Native States) shoule participate in making ')ro-jress in labor matters.

(Industrial and Labor Information, July 20, 1931.)

Sweden.
The bill to amend the Swedish labor protection act Las been passed by both

chambers of the Riksdag subject to certain ainendmonts. Tho parliamentary committee

to which the bill was referred recoml oodod a number of changes in its provisions. In

regard to the weekly rest, the bill 1.rovidod that every worker should as a rule ho

entitled to 'a consocutivo rest period of at least 24 hours in ovary period of sovon

days. The comnittee proposed to emit the words "as a rule," but the Chambers again

maintained the original text.
Following the recommendation of the committee, the Chambers rejected the

proposal to extend the act to agriculture, and also the proposals to extend the p.ro-

hioition of night work for women and children and to increase the length of annual

holidays. The proposal to add the words "at a reasonable rate of pay" to the text

relating to annual holidays was rejected as unnecessary; in the opinion ()f the cera—
mittcc the terre "annual holiday" could only be taken to moan a holiday with pay.
Finally the proposal that employers and forelnen should be required to consrlt work-

ers' delegates on questions of in(lustrial safety and hygiene was accepted in a

modified fan.'.

In addition to adopting the bill, the Riksda,j decided to ask the govern-

ment to carry out an inquiry into the desirability of t:o3 compulsory periodical

medical examination of workers in industrial and other undertakings whore the work

is considered specially unhealthy. (Industrial and Labor Information, July 20; 1931.)

PERSONNEL

Minnesota.
Idiss Florence Burton has boon appointed superintendent of the Division of

,:oracn and Children in tho Industrial Commission of rinnosota. Iris Burton succeeds

Miss Louise E. Schutz.
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721,0TES

-Jage Facts.

ri'he Surv:: for Aus-ust 152 l'J31, curtains a summary of the data receiv
ed in

the course of a wage, salary and employment survey recently
 made by he Charles E.

Bedaux Coupany, industrial engineers, r).'r New York City. Reports were received from

plants "typical of American industry as a whole" distribute
d throughout rev England,

the Atlantic seaboard, the southern and central states east 
of the Eississippi and

Canada. Among the industries represented were makers of boots
 and shoes, photographic

equipment, drugs, rayon, automobile parts, steel prodncts
, textiles, office equipment,

bond papers, paper cartons and so on. of the total number of fines reporting, 1
5 per

cent have reduced salaries only; 3 per cont have reduce
d wages only; 24 per cent have

reduced both salaries and races; 53 per cent have reduced 
neither. -jhore sal[lry

reductions have been made, they amounted in most cases to 
10 per cent. No cut o'T' less

than 6--1,7 per cent was reported, there were a few of from 12 t
o 15 per cent, and one of

50 ver cent among the highest paid executives of ere 
company. With wages, also, the

usual cut was 10 per cent, with a reive of from 5 to 23 p
er cent. In reply to the

question, "Do you consider wage reductions 7 neccseary 
prelude to the returr of ,eore

favorable economic conditions?" 79 per cent of the executives ctnsvicrcd in t
he nega-

tive and only 21 per cent in the affirmative.
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News Letter No. 79.

U. S. Department of Labor

MIEN'S BUREAU
Was

ACTIVITIES AFFECTING GAINFULLY ELFLOYED WOYEN

Hours and Work  Conditions.

Oct. 1, 1931.

Nebraska. Nit  Work.

The law prohibiting ni7ht work for wemcn was amended at the last uession

of the legislature. 7,np1oyment of women is now prohibited between the hours of

12.30 a.m. and 6.00 agne., instead of between 10 p.m. and 6 a.m. as previously. The

industries covered are the same as in the old law and the limitation of work to 9

hours in any one day and 54 in the week remains unchanged. (Laws of lebraska, 1931,

and Special Session, 1931.)

China. Labor  Legislation.

A report on the probable effect of enforcement of the factory law, which

was passed in 1929 with tho original stipulation that it 1-,c) into effect January 19

1931, has been made by Dr. Chen Ta, now profeeser of ec)releics at Tsing Eua Univer-

sity. From 1920 to 193, Dr. Chen was at wenk in the United States, serving one

year in the Bureau of the Census and two years in the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

The report reeults from Dr. Chen 's personal survey of 226 Shanghai factor-

ies, and its conclusions form the basis for a deciaion by the :dinistry of Industry

at Nanking to delay putting into ef2ect certain provisions of the law for a period of

two years.
The factory law provides for a straight eight-hour day 'or men, women and

children, a minimum cgo for child werkere of 14 years, one day of rest in seven for

all workers, two weeks? ho)Idey each year with pay, and prohibition of night work

for women and children, Ac originally passed, the law is more advanced than that

in any other Oriental country and those in elost European countries.

Application of the law at present, Dr. Chen reported, probably would des-

troy many factories and throw thousands of men, women, and children out of work. He

recommended that it be greatly modified for immediate application, and that the more

advanced provisions be enforced later as the Chinese worker becomes more efficient.

The provisions to be postponed include that forbidding employment of women

after 10 p;m., and that requiring all factories to rive workers one day of rest in

seven, with full pay. The social affairs bureau also has recommended a delayed

enforcement of the eight-hour day provision. This marks the second postponement in

the application of the law.

Dr. Chen found men, women and children working on 12-hour shifts, night

and day, with no limit on overtime. He proposed a 10-hour day for all workers, with

a minimum age for child workers set at 12 years, and two rest days each month with-

out pay to be compulsory. This he believed would be all industry could stand at

present without disrupting it.

The Ministry of Industry, in an independent investigation, found that

Shanghai factories alone employ 160,000 women, and most of them work at night.

It was estimated that at least 80,000 of these would be thrown out of work if the

law were enforced literally. The Government determined, however, to enforce provi-

sions of the act setting the minimum age of workers at 14 years, comnelling fac-

tories to provide education until workers are 16, and compelling provisions for the

safety and welfare of the workers.

Dr. Chen approves the factory law as a model, and urges that it be per-

mitted to stand in its present form. He suggests, however, that modifications be

made through departmental orders during the transition neriod. (Christian Science

-r,!enitor, September 4, 1931.)
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Wages

California. Wage a Laundry and Mercantile.
An analysis of pay-roll data of establishments employing women and minors

in the mercantile, laundry and dry-cleanin industry for the week ending October 31,
1930, once more emphasizes that the minimum wage of $16 a week does not represent
the maximum. Under the heading of "$17 and over" the data show 74.6 per cent of the
employees in 1929 and 75.5 per cent in 1930. Those receiving only $16 each week
were 22.5 per cent of the total in 1929, and 22.1 per cent in 1930. The "under $16"
classification (learners) gives 2.9 per cent for 1929, and 2.4 per cent for 1930.

The data about wage for five-and-ten-cent and limited-price stores state
that 23.3 per cent of the employees received $17 and over in 1929 and 24 per cent in
1930. The "$16 only" caption gives 61.4 per cent during 1929, while in 1030 the per-
centage was 62.5. For "under $16" the number in 1929 was 14.8 per cent, as against
13.5 per cent in 1930.

All the way through the tables it is learned that the "$17 and over" group
has high percentages, 80.3 per cent in the mercantile industry (excluding five-and-
ten-cent stores and limited price chain stores), and 73.6 per cent in the laundry
and dry-cleaning industry. (Report of the California State Department of Industrial
Relations, August, 1931.)

Alberta. leinimuif. Wej;te.
An amendment to the Minimum Wage Act came into force on i.ay 1, 1930, mak-

ing the act applicable to the whole province instead of only to the cities and towns
mentioned in the schedule. This amendment increased the work under the act consider-
ably. For the year ending March 31, 1931, a total of 3,963 inspections was made of
3,665 establishments in which were employed 9,945 experienced females and 821 learn-
ers. Of the total female employees, 19588 were employed in places brought within
the scope of the act by the amendment. (The Labour Gazette, Canada, August, 1931.)

Nova Scotia. Minimum Wee,c.
The minimum wage board of Nova Scotia recently issued Order Number 59

governing female telephone operators in cities and incorporated towns. The wage
fixed for experienced operators is $11 in four specified cities, $10 in eight other
specified cities or towns, and $9 in all other incorporated towns. Other regula-
tions included in this order are similar to those in the previous orders, including
the provision that hours of wor.k for which the minimum wage shall be paid shall not
be loss than 44 nor more than 50. (Labour Gazette, Canada, July, 1931.)

Emulovment

California. Emillovment, Laundry and Mercantile.
An analysis of the statistics compiled by the Division of Industrial Wel-

fare from the pay rolls received from establishments in California cEploying women
and minbrs in the mercantile and laundry and dry-cleaning industries, during the
week ended October 312 1930, shows that 1,746 fewer woman and minors wore busy on a
full-time basis than in the same week of 1929, a decrease of 3.7 per cont. On the
other hand, the number of firms hiring women and minors increased by 399, or 7.4 per
cent. There were 5,399 establishments (46,727 workers) in 1929, as compared to
5,798 (44,981 workers) in 1930.

In contrast to the general mercantile industry, the five-and-ten-cent and
limited-price stores show more women and minors working full time. In 1929 these
stores employed 3,767 women and minors, v;hile in 1930 the number was 3,911, 124
additional, or 3.3 per cent. The number of establishments showed an increase of 30,
from 226 to 256, or 13.3 per cent.Digitized for FRASER 
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The entire esercantile industry shows an increase in the number of pert-
time workers, special workers, and errand boys. In 1929 there wore 9,147 women and
minors employed on this basis, and in 1?30, 10,081s an increase of 934, or 10.2 per
cent. Combining both the part-time and full-time establishments and women and minor
workers, the Division of Industrial Welfare enforces the mininium-wage law in 6,460
mercantile firms in the State, employing 55,062 women and minors. There in a de-
crease in the total number of workers employed in the laundry and dry-cleaning
industry from 169496 in 1929 to 15,986 in 1930, 510, or a decrease of 3.1 per cent.
The plants show an increase, from 1,156 to 1,266, or 9.5 per cent. (Report of the
California State Department of Industrial Relations, August, 1931.)

Great Britain. Placement and Training.
During the year 1930, 338,759 women and 146,772 j,irls were placed by tne

various employment e;:changes. Of the women, over 1509000 were placed in domestic
service and over 1209000 in manufacturing. Of the latter, over 85,000 were placed
in the textile and clothing industries.

At the end of the year (1930) the work of the Central Committee on -fomen's
Training and Employment fell under three heads:

(a) The provision of domestic training (consisting principally of instruc-
tion in cookery, housework, laundry and needlework) in home training centers. Of
2,986 adults and 2,562 juveniles admitted to such domestic training, 1750 adults and
19774 juveniles were placed in domestic service at the end of the course and 662
adults and 459 juveniles were in training at the end of the year. Of the others,
some secured domestic employment before finishing the course, some wore not avail-
able for placement (ill health, etc.). A few secured other than domestic employment,
while others left or were dismissed during the course.

(2) provision under the Individual Vocational Training scheme for training
individual women in shorthand and typewriting, comptometer operating, midwifery,
nursery nursing, cookery and institutional housekeeping. Candidates for this train-
ing must be registered unemployed women, aged 18 years and over, who have no pros-
pects of reabsorptiGn in their own occupation, whose individual needs are not met by
the home training classes and who can not obtain fresh employment without training,
which they are not ebb e to obtain without assistance. In the depressed minin areas,
women who have not previously been employed but are otherwise similarly placed and
who, because of the diminution of the far_ily income resulting from the unemployment
of the male members, are forced to take up work s are also eligible. Grants for 216
women were approved during the year nd at 31 December, 94 women were in training.

(3) Provision of outfits for women who have secured resident domestic em-
ployment but who are unable to take up the situations offered owing to their inabil-
ity to cbtain the necessary uniform. (Report of the yinistry of Labor for the year
1930.)

Japan. Occ.upational Distributicn.
The Japanese Central Employment Exchanj,e Office recently made a study of

the position of women Yorkers during the last five years, based on statistics sup-
plied by the administration, the object being to discover the effect of the present
unemployment on the employment of women. The study covers women employed in factor-
ies, mines and other industries, shop and office employees and women in various
professions, but not agricultural workers.

The results show that the incnease in the number of women workers, in the
last five years has not been so great as was generally supposed. In factories and
mines tne demand for women workers is less at present than five years ago, and the
supply of both men and women workers is greater than the demand. The numbnr of women
employed in mines is declining on account of the approaching prohibition of the
employment of women underground. On the other hand, the number of women workers
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engaged in transport and communications and in casual labor has increased. The
number of women teachers in primary schools increased by about 109000 in the last
five years, but the rate of increase was lower than in the case of men teachers. In
the girls' high schools men teachers have recently been taking the place of women

teachers. The number of women doctors shows an increase, but is still relatively

slight. The number of women employed in offices, banks, etc., has not increased as
much in the past five years as is commonly believed; the proportion of women to men

employees having risen only from 15.2 to 17.26 par cont. This increase is attributed
to the replacement of men workers by lower-paid women employees a, a part of the
process of rationalization. (Industrial and Labor Information, August 24, 1931.)

Russia. Reserved_Occu2ations.
The Commissariat of Labour of the Russian Federation of Soviet Republics

has drawn up a list of occupations in which women must be employed either by prefer-
ence or exclusively, and this list was approved by the Council of people's Commis-
saries of the Russian Federation on 16 January 1931. AMODS' the occupations in which
women must be employed exclusively the most imeortant are certain branches of the
textile, chemical, electrical engineering and clothing industries, while a large
number of posts are reserved for them in offices and commercial undertakings. Plans
are in preparation for the substitution of woeer for non in these occupations and
the distribution of the labor thus released af.long -CI( various branches of industry.
(Industrial and Labor Information, August 24, 1931.)

NOTES: United States

Retail Sales and Gainfully Elnloyed  'Women.
The Bureau of the Census hes issued a preliminary report of retail distri-

bution in the United States, in which it is stated that retail industry "is actually
measured for the first -.11.Le in history." This estimates the total of such sales
through all channels to aggregate ever $53;000,000,000.

The report of the same bureau on gainfully emnloyed women shows their num-
bers to be 10,778,794, more than one-tenth of all persons 10 years of age and over
in the United States—presumably that section of the population that has spent the
amount designated.

If it is assumed that the average expenditure of xxzk gainfully employed
women would be at least *10 a wee:: for 50 wee'.:s in the year—and certainly this would
be a conservative estimate, since it would be less than what should be the minimum
requirement for the food and clothes of such women—then these employed women have
spent something over c5,000,0002000 or ore-tenth of the entire amount of estimated
retail sales.

The census reports that over 26 million of the women of 15 years and over
in 1930 were married. While these figures are not yet correlated with those on
gainful occupations for the United States, 9 per cent of the rearrisd women -.:ere
gainfully employed in 1920. Investigations of the Jbmen's Bureau, as well as those
of various social agencies, indicate that many such women who have never done so
before are finding it necessary to assist in the support of their families; and in
eight of the nine States for which this correlation has been ;end() the proportion
exceeds that for 1920. It seems fair, therefore, to assume that the proportion
gainfully occupied is no smaller than in 19209 in %,hich case it would represent more
than two million Women. If he expenditures of these be figured on the same basis

as before—an average cf *10Aweek for 50 weeks in the year—they would exceed one

billion dollars.
While the foregoing statements must be taken purely as approximations,

they do indicate quite vividly the iuportance to the American economic scheme of

maintaining, at least et as high a level as the present, the purchasing power of the
gainfully employed woman, whether married or single. (Analysis by Women's Bureau.)
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Vacations with pay..
The West, rn and Southern Life Insurance Company of Cincinnati has inaugu-

rated a new vacation-with-pay policy which affects 700 of its employees. The plan
awards home office employees with 5 to 10 years of service, an annual three weeks'
vacation and those with more than 10 years of service, a four weeks' vacation. In
addition, in each fifth year of service after the twentieth each employee gets an
extra week for that year, so that for example, in his thirtieth year an employee
would have a seven-week vacation with pay.

The plan provides, further, that employees have the option of taking just
their customary two weeks' vacation and working for the balance of their awarded
vacation period ruceiving double pay for that time. (Christian Science Eonitor,
August 29, 1931.)

Salaries for College Instructors.
Bennington College at Bennington, Vt., a now institution for the higher

education of woLion, will open in September 1932. Robert D. Leigh, president of the
college, has presented the following plan which has not yet been passed upon by the
college trustees but is open to criticism and possible revision.

The following is from president Leigh's statement which appears in
Euo.enics, December, 1930: "The salary system proposed for Bennington College is part
of an inclusive personnel policy involving tenure, promotion, vacations, housin,
school provision, insurance and retirement allowances designed to enable academic
workers to maintain a simple but comfortable family life with means for continuous
personal and intellectual growth. Rather than adopt a fixed student tuition charge
and then determine salaries, it is a basic college policy first to determine the
proper salary scale; then to fix the tuition at an amount sufficient to meet the
salary bill. Thus by actual trial and revision there will be an attempt to discover
a schedule of financial rewards adequate for maintaining a professional standard
of living. . .

"The following salary system, already in use in one or more institutions,
is proposed with the idea of securing  adjustment of salary to obtain effective
faculty service. The salary of each regular faculty member is to be made up of two
parts, (1) the basic wage determined by rank, ability and length of service, and
(2) an allowance of ACO per year for each actual dependent; the basic salary to
provide orderly progress from instructor to full professor with increases and pro-
motions determined as rigidly as possible on the basis of ahility.

"An actual dependent is to be defined as a wife or husband not employed at
a substantial salary outside the home, a riel.endent mother or father, a child up to
the ace of twenty-one or as long as he or she is actually dependent. In the case of
a husband and wife, both of whom are employed by the college, the dependency allow-
ance for children is to be shared; i.e., each parent to receive $250 per dependent.
The number of dependents for which allowances will be granted will probably be
limited to five." . . .

(The initial basic wage proposed for Bennington will probably range from
$2,250 minimum to a ,':35,000 or $5,500 maximum.)

NOTES: INTERNATIONAL

Euraean.  Conference of Labor 'iomen.
The fourth International Conference of Labor and Socialist women (since

the ,,ar) gathered in Vienna in July. Among the resolutions passed were the followin :
Women in Industry.

1. Admission of women to all occupations and the employment of women in
all the narts of an occupation, so far as the special physiological constitution
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2. Supl)ort of derands for re0.uction of working hours.
3. Realization of the principle of equal pay for equal work.
4. Removal of any injustices suffered by woen with regard to unemployment

benefit.
5. Extension of tho protection of motherhood and childrents welfare and

the care of widows and orphans.
6. Extension of the protection of workers and the collaboration of woroen

in all tasks connected with social administration.
7. The erection of houses well equipped with labor-saving devices and

provision for the care of children.
8. The setting up of an inquiry into the effects of industrial employEent

on women with the cooperation of representatives of working women.
Domestic Workers.

On behalf of the doroestic workers the Conference denands--
Full suffrage rights.
protective legislation and social insurance.
Inclusion in unemployent insurance.
Regulation of working hours and holidays.
Establishrient of free public e;_iployment exchalves, and abolition of

private employment agencies.
Vocational trairin7.
Hostels for unenployea domestic workers.
The woilen affiliated pledge themselves to cooperate with the Tra(le Unions

in their countries in the fight for the realization of these deroands.
The Conference specially urges dorestic workers in democratic countries

where they have tho suffrage to Lake full use of their political 'oewer to improve
their position. (The Labor 'loran, London. Septc-ober, 1931.)

European.  Federation of Trade Unions.
The Co...Loittee on -:ioolen Arkers of the International Federation of Trade

Unions held a meeting in Lausanne or 7 June 1931 under the chairmanship of Er.
Schevenels, General Secretary of the Federation. Among the questions on tile agenda
was that of the employment of wol:er in industry.

L report on the subject was submitted by Eiss Hanna (Gen:any), who stated
that the transition from craft production to industrial production and the consequent
conversion of the masses into a proletariat had brought about an increase in the
number of women dependent on employment for a livelihood. In industrial countries
the number of women cprkin,,-_; for their own support represented on an average one-third
of the labor force. At the present time industrial work had becone an economic
necessity for thousands of women.

Industrial work for women was a result of the use of machinery, and ration-
alization ;.ad encouraged it by opening new avenues of uoirloyment. It was obvious
that this would affect the position of male vorl:ers, who feared that they would be
replaced by lower-paid female workers. In this connection Lliss Hanna recalled that
the Tnteroational Federation of Trcde Unions had repeatedly declared that no solu-
tion would be found by opposing the e„tployment of women, but that efforts should be
made to improve the economic position of workers of both sexes. (Iniustrial and
Labor Information, August 21, 1931.)

LOTES: FOREIGN

China. Factory Inspection.
At the request of the Chinese govermiont, the International Labor Office

has just sent a i:ission to China to assist in organizing the National Factory Inspec-
tion Service. On January 31, 1931, the Chinese Legislative Council adopteC. a Factory
Inspection Act, which is to be put into force by decree at a later date, but the
establishment of tho National Factory Inspection Service is no small task, and the
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week . . .

Chinese government felt the need of expert advice in its execution.

The Mission consists of Mr. pon6, Chief of 39ction in the Diplomatic

Division of the International Labor Office, and Dame Adelaide Anderson, formerly

Principal Lady Inspector of Factories in Great Britain. (Industrial and Labor

Information, August 24, 1931.)

Brazil. Conference for Women's Advancement.

The Second InternatLonal Congress of Women conducted by the Brazilian

Federation for Progress of Women, was held in Rio du Janeiro in June, 1931. Com-

mittee's prepared resolutions on the following subjects: Education; the home;

mothers and children; conditions of work for women and children; activity of women;

cooperation of women on social service, women's rights and peace.

Concerning working conditions for women and children the followino; recom-

mendations were made; establishment of a Bureou of Women and Children sililar to

those in the United States; appointment of women inspectors, organization of an

official committee of citizens of both sexes to study the ways and means for paying
for an eight weeks' rest, four weeks before and four weeks after childbirth; seats
for women workers employed in business or industry; and better enforcement of the
excellent sanitary legislation already existing. As to salaries the Congress advo-
cated that they should be based on work and not on sex. (Communication to the
Women's Bureau.)

Great Britain.  Conference of Labor Women.
The British National Conference of Labor Women was held in Blackpool from

2 to 10 June 1931, and was attended by 750 delegates. Miss Dorothy Elliott, of the
National Union of General and Eunicipal Workers, was in the chair.

Dr. Earion Phillips submitted a report on the year's work of the Labor
Party in regard to women's interests, referring also to rent restrictions, shop
hours and conditions, maternal mortality, venereal diseases, international affairs
and unemployment insurance. Reports wore also submitted on disarmament, domestic
workers, hospital administration  and nursery schools.

The Standing Joint Committee of Industrial jomen's Organizations submitted
to the Conference a draft domestic workers' charter, based on an inquiry into the
conditions of domestic servants. (Industrial and Labor Information, kunuct 24,
1931.)

India. Report of the Royal Commission on Labor.
This report is based on material collected during an extended tour through

India in the course of which were held 120 public sittings for the examination of
witnesses and 71 private sessions. The report was presented to parliament in June,
1931.

A few recommendations having special bearing on the employment of women
are quoted here:

"We recommend that, where women are engaged in substantial numbers, there
should invariably be employed at least one educated woman in charge of their welfare
and supervision throughout the factory o . . responsible to the labor office . . .
or to the manager . . . for the engagement and dismissal of all female staff . .

"The majority (of the commission) recommend a reduction to 54 hours a

"The factories act as it stands at present prescribes a l&-hour rest
period for women, and fixes this ordinarily as the period between 7 p.m. and 5.30
a.m." The commission recommends an 11-hour rest period ". . . and would prescribe
merely that the . • . period should include the hours between 10 p.m. and 5 a.m."

" . . • many of the special, yet remediable, disabilities from which women

suffer will only come to light with the appointment of women inspectors . . . The
successful inauguration as well as the adequate enforcement of laws and welfare
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orders bearing especially on the welfare of women and children . . . call for the

services of trained women inspectors, and we are confident that in India as in Great

Britain, their appointment has only to be made to prove its justification . . .
Consideration should be given to the selection of women with either medical degrees,
or public health or social service diplomas and, if possible, also possessed of
SOD° years' practical experience in public work."

"Having regard to the fact that the fixing of a working day in perennial
factories at 10 hours and of the working week at 54 hours has boon advocated, we
consider that it would not be unreasonable to maintain in seasonal factories the
present maximum working day of 11 hours and the maximum working week of 60 hours."

"In the more industrialized provinces Public Health Departments should be
strengthened to deal with industrial hygiene and industrial disease. At least one
of the Assistant Directors of Public Health should have a special knowledge of these
subjects and be capable of advising industrial employers on matters affecting the
health of their workers and of carrying out special investigations in the industrial
field." (Report of the Royal Commission on Labor in India.)

Sweden. Factory Inuection and Laws for  Women.
Labor legislation for women workers in Sweden may be classed under three

main heads: Leave of absence for childbirth, employment at night, and conditions
of employment.

No woman may be employed for 6 weeks after confinement and she may ask
for leave 2 weeks before the birth by presenting a doctor's certificate. Time off
must be allowed for nursing a baby. This period of maternity leave is cared for
through a system of sickness benefit societies which receive State grants for
maternity aid.

Employment at night is regulated in accordance with the Berne Convention.
Industrial women must he off duty at least 11 hours at night and always between 10
p.m. and 5 a.m.

All other conditions of employment are regulated through factory inspection
orders. The Government has power to lay down standard conditions for women workers
or to prohibit their employment in dangerous or strenuous work. This power is
administered through ten factory insnectors, one of whom is a woman, and thirteen
assistant inspectors including two wol.:en assistants. The women inspectors inspect
the whole country in districts where women workers are numerous. (Social Work and
Legislation in Sweden; A survey published by order of the Swedish Government, 1928.)
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U.S. Department of Labor

WOLEN'SBUaEAU
Washington

News Letter No. 80. Nov. 1, 1931.

ACTIVITIES AFFECTING GAINFULLY EM PLOYED IVOTEN

Hours and ':;ork Conditions

Arkansas. Hour Law

An amendment to the hour law provides that the provisions of the act shall not
apply to females employed by railrod companies whose hours of service are regulated
by Federal laws (Acts of Arkansas 1931).

New York.  Occupations Not Covered bv the Law.

The Industrial Bulletin (New York) for September, 1931 contains a discussion of
"Some typical griovances of women working in occupations not covered by the labor
law," and quotes a number of characteristic letters of complaint. Each year the
Department of Labor receives hundreds of complaints frnr individuals who have real
or imaginary grievances regardior their conditions of work.

Unrortunately, many complaints are of such a nature that the Department of
Labor is unable to take direct action. The situation becomes much more difficult
when the complaint relates to some condition outside the scope of the labor law,
yet just as definitely a problem of employment as are those others of which the
State legislature has taken cognizance. Only too obviously, in nary cases, the
writer believes that there is a law which should be protecting her against the hard-
ship or wrong of which she complains. Sometimes she believes this so firmly tLot
she writes not once but again and a7air.

Complaints regardio7 the hours of wonen in occupations not covered by the labor
law are among the most common of these concerning situations over which the Depart-
ment has no control. A manicurist writes that she must work a 12-hour day and asks
why the beauty parlor in which She works is allowed to violate the "eight hour law."
Similarly, clerks, chambermaids and cleaning women complain against long hours,
night work, frequent overtime, or a seven-day week, and ask the Department of Labor
to exercise its authority in their behalf. yet women in none of those occupations
cone within the scope of the labor law regulating hours of work.

Of the complaints of this type regarding long hours which have been referred to
the Division of *Amon in Industry within the past year, apl,roximatoly a (luarter
have come from hotel employees and another quarter from office orkers.

Another group of complaints come from women employed in stores and rostaurants
in villages and in the sm,dler cities of the State, where such establishments are
not covered by the hours law. (The Liv applies to stores in towns of 3,000 poroola-
tion or over and to restaurants in cities (:f the first and second class.)

While the Department of Labor has no 1..:gal Imrer to correct abuses ouch as
these, it is nevrtheless peosible in some cases to secure the cooperation of the
employer in bringing about shorter hours and better working conditions. For this
reason the Division of Jomen in Industry investigates all complaints concerninF,
women and children which do not involve the enforcement of the labor law, and
attempts to make an adjustment by presenting the workers' point of view to the
employer, who may not have been aware of his workers' dissatisfaction. jherever

possible the Division also explains to the complainants the limitation of its

powers and the fact that the situations reported are not covered by the Labor law.
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The complaints have brought to light undesirable working conditions in certain of
the unregulated occupations for women. Re,:areed as a whole they sho' that women in
these occupations are recognizing the special disadvantages under which they work
and indicating their desire for legal regulation of hours and working conditions.

United States.  :ight Work.

The Executive Committee of the Cotton-Textile Institute, which met recently inNev, York; reviewed exhaustively the 1)rogress and present situation as to the elim-ination of women and minors from night work in the cotton mills. The committee, byunanimous recommendation, reaffirmed its confidence in the value of this policy andthe continuance of its observance, and commended the industry for its wisdom inadopting the recommendation to so preponderant an extent.
The committee announced that over 80 per cent of the entire industry, including78.4 per cent of mills classified as having run at night, was now pursuing thispolicy.
RepresentinF: the committee's views, George A. Sloan, president of the Institute,stated that the committee was gratified to observe that this policy of discontinuingthe night ar.iployment of women and minors was effectively discouraging night opera-tion as a general practice. Various mana7e]:!ents which have attempted to operate abalanced shift at night employing men only, are, he stated, reporting that they findit exceedingly difficult to do so under existing conditions. The feeling is strongin many such quarters that such operations will become impracticable with the returnof more normal business. The committee therefore believes that continued adherenceto the Institute's recommendation will eventually result in further stabilization ofemployment through concentration of operations on the day shift except under emer-gency conditions. (Southern Textile Bulletin, September 24, 1931.)

Estonia. Hours of work.

On June 10, 1931, the Estonian parliament adopted an act relatim: to hours of-:ork in industrial undertakings. Under the -_-,rovisions of this act hours of workmay not exceed 3 in one day or 40 in the week. If hours are longer on certain daysand shorter on others, they may not exceed 9 in the day or 48 in the week. Exemp-tions are allowed for making up lost time under certain circumstances and overtime isallowed under prescribed conditions. (Industrial and Labor Information, October 5,1931.)

Great Britain. Rest pauses and hours of  work.

The Annual Report of the Chief Inspector of Factories and Workshops (1930, con-tains an account sent by one of the inspectors of "the relation of rest pauses andhours to fatigue and efficiency."

"At a steam laundry the hours worked are from 8 a.m. to 12.30 p.m.and 1.30 p.n. to 5 or 6 p.m., 8 a.m. to 12.30 p.n. on Saturdays.About four years ago a rest pause was given in the morning about 10.15a.m. This rest pause arose after an exlperiment with certain women onthe shirt unit. The women OA one cloy well exceeded the outputguaranteed by the maker, but the Eanager, observing undue fatigue,
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immediately instituted a morning rest pause of five minutes. production was
not diminished and fatigue was lessened.

"In April of 1930 the afternoon five minutes rest pause was introduced as
well; tea and coffee are brought to the workers who provide cakes, biscuits,
and fruit. This again has been very successful both from management and
workers' point of view.

"Production figures have been kept and prove increased output after the
introduction of the afternoon rest pause. Thus the output of a team of ironers
and pressers (four ironing, two pressing) shows an increased production per
head of ave.: 5 per cent and each individual ironer responded with increased
production figures.

"It is interesting to watch the effect of increased hours on the output
per worker per hour throughout the laundry. When work is normal on a forty-
to forty-five-hour week output per worker remains steady, but with an
increase of hours per week in the rush season—June, July, and August—to
forty-five and fifty hours per week there is a drop of 5 per cent per worker
in hourly output.

"This decrease in output per worker only occurs where the longer hours are
worked over a considerable period. Fatigue influence would seem to reouire
over a week's duration before the effect is felt. Thus in the last week of
the year before the holiday break, long hours were worked but output per
worker was increased due to the psychological spur of the approaching holiday."

The same report contains a summary of establishments that have changed from a
six or five and one-half, to a five day week. This change has been made not by a
shortening of hours but by a redistribution. The report states:

Analysis of the actual hours worked shows that in 25 per cent of the works
the hours are in the neighborhood of 45, or an average nine-hour day, while in
64 per cent the hours are from 47 to 46. In 48 works (including 43 in which
men only are employed and work 56 hours a week) the hours exceed 43, and in 25
works the hours arc less than 45, including five works or a 40-hour week.

It appears from this analysis that the change in the system of working
has been brought about in the large majority of cases without any interference
with the norpal total of 47 or 48 hours a week.

The Saturday hours are sometimes distributed equally over the other
days in the week, but more generally the extra hours are added to Tuesday,
Wednesday; and Thursday, those being recognized as the best days for output.
In at least one case the hours have been exactly divided making 9 hours and
36 minutes daily. The hours are generally added at the end of the day,
but in some instances an earlier start is made.

A tabulation of weekly hours is given by industry for 704 firms. Of these
70 were textile industries employing 4,414 men, 39250 women and 871 young persons,
and 634 wore nontextile industries employin:-_; a total of 49,936 men, 24,642 women
and 3,550 youna. persons.

The advantages climed for the employer are a reduction in overhead charges,
an opportunity to have maintenance and repair work done on Saturday without
overtime, delivery of orders speeded up, and absenteeism reduced and time-keeping
improved.
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The erlployee has the advantage of the long weekend for recreation or for
home duties. One day's transportation fare is saved, and an improveent in
health has been noted.

Janan. Hours of fork.

The hours of attendance of young persons under 16 years old and c)::Ien in
actories under the Factory Act are nevi limited to 11 daily, including one hour's
est.

The employ :ent of these persons for 12 hours a day (including one
hour's rest) was permitted exceptionally until 31 August 1931 in spinning
mills and in factories for the manufacture of woven silk t7oods for export,
specified for the purpose by the prefectural governor, and in factories
where the number of persons usually employed did not exceed 102 but which
engaged in weaving or doubling by the use of power-driven machinery. This
exemption expire(: on 31 August 1931, and as from 1 September the hours of
attendance of young persons under 16 years of age and of women in factories
coming under the Factory Act are limited without exception to 11 (including
one hour for rest). The spinning mills affected by the expiry of the
exceptional provisions are teose in which one shift is worked, and their
number was 19 only in November l30. The majority of spinning mills work
two shifts and were excluded from the exception. Factories engaged in the
manufacture of woven silk goods for export also took advantage of the
exemption, and are thus affected. The factories most seriously affected,
however, are those in which the number of persons usually employed does
not exceed 109 but which engage inweaving or doubling by the use of
power-driven ,mchinery. These factories number about 13,000 throughout the
country, and the ntt.lbor of workers they employ amounts to about 569000.
(Industrial and Labor Information, September 79 1931.)

Eexico.  The Ne'r Labor Code.

The new l'exican Labor Code was promulgated by the president of the republic
on August 21, 1931. Except as noted, the provisions of the code apnly to both
men and women.

The Code is divided into nine headings with numerous chapters; it applies
throughout the territory of the Republic and both Federal and local authorities
are responsible for its application. All employers and workers are covered by
it. Employers are required to employ at least 90 per cent of I exicans or
naturalized foreigners of European race.

The Code contains very full provisions for the regulation of contracts of
employment and especially of collective ercements; which are comnulsory. The
collective agreement must be concluded with the trade union to which the majority
of the workers in the undertaking belong; it may be revised every two years.

Special provisions deal with the protection of wages and deternine the
minimum wage. The Code contains very detailed regulations governing the condi-
tions of health and safety in industrial undertakings.
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Various chapters deal with the work of domestic servants, seamen, railwaymen
and agricultural workers and with employment in small industrial undertakings and
home work. The contract of employment of apprentices is also specially regulated.

The provisions regulating trade union organization are extremely liberal.
The Code recognizes the right of employers and workers to combine in trade unions
without the previous permission of the authorities, but it fixes the number of
workers who may constitute a trade union at not less than 25.

The minimum age of admission to employment is fixed at 12 years. The
employment of boys under 16 at dangerous or unhealthy work or night work is rro-
hibited. Boys over 13 may conclude a contract of employment without the authority
of their parents, and any married woman may likewise conclude a contract without
the authority of her husband. Women workers will be entitled to a compulsory rest
period with pay of eight days before their confinement and one month after it.

The eight-hour day (is established) except for domestic servants and persons
employed in the care of the sick. The Code permits overtime in special circum-
stances up to a maximum of throe hours a day three times a week. A holiday with
pay of four days will be granted to workers who have been employed for more than a
year and one of six days to those who have been employed for more than two years.
(Industrial and Labor Information, October 52 1931.)

Employment

California. Employment kEzcies public and private.
(From the First Biennial Report of the Department of Industrial Relations of

the State of California, 1927-1930.)

During the calendar years of 1928 and 19292 2012203 jobs were furnished to
women applicants by 297 agencies. The average net fee y.er job furnished was $5.84.
The following tabulation gives these data by type of agency:

Kind  of agency. Number of jobs furnished
Commercial  50,071
General  31,015
Hotel and dooestic  85,637
Nurses  31,973
Oriental  753
Teachers  934

Avera7e net fee 
$12.22

3.02
3.86
2.49
1.72

60.39

During a two-year period ending June 302 1931, 562961 placements of women weremade by 11 permanent free employment offices of the State. Not all the offices hadbeen in operation the full two years. These placements are classified by industryas follows:
Private homes ..... ........ 27,212
Hotels, clubs, restaurants 11,875
Clerical and professional  5,002
Foods, beverazes, and tobacco  4,467
Other factories ......... 3,37
All other...  3,670

The cost of placements has not been determined by industry. The average costper job filled in all industries (both men and women) was 61 cents. The reportstates:
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"The biennial report of the Division of Labor Statistics and Law Enforcement
for the fiscal years 1920-1929 and 1929-19309 gives the average cost to the worker
(both men and women) for each job received through a private employment agency
as $4.17. If the 295,385 workers who received jobs, free of charge, through the
State offices were obliged to buy them from priv,ete agencies, the aggregate cost
to the workers would have been $192319755. This amount, therefore, may be taken torepresent the savings to the workers of the State, as a result of the operation
of the State free employment agencies."

The Division of Labor Statistics and Law Znforcement recoiilends the followinglegislation affecting private employment agencies:
"Employment agencies should be obliged to print or publish the maximum feeswhich they charge for positions on all of their advertising matter; includingintroduction cards, bulletins, blotters, throw-aways, newspaper and other adver-tising. The maximum fee should be considered as the highest fee which the

applicant must pay, whether the fee is paid in one payment, or is paid in instal-elents."

Illinois.  Private Employment Agencies Act.

House Bill 6712 amending the private Employment Agencies Act in certainimportant respects; was approved on July 8; 1931. The Department is given powerto make reasonable rules to regulate the conduct of the private employment agencybusiness. Two amendments require the printing of the address of the principal andbranch offices of the Department of Labor and such other reasonable informationas the Department may doom proper or the back of all receipts issued by employmentagencies, and require agencies to furnish the Department of Labor, under rulesprescribed by the Department, monthly statements showing the number and characterof placements made. (The Labor Bulletin; August, 1931.)

1agos 

British Columbia. iinimum Wap.e.

Included in the annual report of the Department of Labor is the thirteenthannual report of the 1:inimum Wage Board. Under this Act, which became operativein 19109 nine orders respecting minimum wages  have been put into effect; and theseinclude practically all classes of work in which women and girls are enclagedthroughout the Province with the exception of domestic servants, fruit pickers,farm laborers and their emidoyers who are excluded from the operation of the Act.The total number of vicxlen and girls within the scope of the Act during 1930,as indicated by the returns from 39456 employers was 202461. Of this total 32923i2x12 or 19.17 per cent were listed as receiving the actual minimum for theirrespective classes of work, 129458 or 60.09 per cent were receiving wages in excessof the minimum; and 42080 or 19.94 per cent were receiving wages below the minimum.This latter group includes young girls and inexperienced workers for whom lowerrates are set, and employees who worked loss than 40 hours in the week and werepaid on a pro rata basis. The average weekly wage for all occupations for experi-enced employees over 18 years of age during 1930 was $17.37. The minimum weeklyrates in force for experienced workers range from $12.75 in the mercantile industryto $15.50 in fish canneries. (The Labor Gezette, Canada; September; 1931.)

Nova Scotia. ITiniflum Wa-e

The ij-nimum Wage Board early this year issued Order Number 49 governing
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females employed in the textile and needle trades. The weekly rate set for
experienced workers is $11 in cities and tons of 17,000 population, and over,
and $10 for towns of under 172000 population. Those rates apply if not less
than 44 nor more than 50 hours per week have boon eforked. (The Labor Gazette,
Canada. September, 1931.)

ShaVai, China.  '.!acs and Hours.

A report (compiled by the Bureau of Social Affairs of the City of Shanghai)
"is a real attempt to Etudy the problens presented by modern industry. It is an
effort to find the facts and set them forth. At the end of a hundred years
Shanghai will still be looking for facts, but this does not make the present study
less significant. Policy must be formulated upon the facts which are now avail-
able. "It qan not ymit.4goatmorrow's statistical tables."

Numbers of establishments and workers employed are based largely on direct
investigation by the Bureau of Social Affairs supplemented by information from
other sources, such as employers' associations. The study covered 22326 establish-
ments employing 849703 males, 1732432 females and 27,432 children. Information on
hours and wac_es was secured for 274 establishmentr, employing 31,053 males, 50,473
females, and 72516 children.

The following table gives data for industries employing large numbers of women:

No. of women Average daily Average daily
Industri reported hours earnings _--..._. .....
Silk reeling 14,643 11.0 $0.539
Cotton spinning........... 600 0 272574 11.9 0.452
Silk weaving ....... ....... 000 0 566 10.4 0.694
Cotton weavin-: ......... ... 006. 7,120 11.6 0.545
Silk and cotton knitting 1,594 9.6 0.634
Tobacco industry. ...... .... 066 0 4,401 8.3 0.581
Eatch making 318 8.9 0.240
Egg and egg products ..... .  . 764 9.0 0.459

Pages and Hours of Labor, Greater Shanghai - 1929.
Affairs, The City of Greater Shanghai.)

Industrial Accidents

Compiled by the Bureau of Social

New York.

Of 100,462 compensation cases closed June 30, 1929, 82091 were of injuries to
women. of these 6,816 were cases of temporary injury, 1,256 permanent partial
injury, 3 permanent total injury, and 16 were fatal cases. These cases are classi-
fied by ago, ranging in women's cases, from 14 to 79. The largest number of cases
for any age group was 473 for women 13, followed by 399 for women 19.

For the year ending Juno '30, 1930, women's cases number 9,901 out of 109,848.
These were classified as follows: 8,345 temporary; 1,535 perrianent partial; 1 per-
manent total, and 20 fatal. The largest numbers wore again found in the 18 year
and 19 year groups being 591 and 529 respectively. (Cost of Compensation Two Years
ending Juno 30, 1930. Special Bulletin, No. 170, iciw York State DePartmont of Labor.
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Great  Britain.
During the year 1930; a total of 699 fatal and 143,059 nonfatal accidentswere reported to the Chief Inspector of Factories and Workshops. An accident isdefined as one "which is cith3r fatal or disables the workman for more than throedays from earning full wages for the work at which he was employed." Of theseaccidents, 17;13E2, were to women, 23 of which were fatal.
The following tabulation shows the industries which accounted for onethousand or more accidents to females (both adults and young persons):

Industa

Cotton...
Wool, worsted shoddy..........
Light metal trades..............
Wearing apparel ......... .....

 
 .000••••00•00600•

••• n••oose

•eo eo0•0•

Number  of accidents
Fatal Nonfatal 

2;586
1 1,115
2 1,921
7 1;107

k report on industrial poisonings includes 36 affecting fenales. There werealso three deaths due to poisoning reported for women; two due to anthrax andone due to lead poisoning. Of the nonfatal cases, 15 were due to lead poisoning.(Annual Report of the Chief Inspector of Factories and Workshops for the year 1930.

NOTES: UNITED STATES

Education  of  Workers.
The Vineyard Shore School for '/omen lorkers in Industry willnot reopen forthe fall term in October. The school, opened as a full-time workers' educationproject; completed its second year in June. Each student under the Vineyard Shoreplan is responsible for a $200 fee to cover living expenses, but few have beenable to meet the full amount because of unemployment or broken time. The schoolhas therefore been supported in large 1)art by voluntary contributions, plans arebeing made to raise a budget so that the school may open in January for a five-months' term. (The Survey, 15 Sept. 1)31.)

ranchester, N.H.
A reduction of 10 per coot in the rents of all property owned by the AmeskeagEanufacturing Co.; and occupied by its employees has been ordered by the management.Readjustment of the rent schedule closely followed the decision of the workers toaccept a wage reduction. Amoskeag owns 750 tenements, about 20 lodging and boardinghouses, and several residences occupied by executives. It is understood that theworkers' convention will seek, through tho Chamber of Commerce, to have all propertyowners in the city make a similar reduction in rents. (Daily News Record, 25 Sept.1931.)
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955 U. S. Department of Labor

WOMEN'S BUREAU
Washington

News Letter ]To. 81 December 12 1931.

ACTIVITIES AFFECTING GAINFU= E:IFLOYED MIEN

Hours and Work Conclitons

New York City. Conditions of Work in Hotels.

In order to determine what industries eap1oying large numbers of women are do-
ing to adjust themselves to the present depression, the Division of Women in Industry
of the New York State Department of Labor has recently made a study of the hotel
industry in New York City. This industry was considered well worth studying because,
by its very nature, it must reflect changes in general prosperity quite directly and
extensively; it employs large numbers of women; and its hours and other working con-
ditions are not regulated by law so that managements are free to act to change these
within the limits of what seems to them profitable and expedient.

There are 325 hotels in the City of New York which at the present time employ
a -proximately 50,000 workers. During normal con titions in the past these hotels
have had at least 10 per cent more workers on their pay rolls. The 50,000 hotel
workers are fairly evenly divided, half of them being !sen and half women.

All the practical hotel men who were consulted regarding the present critical
economic situation said that they were doing everything possible to operate their
hotels with the strictest economy which could be combined with satisfactory service
to guests and consideration for taeir employees. The economics which directly affect
the employees are chiefly reductions in numbers employed or wages received or
increases in hours of labor or quantity of work contracted for.

The best estimate which could be secured regarding the reduction in number of
workers employed in the hotel industry in New York City as a whole was about 10 per
cent. Houover, reductions in individual hotels ranged from 32 per cent to none at
all. Eany of the hotels which had reduced their forces by 25 to 32 .eor cent had
closed certain floors completely and were operating their houses on the basis of
many less rooms. Other houses which had reduced their labor forces considerably did
so by combining departments and positions, using the disDleced workers to substitute
for other workers on loaves of absence without pay. any workers were said. to be
;lad to have the opportunity for an extended lecve without pay as long as they were
not dropped permanently from the pay roll, the expectation of a regular job when
times should improve reyeained and all sick, accident and length of service benefits
were retained.

Practically all the hotels have made some rdjustents in their salary levels.
In several instances there has been a blanket cut of 10 per cent threue.hout the house.
Other hotels have cut their salaried employees 5 per cent and any of their wage
workers who rore gettine more than the going wage have been reduced to the usual
amount paid for the specific poeit'.on. A few hotels have reduced certain individuals,
not in any instance more than 10 nor cent, but these have made no uniform reduction.
During the suraier, one hotel weeked part of its force a seven-,_lay week but paid a
salary for six days. This place also asked each employee to take an extra week's
vacation without pay. In this way their force was kept intact although the entire
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personnel was never working at one time during the dull months of July and August.
Another hotel chace:ed 2ron a seven-day week to a six-day week with the loss regularly
of one day's salary but no reduction in number of those employed. One of the largest
hotels in the city has retained its usual hourly rate but has reduced the number of
hours for each employee. In this way the basic rate is preserved and any ipprovement
in business will be felt immediately in an increase in hours of work per employee and
consequently in the pay envelope as well.

As wage levels stand at the present time, chambermaids, who live in the hotel
and who receive meals as well as a room, are paid from $24.50 to $40 a month. Those
living out receive fro::, $12 a week to $80 a month. The latter figure, which is
above the general average is for night work. Pantry maids living out, but getting
meals, earn from $12 a week to $70 a month.

The lengthening of working hours in hotels does not seem to be a method of
economy which has been used generally in this present situation, as only one large
hotel reported employing it.

lost of the hotel managers, who were interviewed for the information on which
this article is based, said that the amount of work required per individual worker
has been increased, but it was almost impossible to estimate how much aAitjonal work
there was for most types of positions. However, for chambermaids and bath maids the
increase in duties can be accurctely measured. Previously, each maid cared for 12
to 15 rooms in the highest type hotels and from 13 to 20 rooms in the smaller houses.
The number of rooms has been increased to 15 to 20 in the big houses and 22 to 25 in
the smaller.

In brief, the position of hotel employees in general in New York City has suf-
fered because of diminution of hotel lousiness and uncertainty as to what is ahead.
First of all, somewhere near five thousand former hotel rorkers have been thrown
back on thu labor market and may in all likelihood be found among the jobless.
Second, the position of many of those who are still employed to-day is more onerous
or less remunerative than heretofore. Some types of reduction in working standards
or in pay will probably be hard to do away with even when better times will have
justified an improveaent--such as those involving increase in number of rooms to be
cared foy, lengthening of daily and weekly hours cuts in rate of pay. Other manage-
ments, however, appear to have planned their adjustments with the possibility of
improvement definitely in mind--such as the cut in hours of work but maintaining the
same hourly rate, thus makin7 it possible for earnin,7s to ;.c) up again as soon as
business improves. Possibly the shift from a seven- to a six-day week, over though
it means a current reduction in earnings will also result in the permanent establish-
ment of this practice and thus in a real gain. (The Industrial 3u1lotin, AlbanyN.Y.;
October, 1031.)

Pennsylvania. Hours in Dert::ont Stores.

Pomeroy's Inc., a department store organization, has announced the adoption of
the 5-day week system with no change in weekly pay. Each employee will take one day
off a week on a rotating schedule. The change affects 1,200 employees in Harrisburg,
Pottsville, ;ilkes-Barre and Reading. Employees will now work 42 hours a week in-
stead of 45- but the stores will be open 57 hours instead of 5l. The policy will
be effective -winter and summer. (Daily News Record, Oct. 24, 1S31.)

Lain. Hours of Iork.

On May Day of this year the Provisional Government of the Spanis4 Republic
announced its intention of ratifying unconditionally the 71ashini-ton Hours Convention.
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This intention has not boon carried out.
Of tho fifteen ratifications of the Hours Convention so far registered, eleven

arc now unconditional. Four are conditional on the ratification of certain other
countries. It is to be hoped that the unconditional ratification by Spain may
stimulate those four. States to reconsider their res3rvations9 and [rive frosh impetus
to thc movement - now struggling with unfavorab7— circumstances - for ratification
by Great Britain and Germany, which continue to hold the key to absolute acceptance
of the Convention by other great industrial countries of Europe. (Industrial and
Labor Infor:lation, October 269 1931.)

Waries

Geor.Lia. Wa.ges in Textile and Allied Industries.

The report of the Commissioner of Commerce and Labor of the State of Georgia
for the Fiscal year 1930 contains data on employment and earnings in the chief manu-
facturing industries of the State. This information is given in detail by sex and
age for textile industries and industries allied to textiles such RS clothing and
tents and awnings. Of a total of 609746 employees in textile industries, 259533
were female. Of this number 249035 were white women over 16 years of age, 434 were
white girls 14 to 16 years, and 19114 were negroes (not classified by age). The
greatest number of females, a total of 2195359 were employed in cotton and silk
mills (classified together). Next in importance were hnitting A.11s employing 29568
females.

Wages were reported in terms of the range of highest and lowest weekly wage.
The loest weekly wage for women over 16 in cotton and silk mills was $7 to $82 the
highest $8 to $15. I.T.en over 16 years fare little better; the lowest wage being $6
to $8; the highest $0 to $16. The lowest wage for women over 16 in knitting mills
was $79 the highest 0.6. Lents wages for this industry were, lowest $69 highest
$22.50.

Industries allied to textile mills employed 52235 workers classified as follows:
White male, 679; white fetdale, 4,092; negro male, 260; negro female, 204 (not classi-
fied by age). Weekly wages for females were, lowest $79 highest $209 average $12;
for males, lowest $9.509 highest $30; average $22.

Massachusetts. Minimum  Wag.

The Minimum Wage Commission has voted to establish a wage board for the pocket-
book and leather industry. The occupation will include the manufacture of such
products as pocketbooks, bags, trunks, suitcases; leather novelties and leather
specialties, such as card cases, desk sets, doe collars, and similar lines. It will
be the function of this board to recommend minimum rates of wages for women and girls
employed in this occupation. The board will consist of seven members and will be
made up as follows: Three representatives of the employers in the occupation, three
representatives of the employees, and one representative of the public who will act
as chairman. (Communication to the Women's Bureau.)

Social Nark Salaries.

Recognizing that financial pressure would lead to discussion of social work
salaries by many agencies and comunity chests, the Executive Committee of the
American Association of Social Workers at its recent meeting authorized the President
and Executive Secretary to present a statement on the subject to each of the Asso-
ciation's fifty-one chapters.

The Association urges the following factors for consideration in connection
with discussion of staff salaries in agency budgets:
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First: The practical advantage of employing trained social workers hasbeen recognized by agency directors and trustees as the result of lonc; andtested experience. This recognition has 13:Den accompanied by a gradual advancein salary standards. Existing standards are notably low however compared withthose in corresponding professions. The outstanding and continuing problem isthe further advance of professional standards in social work, with improvedleadership and practice. liaintainin-, salary standards is essential to workingout this central problem.
Second: Requirements of social workers in the years immediately aheadare similar to those imposed on the medical and nursing professions at the timeof an epidemic. A perlod of extreme activity is assured, making heavy extrademands on the time, strength, and devotion of social workers. Their positionis precisely the reverse of occupational groups whose income is reduced in con-nection with enforced idleness and reduced productivity.
Third: There is an active demand for social workers with experience andprofessional preparation. To carry the increased burden agencies have beenrequired to recruit untrained workers and volunteers, thus imposing especialresponsibilities on those equipped to direct and supervise operations. Fanciedeconomies of percentage cuts from salaries of social workers would be poorexchange for the loss sustained by an agency when its trained workers go else-where.
Fourth: Special attention is required to salary standards of socialworkers who have been employed in recent years on a work-training basis. Thispractice begins with the payment of low salary on the assumption that theworker's usefulness to the agency and the worker's salary will increase concur-rently. This relation is looked on ss contractual in many agencies. (TheCompass, October, 1931.)

Emaloment.
New York. Professional Women.

A study, by questionnaire, has recently been completed by the American ';:oman'sAssociation of New York City, to show what the depression is doing to successfulbusiness or professional women. The A.W.A. represents women whose median earningsare $3,030. Questionnaires were returned between Feb. 1 and Parch 15, 1931, by 1,917of its 49800 members engaged in 150 different business and professional occupations.While only 6.2 per cent of the 1,917 were unemployed, the study showed thatapproximately half the group are employed in endowed or tax-supported organizations(schools, libraries, civil service, etc). Unemployment in less sheltered industrieswas higher, being 11 per cent for those in commercial enterprises, 12 per cent inmanufacturing, and 14 per cent in transportation and communication. UnciAP loymantwas higher among women under thirty-five, 9.3 per cent, as compared with 5.1 percent among those over thirty-five.
The findings show that up to Feb. 1, 19319 wonen out of work typically remainedunemployed eight months. Of every ten, four were unable to find any sort of job totide them over, three found positions for one month or less, and three secured tem-porary work of longer duration. Ninety-six per cent of those who had experiencedunemployment had found it impossible to keep up their usual standard of living. Inthis group where median earnings are $3,030, 15.8 per cent normally earn $1,000 to$2,000 a year, while 1.7 per cent are on the $8,000 or over level. yet 2C.5 percent of the total number unemployed were in the lowest income classification, and3.3 were in the highest. (The Survey, November 15, 1931.)
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porto Rico. The Needlework Indus.

Senorita I:aria Luisa Arcelay, who wae the one woman delegate to the Fourth Pan-
knerican Commercial Conference recently held in Washinten, is head of the largest
needlework factory in Porto Rico, employing 500 workers and riving homework to about
5,000 more. Her opportunity came with the war; Manufacturers in the United States
found their shipments of needlework from the Philippines seriously interfered with,
and when their agents visited Porto Rico they found her prepared to do business with
them. She passed three years in one of the existing, factories, then with a small
capital contracted to do their first trial orders. She turned back her profits into
the rapidly expanding business and installed the latest electrical machinery, all
the time employing more and more women.

Senorita Arcelay stated that there are more than 300 factories in the island
which make clothing for women and children and which do embroidery and drawn work on
lingerie and linens. Nearly 80 per cent of these factories are headed by 7/omen. Of
her country women she said: "The Women of porto Rico are interested first of all in
the economic rroblem. When we have settled the struggle for existence we may turn
our attention to politics." (The New York Herald-Tribune, October 185 1931.)

Employment for the handicapped.

The policy of hiring crip:led or vocationally handicapped persons has been
adopted by the iestern Electric Company in all its plants following a year of experi-
ment. The policy is to take such persons, not because they are handicapped but
because they are able to do useful work. They are therefore paid the same rates as
other workers. Since the initiation of the policy about a year ago, 432 mon and 170
women with physical defects have been employed. They are i)aired for purposes of
study with the "physically perfect" group.

In comparinH the two groups, it is found that 7 per cent more of the norhandi-
capped as compared with the handicapped were absent because of sickness, and 5.6 per
cent more of the nonhandicapped suffered accidents.

In income the handicapped among the workers on weekly rates showed an average
of 4.6 per cent increase in earnings as aL;ainst 4 per cent for the nonhandicapped,
and the handicapped on hourly rates showed an average of 8 per cent increase, as
compered with 9.9 per cent for the nonhandicapped. (J. W. Dietz, superintendent of
industrial relations at the xearny, Now Jersey, plant of the Western Electric Com-
pany speaking before the tenth annual conference of The Personnel Research Federation
in New york City, November 13, 1931, reported in the hew York Times, November 14,
1931.)

NOTES: UNITED STATES

Industrial  Democracy.

'.1L1liam P. Hapgood, president of the Columbia Conserve Company, made a statement
recently on the results of 14 years of self-government by the employees of the com-
pany. When the plan was started in 1917 Mr. Hapgood found that the first groat
problem was to gain the confidence of the workers, the second to stimulate the work-
ers, confidence in themselves. Those cynics who hod prophesied that the workers
would rush in and destroy everything before they understood how to manage were proven
wrong in every case. They knew little of human nature. When people are brought
quickly into contact with difficult problems they realize their own inexperience and
are ready to follow the advice of those who have already leerned. If those who
understand - the technicians in industry - are ready to be friends and teachers of
the workers, then the problem is not to restrain the workers from rash acts but to
get them to accept new responsibilities.
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Yr. Hapgood says, "In a genuine dJmocracy each one of us :ust hevc the oppor-
tunity to share in making decisions as to the rules under which we live tore-tiler, and
to solve the probloils connected therewith . . . The greatest tragedy of the indus-
trial revolution is not long hours and low wages, but the withdrawal from most work-
ers of all pleasure and education from their jobs . . . To those who ere pessimistic
about political democracy our system will seem theoretical and dangerous to a degree.
Having seen a large part of dalocracy vote unintelligently and a considerable portion
not vote at all, they will probably conclude that a grow.) of workers will do like-
wise. They can not understand the difference between the situation of the wor:-ers
in a plant and that of citizens in i)olitical govern:-,nt. Every citizen of tne -alant,
no matter how lje:ited his intellir:once ley ')e, recognizes the tremendous importance
to him and to his family of the successful operation of the industry. He lives in
its body, is a part of it, and understands its operation to some extent. If he does
not understand it fully he has friends among the other workers who do. Because they
are of his class he has confidence in their judgment. Above all, cur technicians
are patiently showing him the way. They wish him to understand because they realize
that the safety of their own economic lives depends upon intelligent workers. Their
chief mission is to educate those whom they are at present leading so that the latter
may some day effectively take their ,„laces, and thus safeguerd the business and
assure the welfare of all . . .

"To those who fear that when the worker has the power of suffrage in all matters
he will abuse that privilege I can say that not once in 12 years has this ha2pened
within our group. L,t, all times Columbia workers have been most careful of their
newly acquired cpwer. They have invariably considered the interests of the owners,
often taking less than the latter were vii].ling to 2ive, and usually waitin: for the
owners to urge increased incomes upon then, in salaries and es their share of the
profits of the business . . . "

The various measures established at the Coluelbia Conserve Company for the im-
provement of the conditions of the workers show the :eeanin: of industrial du:locracy
in practice. The 55-hour week was reduced to 50 hours in 1917 and to 45 hDurs in
1.24, when a five-day week and a nine-hour day were established. This schedule is
maintained except durin:, the peak load of canning which lasts from September 1 to
about October 10. The hours for office workers are the sa7le as for factory workers
and at times the office workers :cut on overalls and 'ielp in the plant. 2:r. ::epood
early discovered that "few workers, whether manual or brain, casual or technical,
can or will work effectively when uncertain of their jobs . . . One of the 1:reatest
problems in industry is regularity of earploypent. On the solution of that ;1-.oblem
depends practically all the steps beyond." - inety-five per cent of the woe:::a: force
have been :lace d on a yearly salary basis and are thus protected ag-laaet une-.121oyment
and erovided for in sickness. The seasonal workers are on a wae basis but they are
guaranteed 50 hours of work per week with full pay for legal holidays. Only bad
behavior results in discharge.

The newly hired workers are taken into the protected salary class after an
apprenticeship of six months. In case of discharge the eDnloyee receives two weeks'
salary on leaving. In one case a -.earried an with four children was put on proba-
tion with full salary. At the end of two weeks he was reinstato0 and "it has never
been necessary to repeat this discipline." I7ost opplovers arc amused at this form of
"discipline" but Ir. Hapgood has discovered that employees as well as athletes do not
like to be "sent to the bench" for breaking rules ther have helped to make. "Our
chief difficulty lies not in preventing had conduct, but in keeping our aosoc'eates
from becoming too conscientious. Frequentle, rye have to send workers hol.e becusse
they have cone to work when they are ill. -ere have a health committee apointed by
the Council (of employees), one of whose duties is to send eplovces home or to the
doctor when they are found not well enough to be atork."
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The maximum salary has been established at $590(0 ner year and three years ago
it was agreed that the higher salaries of technicians should not be raised until the
incomes of the lower salaried workers were materially increased. The 71inimu1.i salary
for all unmarried employees has been increased from $15 per week ($780 Der year) in
1917 to $22 per week (19144 per year) in 1931. The minimum for married women whose
husbands have work is 0.9 per week ($980 per year) and for narried men $33 per week
($1,716) per year). Differentiation is made between married employees with children
and those without children by the payment of $2 per week for each child under 13
until an employee's total income; exclusive of his share of the profits, amounts to
$39 per week ($29026 per year). This is called "the children's pay roll."

From 1917 to 1925 the employees received the same rate of dividend on the pay
roll as paid on the capital stock. In 1925 an agreement was made under which the
profits due the employees were used to purchase the common stock of the company. The
preferred stock receives 7 per cent cumulative; the common stock 10 per cent, the
salaried employees a 10 per cent bonus and reserves are set aside for depreciation
and taxes. After these charges have bon deducted from net profits one-tenth of the
remainder is set aside as a pension fund. The remaining net profits belong to the
employees and are used to purchase the common stock at $150 per share. By June 30,
19319 the employees had acquired 51.3 per cent of the common stock and at that time
it was expected that the purchase would be completed by June 30, 1933. Aat effect
the industrial depression will have in delayin the purchase remains to be seen.

Besides protection against unemployment, sickness and old age, all employees
and their dependents receive complete medical and hospital care. Vacations of three
weeks with full pay are provided those who have been with the company 12 months.
Eight months' service entitles an employee to two weeks, and four months' service
to one week.

In spite of the difficulty of arousing interest among employees who are too
tired after a day's work to apply themselves to study, the company is seeking to
develop a cultural educational pro?-ram among thel.7. "to strengthen and safe7uard their
democratic experience and to help then understand the implications of the new kind of
life they are leading." The chief educational work has been carried on in the Coun-
cil composed of all employees who wish to participate in making the rules and poli-
cies of the business. 1.Ir. Hap!Tood believes that their effectiveness would be ,greatly
increased by educational opportunities. In March; 1931; 14 classes per week were
held with an enrollment of 83 workers. The subjects taught were industrial history;
elementary economics, and current labor problems. (Information Service, Federal
Council of Churches, October 319 1931.)

Workers' Education in the South.

In the News of Southern Summer School for domen vorkers in InrIllstry; October,
1931; Frs. Louise Leonard 1 cLaren, treasurer and director of the Central Ct)2:111ittoe,
tells something of the students and their activities in their hone communities.

This year there was; of course, the dark reflection of industrial
depression in the experiences of going without jobs and looking vainly
for work, which were reported both by the students and by the many girls
accepted who could not cone because of the direct or indirect effects of
unemployment.

Members of this year's class came from eleven communities in six southern
States. Each one had worked at least two veers in one of the ten different
industries, including manufacturing of tobacco; textiles, c=onts, soes;
candy and others. All were outstanding in a Y..j.C.A. industrial club or trade
union at home and, without exception, they applied therpselves to get all they
could from their unusual chane for e:2.ucation. At one time or another each
one expressed a desire to take part in such educational or organizing activi-
ties at hoe as would better the life of other southern workers.
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Looking back over the five years of this first onl only school of its
type in the south, we sec certain signs that this idea in education has taken
root. :orkers' Education comnittoes are active in eleven southern townss not

to secure students and funds for scholarohips for women fro:1 local indus-
triss at the 'ayn L7awr or Southern Suloa.or Schools; but to pro.lote night
classes, labor plans and other fez-7,s of woo'ers' eoucation at hone. The
iolproveoent in prearation of stulents attending Suiso:er School :or the first
tino is evionce of the effective ...7ork of thesc comittees, as is the substan-
tiol financial support securod by thel,.
Yore and more the Suala.r School office recuivos requests for halo in planning

local courses. Then too there is an incroase in the number of opportunitics for
cooperation with other organizations. There 5s a _rowing intcrost in labor educa-
tion aolong college  students and professors, business worie,n and neolbors of woi2on's
organizations in the South.

In the spring of 19312 a survey of present activities of students who hod
attended the School during its first four years revealed that between 50 and 60 per
cent were known to be active in their own communities in carryino on the interests
stimulated by the sunnier course. Of the others, s: 1.e have aarried, moveci away and
arc lost sight of. iherover they are, their social attl.turles arc lrobably 'Jotter
for having attended a workers' school. In othor cases girls nave found no local
group through which th-y can function, but thy are koo'an to be rocCL3ng about indus-
try and labor problems and thoy ray be count 3d on the future.

The Y. -T C. A. Industrial Pro-ram.

The industrial prof,:ra of the National Young 1oolon's Christian Association was
shaped at a recent four-day conference of 13 young workers: includin a 1 ac.oille
operator from Portland, Oreg.; a telephone operator from St. Joseph, an elevator
operator frail Houston, a conserve fEctory representative frool Tndiana?olis, and
several textile and gEn ants oakers from other parts of the country.

The young workers discussed unemployolent, hours and wages, labor organization,
household eloployent, and their relationship to the other departments and the
administrative and executive branches of the association.

The following were soe of the comments lade during the discussion: "Everybody
ought to 1:now her own job. Workers don't and that's what is wrong with the:]." "A
girl has to have food, shelter and clothing. Now I have shelter and so.:.e food but
as for clothing T have desires and that's all." "It :lakes me furious to hear 1.eople
say that we have to have business cycles as though de-2,ressions were inevito:J1c.
Labor has gotten out of industry just as mach thowtht as it has -out into it. Labor
has put plenty of work into industry but mighty little t'oinkin'Y. de have got to
lecrn how to think." "se must learn how to make the machines work for us. -/o, have
to control the machinery; not let the machinery kick us out of jobs."

They talked about what they could do to Tonintain voae scales when high school
girls were working for small wages to help out the fay)11y inco:le, and college boys
eager for experience would accept $65 a month, while, as a southern Negro delegate
put it, 'People are waiting right on our doorsteps for our jobs and our eployers;
knowing this, cut our wages in half - un-Christian, I call it."

One speaker called it "perfectly heartless" that employers will not give jobs
to the inexperience, but aaothcr one countered with the statement that "you can't
install machines costing th(usards of dollars just for people to practice on." And
when another of the girls deplored the fact that forsen in her industry are largely
of foreign birth and give the preference to their ao:n countrymen, which :leans that
native-born workers are being excluded, she was swiftly rebuked by another delegate
who said, "A few years ago we were mighty glad to have these people co le frolT. Darope
and it would be just as bad 113W if the foremen fo7 :rad us and left the foreign-born
out."
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All if these and other topics will be brought up for discussi-n under the pro-
gram which the group framed for the biennial convention of the Y.W.C.A. in i:inneapolis
from Eay 5-11. (The Christian Science r3nitnr, November 9, 1931.)

NOTES: INTERNATIONAL

International Association  of .4onen Doctors.

The Sixth Congress of the International Association of Women Doctors was held
in Vienna under the presidency of I:rs. Thuillier-Landry from 15 to 20 September 1931.
The questions on the agenda included the part played by women doctors in tropical
countries, and legislation for the protection of women workers from the point of
view of social hygiene.

Reports on the statutory protection of women workers were suly:Aitted by Dr.
Adler-Herzmark (Austria), Dr. Bang (Norway) and Dr. Sorrentini (Italy), and were
followed by a discussion in which the representatives of the Scandinavian countries
opposed any special legislation for women, while the others, especially the dele-
gates from Austria; Germany and Italy, called for the international application of
the aashington Conventions relatin::, to the abolitor of night work for worlen and the
employment of women before and after childbirth.

Agreement was finally reached in favor of improved prophylactic measures for
both men and women and the regular inspection of factories by doctors of both sexes;
compulsory training in industrial hygiene for medical students, medical supervision
of home work, the application of the principle of equal pay for equal work, and the
protection of women before and after childbirth, both in their own interest and in
that of the children. (Industrial and Labor Information, October 26, 1931.)

International Federation of Trade Unions.

The absence of union organization among women in ineustry was discussed by the
Committee on Women ,orkers of the International Federation of Trade Unions, at a
meeting held in Switzerland recently. It was estimated that at the present time
less than one-tenth of the women wage-earners belong to national trade-union organ-
izations that are affiliated to the International Federation, and the Committee
recommended that national bodies should give fuller consideration to unionizing
women. A report on the subject considered by the committee stated that in industrial
countries the number of women working for their own support averaged about one-third
of the total labor force. Industrial work for women was shown to result from the
use of machinery; and rationalization had encouraged it by opening new avenues of
employment. The report recalled that the International Federation had repeatedlydeclared that opposition to fellale employment afforded no solution for the employ-
ment problems resulting from the displacement of male by female workers; efforts
should rather be made to improve the economic positions of workers of both sexes,
and this object could only be achieved by the organization of women workers. (The
Labor Gazette, Canada, October, 1931.)

NOTES: FOREIGir.

French General  Confederation of Labor.••••••• 
••• dO •.•••

The Congress of the French General Confederation of Labor; held in Paris from
15 to 18 September, 1931; unanimously adopted a resolution relating to women workers;
introduced by Mrs. Jeanne Chevenard.
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In this resolution the Congress noted that the number of women workers
recruited by the trade unions was not satisfactory; although women were taking a
steadily increasin part in economic activities. Propaganda among women workers
should be intensified by all suitable ,leans. Such propaganda; when carried out by
means of notices, pamphlets; etc., should always be addressed to workers of both
sexes, and should lay emphasis on the absolute identity of their interests and the
common character of their aims. The Conyress further confirmed its former declara-
tions in regard to the principle of equal pay for equal work and the living wage
for all producers, and drew attention to the urgent necessity of the rapid fulfil-
ment of this demand not only in the interest of women but also to safeguard the
wages of male workers, which were increasingly threatened by the competition of low-
paid female labor.

In regard to home work for women, the Congress demanded payment at fair rates,
and the abolition of the scandalous abuses characteristic of this form of employment;
while protesting against the failure to enforce legislation on the subject.

Tinally; the Congress clearly asserted its intention of defending against all
attacks, from whatever quarter, the Viashington Conventions concerning the protection
of wage earners of both sexes. (Industrial and Labor Information; October 26, 1031.)
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